i’--~WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

: LEGAL STAFF

/

DATE: February 4, 1974

:Philip A. Lacovara(
Counsel to the Spec: L1
Prosecutor
su~ECT:Recent Decision on Testimony by Government Witnesses
The United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit on January 31, 1974, in United States v.
Leonard (together with United States v. Sarvis) (Nos. 71-1503,
7512019) decided these.cases, which have some bearing on our
--~onduct of trials.
i, The Court ruled that the trial judge must:immediately
give a c.autionary .instruction when the government introduces
the-testimony of an ~accomplice. Even failure to give an
.... instruction sua .sponte that such testimony should be considered
,with..~ care ando~ cautior~ ¯may ~nstitute plai~_.error~ ..... Therefore,
................ to..~avoid ,.problems~ ~ lawyers~conducting ¯ trials. ,ofc)r ~this+office .................
should see. to it that whenever we use an accomplice or coconspirator as one,of our witnesses, the .tria~l~judge,should
promptly advise the jury that such testimony is to be received
,’with~ suspicion and with the greatest care and caution."
Whether we like it or not, that is the law of this Circuit.
2. In a related ruling, the Court found reversible error in
the court’s failure to give, on request, a similar cautionary
instruction with regard to testimony of witnesses to whom the
government has granted immunity.. The Court’s rationale suggests that the trial court may have a duty to give such an
instruction, whether requested or not by the defense, and
therefore it would be prudent for government ~ounsel to protect the record by seeing to it that such an instruction is
given when we use the testimony of a witness under immunity.
(The Court indicated that where the witness is both an
accomplice and is testifying under immunity, a single instruction merging both issues will be sufficient and "double
instructions" will not be necessary.)
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’ ’3. The Court also reversed because of error in limiting
cross-examination by the defense into the disposition of other
charges against the witness. It is hornbook law that the
defense may seek to establish bias by eliciting from the witness some promise of leniency he has received in return for
his testimony. The Court in the above-mentioned cases holds
that-,,the~permissible~--scope of exploration oncross~examination
is not curtailed by the absence of explicit government promises
of leniency, for the defense may attempt to show .government
................... !eonduct.~hichmight.-ha~e..lead a..witness~tohelie~e~ th~t~his
prospectsforlenient .treatment by thegovernmer~i°d4Pended on
the degree of his cooperation’."
.............. 4.. Of similar importance is the Court’~s recognition of
the so-calIed "res 5.es~aeexception" to.the hearsay-rule as
ia~ texcepti~n .to the :Confrontation Clause ¯ rUl~g ~n .Brutoq~’ v
i~i~6d ~s~ates. The. ’Court’held-~that it~ was ~pf0per-.~to admi~.~...~
........... teStii6ny..abt’utlwhat..cune.~alleged accomplice.~(acq~i~-~ed at the
k~i~kh~h~d ~s aid-- durir~i th~~omm~s sion ~-of ~the .~i~
¯ .:~-.-~-~?~o=.t-.-h~ld.~that~the except~on-to the h~rsay ~ru~le~f~r .~~
.~gesta~t-atements makes~ these. ~tatements
[acting .i~-~.cncer% .[wfth~him.~ ....... T~e .Court ..said ~t? ~:.~d~ ~eCisi0ns~
.._.~..-l~.CaIif69di.a~9...-Gfe~n,-~.~399 U-,S.~’I49 and-Dd~t~0n~~. Eva~’, 400
U.S. 74, s’uch Statements can be a~itted against acco~ces
~.and’~.c0nspirators to~pfo~e.~the~truth.o~ .what~i~s~d..even if~
........ ~..~.~cl~ant._does.not .testify,...without.~vieliting.~t~e Confronta~.~.
ti6~;.Claus~..’T~isrulingwill De~of obvic~.import~ce in
¯ usingincriminating referenceson~ite~H°use t~p4s.’TheCourt-]
..... ~di~ caution, however, that in the present cases, .these hearsay-~
d.edl~rati0ns.weresu~oundedby some-corroboritive~evidenCe,
and~i~icated that if they~ad been a singularor Cfiti~il
element insustaining the gover~.ent’s burden of proof, their
admissfon in a trial where the defendant could not cross.......ex~ethedeclarant...would-raise a "serious Conffontation
Clause issue." .......... ’

-: ~ :~~~-~ 5.~ The~Court;~also founderr°r in the~failure of the
~ ~trial court, sua sponte, to give an immediate cautionary
instruction whe--~the government used a post-arrest statement
to impeach a testifying defendant’s version, when that state’ment also tended to.implicate a co-defendant.. The C0urt ruled
that-since the statementwas being admitted onlyforimpeach- ..... ’°
ment purposes, the trial judgeshould have immediately instructed
the jury to consider it only for that limited purpose and not to
consider it for~any purpose against any co-defendant. The
giving of such an instruction-at the end of a several week ......
trial was held insufficient.

WA°!’ERGA°fE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPAI(TMENT OF JU~’IICE

Memorandum
¯ ro

:Leon Jaworski
Special Prosecutor

DATE: September 5, 1974

fROM :Philip A. Lacovara~y
Counsel to the Special
Prosecutor
SUBJECT: Former President Nixon’s Challenge to Grand Jury
Action Naming Him Co-conspirator
I telephoned Hugh Kline, Clerk of the Court of Appeals here,
to inquire why we had not been notified of the Court’s denial of
the Haldeman mandamus petition challenging the Grand Jury
Extension Act, which John Wilson is now seeking to have the
Supreme Court review. After apologizing for the oversight by
his staff, Mr. Kline said that he wanted to discuss with me the
status of the case in which the Supreme Court dismissed former
President Nixon’s certiorari-before-judgment petition as improvident!y granted, namely the mandamus petition challenging the
power of the grand jury to name him as an unindicted co-conspirator.
Mr. Kline said that he regards this case as still technically
..pending before the Court of Appeals now that the Supreme Court
dismissed certiorari in /1~ u~ ~ decision. He said that he had
received a telephone call from one of the lawyers on the ~ite
House counsel’s staff before Mr. Nixon resigned inquiring about
the status of the case. According to Kline,.he told that lawyer
that the case was still alive but that he would suggest that if
further action was desired, ~’~ite House counsel should file their
motion to set a briefing schedule. Mr. Kline no’ted that no such
motion had been filed and asked whether I had any recom~.endation.
I told him that it was my understanding that in the closing days
of Mr. Nixon’s Presidency the White House counsel had sought to
discontinue all legal proceedings under their control and had
moved for dismissal of one pending appeal. I told him that I was
unsure who could either agree now to the dismissal of the petition
or to press it, since it was filed on behalf of Richard Nixon as
President. I told him that the Court could consider denying the
petition as moot or could deny it without explanation, but I
suggested that he might want to consult with Mr. Nixon’s private
counsel, Herbert J. Miller, to ascertain whether Mr. Miller has
any views on this question, including the former President’s
interest in pursuing the matter and }lr. Miller’s standing to
press it. Mr. Kline thanked me for that suggestion, stated he
would check with the Court, and would let me know what further
action would be taken.
cc:

Mr. Ruth
Mr. Neal
Mr. Kreindler

Leon Jaworski

Feb. 23, 1974

Richard Ben-Veniste

Advisability of having the Grand Jury vote to
authorize the WSPF to name various un~ndi~ted
con~i_r-ators, at some future date.
At some point following the filing of the Watergate
indictment we will be required to submit a Bill of Particulars
amplifying the theory and allegations set forth in the indictment. As presently drafted, the indictment does not specifically name %Lnindicted co-conspirators presently known to the
Grand Jury. We will be required to furnish particularized
information in thls respect in our Bill of Particulars. I
estimate that our Bill of Particulars will be due from 8 to
12 weeks following the filing of the indictment.
If we are to present all the probative evidence of
the cover-up conspiracy at trial, we would be obliged to designate Richard Nixon as a conspirator, if for no other reason
than to overcome hearsay objections to the playing of the March
21 tape. By the time our Bill of Particulars is due, the House
may well have voted on impeachment, presumably listing among
the articles of impeachment Richard Nixon’s role in the coverup conspiracy. If this occurs, our concern for being criticized for overstepping the proper bounds of our office by
initiating the naming of the President as a conspirator will
be obviated -- it will be Congress which shall have initiated
such action. Presumably, we will then feel it proper to identify
Richard Nixon’s role consistent with our theory of the conspiracy.
In the event that we choose to name Richard Nixon
as a conspirator in the Bill of Particulars some months hence,
it may be argued that the failure of the Grand Jury to name
him as an unindicted conspirator in the body of the indictment
means that the Grand Jury found the evidence insufficient to
warrant such a conclusion, and therefore that the Special Prose-
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cuZor is overreaching in so naming him. As we know this
is untrue. Might we not avoid this problem by asking for
the Grand Jury’s vote a_u~qrizing us to name the President
(as well as others) as a conspirator at such later time
if and when we deem it necessary?
In connection with others we definitely intend
to name as conspirators such as O’Brien and Bittman, such
action will also serve to insulate us from unwarranted
criticism that we have gone beyond the Grand Jury’s findings.

~. Ruth
Mr. Lacovara
Mr. Kreindler
File/Chron/ Staff Chron

WATERGATE SPECIAL .... ~OSECUTION FORCE

...DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

FROM

: Robert G. Dixon
Assistant Attorney General
Office of Legal CounselJ
" Philip A. Lacovara (~"
Counsel to the Speciaq
Prosecutor

DATE:February 21, 1974

SUBJECT: Availability of Attorney-Client Privilege for Information
Imparted to Former Special Counsel to the President by a
Member of White House Staff

You recently furnished to me, at my request, a copy of a
memorandum prepared by your Office in April 1973, advising the
former Special Counsel to the President, John W. Dean, whether
information imparted to him by White House staff members was
covered by the attorney-client privilege.
On February 20, 1974, Judge Gerhard Gesell of the District
Court for the District of Columbia ruled in the case of United
States v. Dwight L. Cha~in t~at with one arguable exception,
’there was no such relatlonship between Mr. Dean and Mr. Chapin.
The Court noted that under 18 U.S.C. ~205(2) .Mr. Dean was
"barred by statute from giving legal advice concerning matters
in which the government had a direct and substantial interest
unless authorized to do so., The Court did not find it necessary to consider that prohibition decisive, because other
exceptions to the attorney-client privilege were found. In
"an excess of caution" the Court ruled that it would not permit
Mr. Dean to testify concerning his communications with Mr.
Chapin "which were narrowly limited to the.issue of Chapin’s
possible criminal liability."
The evidentiary hearing on this question was held in
camera and the memorandum opinion of Judge Gesell was s~-~.ilarly
~iled in camera. Only a conclusory order was filed for the
public record. I would appreciate it, therefore, if you would
keep the contents of this memorandum confidential.
We appreciate your continuing cooperation on all matters
of mutual concern.

Reproduced at the National Archives

~TTEKS TO CONSIDER, 8/13/74

i. Do we prove:
a) CIA obstruction, June 23-July6 ?
b) Burning Tree via Powell Mooreor Kleindienst ?
c) CIA defense?
d) McCord clemency ?
e) Magruder job ?
f) Money trail to Barker, C~ans, Liddy, bicCord?
2. What do we prove about preJune 17 activities and thru whom
- - do we risk the hearsay problem ? (define: e.g.,
admissions against
JNM?)
3. What do we prove on motive, and thru whom?
- -.directly or indirectly (e.g., Dean has nothing on
this on the w~tDe~ sheet}
4. How do we handle Jan. 3/4 clemency, Colson’s memos,
Bittman testimony, etc. ?

5. How do we handle taped conversations? WillL’Dean testify as
to substance? k~ich tapes do we now plan to use? When in cas

6. Can we make tentative decisions on following witnesses:
X

Asbell
Barker
Caulfield
Harmony
Kehrli
(Helms?)
Mason/RobtsMarouiis
Stans
Odie
Kleidienest/Powell Moore
Higby

(I suggest omitting all but
those with x’s in front of
their names)

Reproduced a[ the National Arcl~ives

7. Will we use diaries in direct case ?
(we have P’son, Mardian, Kleidienst, Chern,
diaires in the "marginal" category also)

- - how will we handle Presidential logs and diaries?
e.g, do we want to get "original" daily diaries for
each meeting we want to prove? do we want
to make a precis or summary of meetings "~e’re
interested in for the purpose of a proposed
stipulation? ~kx~ Can we introdce loas we
received from the WH thru Nesbitt’s group?
- - generally speaking, how will we handle introduction
of material received from WH counsel?

8;" Ginerally on documents: problem of use of originals?
: what can we try to get stips to?
9. Brady and tapes:
We have a number of tapes, etc. we will not use
(e.g., Ehrlichman and Dean dictabelts) that have to
be turned over.

!0. Handling of admissions:
-

-

Mardian, 6/20 meeting with Liddy
Ehrlichman, Dean reported on 6/19 re Liddy
Parkinson, shredded documents
Haldeman, reviewed tape no~es before SC tsty on 3/21

ii. Do we want to prove Hunt and the others continued the
obstruction into April and May?

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

: FILES

FROM

:Philip A. Lacovara ~"
Counsel to the Specia~
Prosecutor

DATE:January 31, 1974

Str~JgCT: Meeting with Senators Ervin and Baker
At ii:00 this morning, Special Prosecutor Leon Jaworski,
Henry Ruth, and I met in Senator Ervin’s private office in the
Capitol with Senator Ervin, Senator Baker, Chief Counsel Samuel
Dash, and Assistant Counsel James Hamilton. This meeting had
been requested by the representatives of the Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities to discuss, inter
alia, the concerns we would voice in responding to Judge
Gesell’s invitation to submit an assessment of the consequences
of enforcement of the Committee’s subpoena for five Presidential
tapes. The Special Prosecutor began the meeting by noting that
we have on a number of occasions expressed to various members
of Congress and to several j~dges our deep concern about the
effect of publicity about Watergate and related matters on
expected trials. He also mentioned the legal restraints that
limit our ability to cooperate with any Congressional investigations.
Senator Ervin expressed his firm desire to secure access
to the tapes, subpoenaed by the Committee before the Committee
files its report or expires. He said the Committee was considering asking the Senate to extend its life so that it could
delay filing its final report (now scheduled for February 28)
and could pursue the litigation now pending before Judge Gesell.
He commented that he hoped that we could return indictments
and go to trial very quickly so that, if we intended to use the
tapes we had subpoenaed, they would become part of the public
record. The Special Prosecutor indicated that it is our inten- ~
tion to proceed as rapidlyas possible with indictments and
trials and confirmed that the White House tapes would constitute major evidence at such trials. The Special Prosecutor
observed, however, that developments beyond our control, including a report by the Ervin Committee or public hearings by
the House Impeachment Committee, might lead to delays in trials.
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Senator Baker inquired whether our concern about the Committee’s report was primarily based on the timing, the content,
or the very filing of such a document. The Special Prosecutor
said that we recognized the need for the Committee to file a
report, but that the filing of a report, right before indictments or just prior to trial, might cause significant problems,
especially if it undertook to fix guilt or innocence-of
particular individuals. At that point Senator Ervin indicated
that he would see the Committee’s function as being similar to
a jury’s, and observed that he would expect the Committee to
submit a fact-finding type report. To illustrate, he referred
to the dispute between Mitchell and Magruder in their testimony
about the meetings held in Mitchell’s office in the Department
of Justice to discuss political espionage activities. He
indicated that the Committee would have to resolve such disputes. Although Chief Counsel Dash tried to modify the Chairman’s comments by explaining that it would not be the Committee’s function to determine individual guilt or innocence, both
Senator Ervin and Senator Baker indicated that either the Committee or individual senators would certainly attempt to make.
precise determinations of who was telling the truth and who did
what.
.~
At that point Senator Ervin raised the possibility that
the Committee might delay submission of any report until after
indictments are filed and trials have been conducted. He
pointed out that this would eliminate.our problems with publicity and would also make it more feasible for the Committee
to make it’s "fact-finding" determinations on the basis of all
the evidence. (It seemed clear that he was referring especially
to the subpoenaed ~ite House tapes and documents which might
not otherwise be available to the Committee.) Senator Baker
immediately indicated that he might be prepared to co-sign a
letter to other members of the Committee asking them to hold up
submission of any drafts of individual views to be published
on February 28, laying the foundation for a request, which
would be based on the Special Prosecutor’s suggestion, that
the Senate extend the life of the Committee in order to allow
it to defer submission of any report until after indictments
and trials. He said that he would have to do an hours "soul
searching" on this. question but was inclined to agree that
that might be the most appropriate course.
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When asked by Senator Baker whether he would be willing
to make a formal written suggestion to this effect, the Special
Prosecutor said that he would be happy to do so, since it would
be consistent with the position we have repeatedly taken about
our desire to minimize pre-trial publicity.
Senator Baker raised a further point concerning his
special interest in the CIA’s involvement in Watergate. He
said that Director Colby had told him that the original
Cushman-Hunt tape would be delivered to him tomorrow but that
several portions of it were obscured by what Colby called
interference from overflying aircraft. Senator Baker expressed
some cynicism but said that he did not have the technical
capability to check on such interruptions and inquired whether
we could be of some assistance. When the Special Prosecutor
mentioned that we had written to Senator Baker to ask his
cooperation with an FBI interview about his findings on CIA
involvement, he indicated that he would be happy to cooperate.
Hesaid that most of the material is in the possession of Fred
Thompson and other minority staff members and he would direct
them to cooperate in every respect. The Special Prosecutor
said we would be happy, to receive the tape and subject it to
any necessary testing. Senator Baker also emphasized that he
considered it necessary to any investigation of CIA activities
to secure Volume IV of the "CIA Exhibits" which he said he had
been allowed to read but not to copy.
After the exchange of the usual pleasantries, the meeting
ended with all the participants expressing satisfaction with
the spirit of cooperation that had been shown.

cc:

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Jaworski
Ruth
Ben-Veniste
Kreindler
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
To

DATE:

: Staff

FROM :

June

Sally

SUBJECT: Inventory of LAW Files
The LAW category of our files includes most of
the files maintained by the Counsel* and Central Files’
Immunity and Legal Memos files. They are labeled and
organized as fol!ows:
PAL chron
(Lacovara)
PMK chron
(Ereindler from 10/1/74)
Acree
~bassador’s Subpoena
American Shipbuilding
A~PI
Appeal by Government
Appeal/ Mandamus
Ashland Oil
Attorney-Client Privilece
Babcock
Bittman
¯ Brady/Jencks Disclosure
Byrne- FP! Directorship
CAB Investigation
Campaign Contributions
Casey
Caulfie!d
Chapin
Chestnut
*Counsel’s files pertaining to obtaining Presidential
materials are located in PFAC; pertaining to investigations and cases handled or obtained for reference by
the Counsel are located in OML; to relations with other
offices, ORG; to the protective order and grand jury
oaths, BSD; to Citizen Mail and the Privacy Act, PUB.
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¯

-

¯

o

CIA
Civil Rights Violations
Co!son
Conflict of Interest/ Standards of
Conduct
Congressional Inquiries
Congressional Testimony - Jencks/Brady
Connally
U.S. Vo Connally
U.S.v. Connally - Jacobsen/ AMPI cash
Conspiracy
Conspiracy to Defraud
Cook
Cross-Examination
Dean
(indictment)
DeDiego Appeal
DeMarco
U.S.v. DeMarco
Demonstrations
Dirty Tricks
Disclosure of Government Files
Double Jeopardy
Ehrlichman
U.S.v. Ehrlichman
Ehrlichman Appea!
Electronic Surveillance
Electronic Surveillance - Notebook
containing DJ policy memos
Election Law Violations
Evidence - Trial
Executive Privilege - Waiver
Felt
Fines
F!anigan
Grand Jury
Grand Jury Extension
Grand Jury Secrecy
Grand Jury Subpoenas
Gray
Gulf Oil
Haldeman
Hantmer/ Babcock/ Watson
Hardin
Higby
Hughes-Rebozo
Hunt Appeal
Hunt/ Miamians Bail
Hunt Motion to Reduce Sentence
Hunt Plea Withdrawal Motion
Immunity
(Use or Transactional)
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Im~unity Files From Central Files
General
Alphabetical by name of witness to
be immunized (includes SSC
immunizations)*e
Ineffective Assistance of Counsel
Influence Peddling/ Interference in
Investigations
ITT
Jacobsen
Jacobsen 5th Circuit
Joinder and Severance
¯ Jury Instructions
Ka!mbach
Kissinger
Kleindienst
Krogh
¯ LaRue
Legal Memos***
Lehigh Valley
Liddy Appeal
McCord
McCord Appea!
McCord Electronic Surveillance Motion
McCord New Trial Motion
McLaren
Magruder
Marin, Adrian
Memos to File
Miamians Plea Withdrawal Motion
Miamians Appeal
Milk Producers Fraud Case
¯ U.S.v. Mitchell
¯ U.So v. Mitchell Post-trial Drafts
Moore, Richard
Morgan
¯ Motive and Intent
National Security
Nelson
Networks Antitrust Suit
¯ *Florenc~as the originals of our requests to the
AG and the AG responses re immunizing specific
persons. They should be placed in this file.
***Central Files’ file includes both memos by Counsel’s
staff and memos by task force members. Each pertaining to a specific matter should ~ be located in the
matter file, each prepared by Counsel~s staff should
a4m~be !ocated in one of Counsel’s topical files, and
this file should be eliminated. However, at this point
I don’t think it’s worth the effort to check each appropriate matter file and topica! file to see if each memo
in this file is located there as a prerequisite to discarding this file.
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Newsmen
Nixon ~
Nixon Civil Tax Fraud
Nixon Testimony/ Deposition ~<~
O’Brien
¯ Obstruction of Justice
¯ Opinions - Miscellaneous
Parkinson
Parole, Pardon and Commutation
¯ Perjury - False Statements
Permanent Special Prosecutor
Porter
Presidential Property Improvements - Civil
Liability
Presidentia! Taxes
¯ Pre-trial Publicity - Fair Tria!/ Free Press
¯ Psychiatrist (Ellsberg) Break-I~ Possible Offenses
Rebozo
Reinecke
Removal from State Court
Republican National Committee
Research Projects - Completed
Responsiveness Program
Rockefeller
Russell
Russell Pre-trial Motions
¯ Selective Prosecution
Self-Incrimination
Sentencing
¯ Silbert Nomination
Smith, Charles F.
Special Prosecutor’s Powers
Special Prosecutor’s Report
Staff Meeting Notes****
Stans
Status Reports
Strachan
Strachan Perjury (cases)
Strauss
¯ Suppression of Exculpatory Evidence
Tapes - Admissibility
Tapes Investigation
Time Oil
Tokushige/ Dinner with Dan
****Lacovara’s notes of meetings focusing on one topic
are located in the appropriate topical file.

Townhouse
22 D.C. Code ~22-i05a
Ulasewicz
Undue Influence
Watergate Prosecutions
¯ Watergate - Recusal Motion
Watson
Wells
Wiretaps
Witnesses
Woods
Thevenet’s Court Calendars and Legal Advice
Memoranda In Progress memos are located in the !~C
category.
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UNITED STATE~ GOVERNMENT

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

" Mereorandum
TO

FROM

:

James Doyle

John Barker

DATE:

11/6/73

~’~ .....

Questions about staff by Senator Strom
Thurmond, October 31, 1973, Inquiry
Into Dismissal of Special Prosecutor,
U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee
pp. 203-213 of transcript

Attached is a report on charges made by
Senator Thurmond during the Senate Judiciary Committee hearing October 31, 1973

DO J-- 1973--04

~enator StromThurmond charged during a hearing
before the Senate Judiciary Committee on October 31 that
top members of ~he Watergate Presecution Force staff were
so heavily partlsan that "a fa±r investigation was impossible." Eleven top staff members were named by Thurmond;
and their partisanship was outlined.
"Now, is it true that Ii members of your top
staff* were heavily involved in the Kennedy-Johnson Administrations, and many involved in Democratic campaign
activities, and if it is not this many, how many were?
And I am wondering how can this committee believe that
the Special Prosecutor’s Office could conduct an objective impartial investigation with people who have been
aligned so oppositely politically with the present Administration?"
* Of those mentioned by Thurmond, only seven are
actually "top" staff attorneys. Three of the eleven are
no longer on the staff. There are 37 full-time attorneys
on the Watergate Special Prosecution Force staff at the
present time.

The following were named by Thurmond:
HENRY RUTH. Thurmond charged that he served
under Attorney General Robert Kennedy ~n the Justice Department.

Ruth was a GS-13 attorney in the Justice Department during the Kennedy Administration. He served most
recently in the Justice Department as a GS-18 under Attorney General Mitchell. He was interviewed personally by
Mitchell before he was hired.

JAM~8 VORENBERG. Thurmond charged that he served
in the Justice Department under Attorneys General Clark,
Katzenbach and Kennedy. He was an advisor to Senator McGovern. He was head of the Democratic Party Task Force on
Crime during the IBm2 Presidential Election Campaign.

Vorenberg served as executive director of the
President’s Crime Commission from 1964 - 1967. Was a
special assistant to the above-named attorneys general
Vorenberg is no longer on the staff.
""

PHILLIP HEYMANN. Thurmond charged that Heymann
served in’ the Justice D~partment under Kennedy.
Heymann was called to Washington in the Kennedy
era as an assistant to Solicitor General Archibald Cox.
Heymann is no longer on the staff.

JAMES NEAL. Charge was made by Thurmond that
Neal served in the Justice Department under Kennedy.
Neal was an attorney in the organized crime unit of the Justice Department. He also served as a special
assistant to Kennedy during the years 1961-64. He was
U.S. Attorney for Middle Tennessee from 1964-66. He prosecuted the Hoffa case for the United States. He is no
longer on the staff.

THOMAS McBRIDE. Thurmond charged that he served
in the JuStice Department under Kennedy.
McBride was an attorney in the organized crime
section of the Justice Department.

WILLIAM MERRILL. Thurmond charged that Merrill
worked in the Justice Department during the Kennedy-Johnson years and that he worked for Kennedy during the 1968
campaign.
Merrill was an assistant U.S. Attorney in Detroit during the Kennedy Administration. He was Michigan
chairman of Citizens for Kennedy in 1968. He was also a
Democratic candidate for Congress in 1966.

PHILIP LACOVARA. Thurmond charged that he served
in the Justice Department under L~nddnnJohnson.
Lacovara served in the Justice Department as an
assistant to Solicitor General Thurgood Marshall. He also
served in the Justice Department under Mitchell and Kleindienst. He was deputy Solicitor Genral of the United States
when he reisgned to become counsel to the Special Prosecutor.
t

George Frampton Jr.: Thurmond charged that Frampon was a speechwriter for Sargent Shriver during the 1972
Presidential campaign. This is substantially correct.
Francis J. Martin: Thurmond charged that he worked
for two Democratic members of the U.S. House of Representatives, Congressmen Dow and Connors.
Ro6er Wi~ten: Thurmond charged that ~e
Kennedy durlng the Oregon Primary in 1968. Th~s
ially correct, but it must he noted that Witten
lege student at the time. He worked for Kennedy
weeks.

worked for
is substantwas a colfor two

One final note: Thurmond’s staff got its information from a Press Kit put out by the Watergate Special Pros.ecu.t.ion Force. The information was on the public record and
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WHITEHART WASHINGTON

COUNSEL
DONALD L. HERSKOVITZ

May 29, 1974

Hon. John J. Sirica
United States District Judge
United States Court House
Washington, D.C. 20001
Re :

U.S.v. Mitchell, et al.
Criminal No. 74-i10

Dear Judge Sirlca:
Mr. William Hundley, counsel for Mr. Mitchell, has
reported to me the substance of what transpired in your
chambers yesterday in the absence of counsel for the other
defendants in the above-entitled case. I assume Mr. Hundley
was invited to attend as an alleged representative of the
other attorneys. So far as I have been able to ascertain,
no effort was made by the Court to summon other counsel.
I wish respectfully to protest against the Court’s
treating Mr. Hundley as representative of the.group of defense
attorneys. This is not intended to reflect upon Mr. Hundley
whom I regard as having all the qualities of a first-class
lawyer. I simply do not think that it is proper for the
Court not to invite all counsel to be present.
I am particularly aggrieved that Mr. Ben-Veniste
discussed with the Court, out of the presence of Mr. Strickler
or myself, a need to summon our client, Mr. Haldeman, to be
present at the hearings upon the pretrial motions. Assuming
.for the moment that a need for Mr. Haldeman’s appearance exists,
which I do not concede, for the subject to be discussed between
the Court and Prosecutor, out of our presence is most unusual,
and I request that this discussion be promptly reviewed by the
Court in the presence of Mr. Ben-Veniste and ourselves.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN J. ’ WILSON
JJW:hie
cc:
Mr. Leon Jaworski
Mr. Ben-Veniste
and Counsel for all defendants

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

:

DATE: November 29, 1973

FROM :

In today’s news briefing, White House Press Secretary
Ron Ziegler apparently attacked Rick Ben-Veniste in general
terms. He referred to the suggestion of Mr. Jaworski that
the White House might consider placing the rest of the tapes
in the court’s custody, first as "not viable" and generally
said "its nonsense."
In the midst of the briefing he made the following
statement concerning Mr. Jaworski and the staff.

Ron Ziegler: I don,t want there to be any misinterpretation
in relation to Mr. Jaworski. I think Mr. Jaworski is a
very respected man, a very fair man and that’s his reputation.
I am in no way casting any expursions on Mr. Jaworski. I
have said before privately and I have said it publicly that
I have very serious questions about the staff in the
Special Prosecutor’s office, in terms of, in political terms.
I think that although they no doubt are attempting to work
fairly, that I think the, their simply political background,
what they have felt, their views, their attitudes towards
this administration in the period of their adult lives would
suggest that they enter into this entire procedure with a
certain amount of ingrained susp&cion and visceral dislike for
this President and £~r this administration. I am not
referring to Jaworski, to Mr. Jaworski, I am referring to
the Cox group that was put together.

Question: But Mr. Jaworski speaks kindly of that group?
Ron Ziegler: Well, I speak unkindly of it.

Ron Ziegler: I would like to say on a purely personal basis,
I would like to point out that an indictment, an indictment
no matter what the facts are or the motivation behind that
indictment, in no way undercuts the presumption that Dwight
Chapin is innocent is true or anyone else in our system of
government. I just would like to leave you with that thought.

ROGER J. WHITEFORD
RING GOLD HART ~88e-196s
JOHN J. CARMODY 19Ol-ie72
JOHN J. WILSON
HARRY L. RYAN~ J R.
JO V. MORGAN, JR.
FRANK H. STRICKLER
WILLIAM E. ROLLOW
CHARLES J. STEELE
JOHN J. CARMODY, JR.
JAMIeS EDWARD ABLARD
KEVIN W. CARMODY

LAW OFFICES
WI~ITEFO~D, ]~AI~T, C~I~ODY & WILSON

MARYLAND OFFICE
7401 WISCONSIN AVENUE
IBETH ESDA, MARYLAND

815 FIFTEENTH STREET, NORTHWEST

WASHIN(3TONp D. C. :=0005
=?.02- 638-0465
CABLE: A~DRESS

301-6515-5700

JO V. MORGAN, JR.
FRANK H. STRICKL~ER
WILLIAM E. ROLLOW
CHARLES J. STEELE

WH ITEHAIWT WA~ HI NOTON

COUNSEL
DONALD L. HERSKOVITZ

June 4, 1974

Richard Ben-Veniste, Esq.
Assistant Special Prosecutor
Watergate Special Prosecution Force
1425 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Re:

U.S.v. Mitchel!, et al
CriminalNo. 74-ii0

Dear Mr. Ben-Veniste:
The order of argument of the defendants’ motions
is as follows:
I. Motion to Dismiss, on all grounds other than
publicity--Wilson first, and other counsel in the order
that defendants appear on Indictment.
2. Motion for Severance--in order that defendants
appear on Indictment.
3. Bill of Particulars--Cacheris first, other
counsel in the order that defendants appear on Indictment.
4. Discovery--Tom Green first, other counsel in
the order that defendants appear on Indictment.
5. Publicity, iHcluding motions for dismissal,
change of venue and continuance--Frates first, other counsel
in the order that defendants appear on Indictment.
Sincerely yours,

JJW:hie
cc:

Hon. John J. Sirica
Counsel for all defendants

WATt{P.(iA"FE Y;PECIAL PROSECUTION !,ORCE
Uni;:.~d .qlales Department {}f .h!stice
14.Z5 K Street, N.W.
~"aihingh}n, D.C. 20005

August i, 3.974

All Defense Counsel
}~e :

United States v. Mitchell,
et el., Cr. No. 74-110

Gentlemen
Although counse! for at least one defendant has
rejected the offer of reciprocal discovery made by the
Government in its Memorandum in Opposition to Motions for
Discovery and Inspection, and we are, therefore, under no
obligation to do .so, we have decided to commence to turn
over to you " ~taceme~ts
...... "
and Grand Jury
. ~estlmun~
"~ ¯ " - v.
of individuals ~.~e are fairly certain we wi!l call in our casein--chief. You wil! recognize, of course, that the decisions
with respect to a few individuals perhaps will not be made
until the trial is undel-way.
Additionally, we will provide defense counsel with
a list of all documents and other physical evidence we expect to offer in evidence in our case-in-chief. We will
. ~permit counsel the opportunity to review such items on the.
~~~nderstanding that one week after we have provided this
list of ma’te~ials and accorded you the opportunity to inspect and copy them, you will allow us the same opportunity
for inspection and copying of such documentary and physical
evidence which you intend to offer at trial.
We are now in ~.h~. process of reviewing information
¯~

cons"lde~.ed~ "Brady" material, and we will begin in the near
future to turn any such material over ’to you.
Further, the Government will agree, subject to approval of the Court, to allow counsel for defendants to review the tapes and transcripts of conversations included in
its subpoena of April 16, 1974, when, as and if such tapes

All Defense
P.u~ust !, 1974

released by the ~ ..uu~.
..... ~ This wil! reli~.w~ ’the
" Cou~t
the Government o:t ~-~.,~,.,_. burden .~:t making .<;~.a~....y decisions as they ;fevie.~ the tapes.

Fin.ally, the Government, by August 15, 1974, will
:>rovide counsel for ,b~:~~,,~~-.~

= o.,; witnesses it exa list

s (.a~- mn d.~x ~f co,~n..~.l fo.~ all de
fendants agree in writing to provide Government colmse~
~;ith a list of defense witnesses each defendant expects to
call. Under this ~:<rrangement we would be willing to pro~i, de you with a fina! updated list of Government witnesses
two days prior to the start of trial, and would expect you
to -’*<~
= to . D, rov’[d~
with afinal list of anticipated dea[~ ......
. ..~ us
fense witnesses two days prior to the anticipated close of
..... <ov,.~.,n,~,.nu s case-in-chie,[.
We know you wil! treat the material we submit to you
;<ith the ca:~e such confidentia! material deserves and will
use this .material solely for the preparation of you~" defense
and J.n cross-examination of Government witnesses. We will[
expect you to return this material to us at the conclusion
of ’the trial.

Yames F. Neal
Assoc:iate Special Prosecutor
The Hon~ John
Sirica

Neal
WG II
DefenseCounsel Materials File
CF

The Honorable John J..Sirica
Judge, United States District Court
United States Courthouse
Washington, D. C.
Re :

United States v. Mitchell,
et al., Cr. No. 74-110

Dear Judge Sirica:
Appended hereto as Appendix A is a list of
individuals, some or all of whom the Government will
call in its case-in-chief. We believe that this list
encompasses all of the witnesses the Government now
expects to call with the exception of witnesses who may
be necessary to lay a foundation for the admissibility
of recordings of Presidential conversations and transcripts of testimony before the so-called Watergate
Grand Jury and before various Congressional committees,
and witnesses who may be necessary to testify to the
authenticity of. documentary evidence. We are not including the names of these "foundation" witnesses because they will not give substantive testimony and,
therefore, their identities do not appear to be necessary
for the purpose of the voir dire examination.
Appendix
B Court.
is a list
of proposed
to be
propounded
by the
in its
voir direquestions
examination
of
prospective jurors. These questions are divided into two
categories: questions for the panel as a whole and questions to be asked of individual jurors separately regarding publicity and other background matters.
Appendix C is a Summary of Indictment and Instructions on Elements of Offenses Charged which we understand
you may use in preliminary instructions to the jury venire.

These items are being submitted in conformity
with the Court’s Order of September 3, 1974.

ames F. Neal
%ssociate Special Prosecutor

James McCord
Jeb Magruder
Robert Reisner
Herbert Kalmbach
Anthony Ulasewicz
Sally Harmony
L. Patrick Gray
Hugh Sloan
Paul O’Brien
Alexander Butterfield
Powell Moore
Joan Hall
Fred Fielding
David Shapiro
Vladimir Pregelj
John Caulfield
William O. Bittman
E. Howard Hunt
Richard Kleindienst
Richard Helms
Clark MacGregor
G. Gordon Liddy

Richard M. Nixon
Richard Moore
Lawrence Higby
Sherman Unger
Fred Asbell
Fred LaRue
John Dean
Vernon Walters
Peter Maroulis
Manyon Millican
Egil Krogh
Earl Silbert
Henry Petersen
Charles Colson
Dan Mahan
Robert Lill
John Denton
Thomas Pappas
Lawrence F. O’Brien
Seymour Glanzer
Henry Rothblatt
DeVanShumway

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum
TO

FROM

: Henry Ruth, Carl Feldbaum,
Peter Kreindler
Task Force Heads

DATE: May 28, 1974

: Ann Goetcheus~i

SUBJECT: Attached List of Persons Granted Immunity by the Ervin

Committee

Attached is a list of persons granted immunity by
the Ervin Committee. As you probably know the Information
Section has a computer tape summarizing Ervin Committee
executive sessions and interviews. In order to avoid
future problems of taint we want to delete all immunized
sources of testimony if that source might possib~ be
a target for prosecution.
Strachan material is not on this tape; obviously
Barker and Martinez material must also be deleted.
Please provide this information as to additional
persons whose testimony must be deleted as soon as
possible as we will not be able to utilize the computer
tape until we have received this information.

Select Committee Immunity Appli.cat[ons

h/fay Ii, 1973

Bernard Barker, Frank Sturgis, Eugen[o Mart[nes
V[rg[l[o Gonzales

May 16, 1973

G. Gordon Liddy

May 29, 1973

Roy E. Sheppard

June IZ, 1973

Jeb Stuart Magruder & John Wesley Dean III

July 5, 1973

David Young

July 6, 1973

Gordon Strachan

October i, 1973 Martin Douglas Kelly & Robert ]Vlelton Benz
Oct. I, 1973

Donald Segretti

October 5, 1973 John J. Ragan
Oct. 9, 1973

:fohn R. Buckley

Oct. 29, 1973

Robert E. BartolmeiMatthew E. Clark, Jr., Ian
Cushenan, Rob, ert~ibble, Daniel/%. Klssel,
Stanley J. Le~/~%wski, Gordon Stafford, Roy E.
Walker, Jr.

Nov. 12, 1973

Sol IV[. Edld[n

Nov. 13, 1973

Bob A. LIlly

1No~’. 13, 1973

Robert O. Isham

Dec. 4, 19~3

Barton D. Eaton

Dec. 6, 1973

John H. Me[r (While the Court granted the Select
Connmittee authority to confer immun[ty on Melt
immunity was never conferred because Meir was
uncooperative)

Application for immunity pending for Jake Jacohsen -- expected
to be granted some t£me in June 1974.

August i, 1973
TO: Wa~erHate Task Force

FR

s M. Neal

At our meeting this afternoon, it was agreed that:

i. Draft prosecutive memoranda on Haldeman, Colson,
and Mardian will be redrafted for submission to me within
a few days of the recessing of the Senate Committee.
2. We will prepare completely comprehensive interrogation memoranda in anticipation of the appearances of
Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and Mitchell before the Grand Jury
in late August, as follows:
Haldeman: Goldman, assisted by Iason;
Mitchell: Volner, assisted by Haberfeld;
Ehrlichman: Frampton, assisted by Geller.
Bratt’s group should be used for source material as much
as possible, but all responsiblity for completeness of the
memoranda lies with those listed above.
3. We must look toward a complete index to all Exhibits
and Evidence introduced at the trial and in our files.
The main responsibility here is Frampton’s.
4. Frampton will arrange for me to meet with Angie
Lano Friday morning. (Topics to remember to discuss with
him include: Andreas bank charter; McCord equipment;
money obtained by Liddy prior to approval of Gemstone
budget.)
5. Peter Rient will have responsibility for events
that occurred in our portion of the case
~ ~ ~
May 22, 1973.

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

: Staff

DATE: AUgUSt 23, 1973

FROM : James Neal

s~s~CT:August 22, 1973 meeting
(I) Frampton - Prepare a report to. Judge Slrlca on
Dimples-Prlce meeting. Prepare for Ben-Veniste’s or Cox’s
signature.
(2) List and describe Exhibits in the trial - U.S.
vs. Liddy (~ri~ of original Watergate seven) Ken Geller
to contact Silbert and Glanzer. Locate original exhibits.
(3) Haber~eld and lason to work wlth. Ben-Venlste,
(check with Ruth to make sure that this area is not being
already covered)and make a list of exhibits (description
of same) and testimony submitted to Senate Select.
(4) Keep to schedule for area Prosecutlve memos.
Goldman should prepare a draft, for Neal’s area as well as
his own.
(5) Ben-Veniste to assign to someo~ the preparation.
of prospective indictments ~rr~zAiblv- (~land ~ ~oz~(hlv- Ic) ~.
(Rient)
"
(6) Ben-Venls~e to assign exhaustive debriefing of
Silbert, Glanzer, and Campbell with regard to Dean’s
contacts. That is, Ben-Venlste should assign the task of
going over Dean’s submission and making sure we can prosecute
a case against Dean for obstruction of Justice and/~
conspiracy to obstruct Justice from sources independent not
only of Dean’s Senate testimony but also Independmut of any
information he gave to ~ilbert, et al. I point out ~o you
that you are going to get increasing pressure to submit
Dean’s case to another Grand Jury and the place to start is
with exhaustive interviews and memorandum by the original
prosecutors

August ~3, 1973
page two

(7) Ben-Venlste must make a determination if there is
any further information to be given the Grand Jury for the
purposes of retur.ning indictments i.e. the reading of testimony
to the Grand Jury in any areas not already covered. Determination
of what needs to be presented to the Grand Jury, if anything,
in conjunction with the work on the prosecutor’s memorandum.

(8) Frampton - please get Campbell to go over miscellaneous
documents.
(9) Frampton and Goldman - make sure that we are getting
summaries in our witness folders of the witness testimony in
depositions and before various congressional committees. If
we can’t get support troops, we better determine what witnesses
have testified in depositions and before congressional committees
and assign the problem of summarizing some of these witnesses
amon~ ourselves.

(i0) Volner is going to Miami to interview Pico, DeDiego
and Suarez with Ackerman.

" ---7,Memorandum
Archibald Cox

FROM

James F. Neal
Richard Ben-Veniste
Jill Wine Volner~

DATE:

Phil Lacovara
Peter Rient
George Frampton
Gerald Goldman

Overall plans of the Watergate Task Force regarding
(a) potenhial indictment of John Dean;
(b) disposition of case against John Caulfield;
(c} potential indictment of major participants,.
excluding John Dean;
(d) use of John Dean as a government witness.

This memorandum is being prepared to record certain
decisions which have been reached in the meetings in the last
couple of weeks concerning.the goals and procedures of this
Task Force. The participants in these meetings included, in
addition to yourself, Phil Lacovara, Richard Ben-Veniste,
Peter Rient, Jill Volner and Henry Ruth. The subject matter
of these meetings was discussed with me in advance, and I
concurred and do concurin the decisions reached. The decisions are consistent with the ideas you and I had discussed
in conversations over many weeks.
(a) John Dean.
The pivotal decision concerns John
Dean. From the beginning, we have viewed John Dean as a major
participant in the criminal activities being investigated by
this Task Force and an individual that should not be allowed
to escape prosecution. Not surprisingly, Dean also appears
to possess the most complete knowledge of the criminal activities being investigated and of the participants therein.
The problem, therefore, is how to prosecute Dean and also use
him as a government witness. With Dean as a government witness, this Task Force believes it has a prima facie case of
obstruction of justice and conspiracy to obstruct justice
(and perhaps other offenses) against H. R. Haldeman, John
Ehrlichman, John Mitchell and Robert Mardian. (Prima facie
cases against other individuals may also exist, but this
memorandum concentrates on the principals.) Without Dean as
a witness, prima facie cases (again restricting my remarks to
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there are two areas of activities in which Dean participated
which can be free from any taint arising from his conferences with the former prosecutors. First, on June 26,
27 and 28, 1972 Dean met with General Walters of the~CIA and
attempted to induce the CIA to use its covert funds to pay
off the defendants. Second, in January of 1973 Dean received a warning from James McCord, one of the original
Watergate defendants, of potential dire consequences that
might result from the then ongoing trial of the original
Watergate defendants. After receiving this warning, Dean
and others (clearly John Caulfield) conspired to.obstruct
justice by offering McCord executive clemency in order to
induce his silence andto prevent him from attempting to
disclose other possible participants in the Watergate breakin and perhaps to conceal other activities that might be exposed if the prosecution went beyond the original seven. This
conspiracy to obstruct justice evolved into a completed substantive offense when the promise of executive clemency was
actually communicated by John Caulfield to McCord.
We believe, therefore, a two count indictment could
be brought against Dean charging conspiracy to obstruct justice
and obstruction of justice with the evidence limited generally
to the Dean-Walters meetings and the offer of executive clemency
to McCord. The principal government witnesses in this prosecution would be General Vernon Walters, John Caulfield, Paul
O’Brien, Tony Ulasewicz, James McCord and, perhaps, Fred LaRue.
We think this is the safest course to take with respect to
Dean and we recommend it to you. We understand that this
course of action has the concurrence of all those individuals
participating in the conferences over the last couple of weeks.
In implementing this plan, we have conferred with
~arles Shaffer, counsel for Dean, and have advised him we
intend to recommend to the grand jury an indictment against
Dean containing at least two counts. We advised Mr. Shaffer
that.we intended to act in the very near future (probably
within three weeks), but that we would still accept a ple.a ~
by Dean to a one count information on the same terms and
conditions heretofore given Fred LaRue and Jeb Magruder.
Mr. Shaffer has this matter under consideration and will advise us of Dean’s decision within a couple of weeks.

".
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(b) John Caulfield. In order to accomplish the
proposed prosecution against oohn Dean, we need the cooperation of John Caulfield. As we have previously explained
to you, John Caulfield, in our view, falls somewhere between
the status of those we .view as principal actors and witnesses.
Further, as we have advised you, John Caulfield is in ill
health and is presently hospitalized awaiting an operation
next week. He suffers from chronic stomach disorders, apparently of a severe nature requiring constant attention and
special diets. Based on our view of thestatus of Caulfield,.
our need for him as a witness, and his physical condition,
we recommend that Caulfield be offered an opportunity to
plead guilty to a one count conspiracy to obstruct justice.
This count would concern the conspiracy among him and Dean
and others to offer executive clemency to McCord in exchange
for McCord’s silence. In addition, we would, if the medical
reports justify it, and if Caulfield fully cooperates, recommend to the Court that Caulfield be given a suspended sentence.
(c) Major Indictment. Our plan would be to indict
Dean and Caulfi~Id in the very near future, accept a plea
from Caulfield under the above conditions and, assuming no
plea by Dean, press the Dean prosecution to an early trial.
In the meantime, we would be moving a major indictment through
the grand jury on the assumption that Dean could be forced
into the status of a governm~ent witness at some point.
With the Dean indictment pending and on the assumption that Dean would be ultimately available as a government
witness, we would recommend an indictment containing various
counts against Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Mitchell and Mardian
and possibly others whose status has yet to be determined.
i~ (d} Us~ of Dean as Government Witness. In moving
the major indictment through the grand jury, we could either
read Dean’s Senate Committee testimony to the grand jury or
immunize Dean and put him before the grand jury, making sure
that his testimony did not touch upon the areas involved in
the ongoing indictment against him. If we read the Dean
testimony before the Senate Committee to the grand jury,
we would nevertheless-expect sometime to maneuver Dean into
a position as a government witness in the prosecution of the
major indictment.
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The above "scenario" is not without its hazards.
Two indictments will be pending simultaneously and possibly
as a result of changes of venue, may be pending in different
federal judicial districts. We could, therefore, lose control of the sequence, in which these indictments are brought
to trial. Thus, although we might decide to try the Dean
indictment first, and then immunize him in order that he
could be a witness in the prosecution of the major indictment, a court might take this alternative away from us and
we might be forced to go to trial on the major indictment
prior to the prosecution of Dean. If this occurred we would
be forced, either to eliminate Dean as a government witness
(and seriously damage our case against all defendants, and
particularly Mardian and Haldeman) or immunize Dean and take
our chances with the subsequent prosecution of the indictment
against Dean. While the hazards exist, and this memo does
not purport to discuss all of them, the above procedure does
appear to us to be the only way to accomplish the goal of
both prosecuting Dean and using him as a government witness.
I believe the goals and procedures outlined herein
have the concurrence of all of those to whom you have turned
for advice. .If I am incorrect in this I suggest this memorandum be the basis of a final ~conference in which any dissenting
views might be voiced and considered. I might add the shape¯
of the proposed indictment against Dean has been discussed
with Earl Silbert, Seymour Glanzer and Donald Campbell and
they agree that the only two areas completely free of potential taint problems involving Dean are those mentioned above.
They further agree that the reasons supporting the conclusions
set forth herein are sound.

Henry Ruth

J~ N/ares
Jim Vorenberg

June 26, 1973

James F. Neal

~,~.To put our more long-r~nge (a couple or three weeks
ooalo) on ~aper, we need me~[.oranda prepared containing all
the events with respect to activities of major participants
in the Wate~’gate break-in and its cover-up. These memoranda
with respect to each individual may then be used as a basis
for prosecuting decisions. The major participants, as I
see them, may be Haldeman, Er].icl-~an, Mitchell, Dean, Kalmbach,
7?~rdian, Strachan, Colson and Parkinson.
~e need a system ~lereby all evidence against various
individuals is collected, with respect to each individual,
in one place, in order that this evidence can be used to
interrogate the individual involved. Do this with respect
to llaldeman, for example, we need to collect all the information relating to Haldeman and all statements relating to his
activities or a~nissions in order that we will have this
available to interrogate Haldeman. This collection should
be done for all the above individuals and in addition thereto,
the fol!owing: Fielding, Kehrli, O’Brien, Caulfield, Walters,
Gray, Petersen and Kleindienst.
The above listed individuals are not intended to be
exclusive and the person or persons undertaking this task
should feel free to add names.

Chron
File
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!)EPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

FROM

Richard Ben-Veniste, Jill Volner,
George Frampton, Gerald Goldman,
Peter Rient and Larry Iason

DA’rE: July 15, 1974

ames F. Neal

SUBJECT: United States v. Mitchell, et al - Schedule.
Below is a schedule we need to meet in the preparation of this case for tria!. The schedule proceeds on the
assumption we must be ready for trial on SeptevMer 9, that
being the only safe assumption to make at this point:
including:

August i, 1974.

Tentative trial brief due

(a)

Chronology of crucial events to be covered
by proof;

(b)

List of witnesses;

(c)

List of exhibits;

(d)

Combined list of witnesses and exhibits;

(e)

Witness statements for each proposed witness (see example I passed around);

(f)

Legal trial brief incorporating salient
facts, our theory and law in support;

(g)

Memoranda on those issues we can now
anticipate are likely to arise during
trial. (I have alerted Rient on some
issues -- use your imagination for other
issues.)

2. August 9, 1974.
Jencks Act material should be prepared and available for delivery to counse! for defendants.
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3. Au_~Hust 9, 1974.
Any Brady material not
covered in the Jencks Act material should be available
for delivery to counsel for defendants.
4. August 15, 1974.
Each lawyer should have
gone over tenta~ibe trial brief and we should now be ready
to prepare a trial brief in as final a form as possible.
(Those of you who have tried a number of cases recognize
a trial brief is never complete and unchangeable.)
5. A~gust 15, 1974.
Peter Rient should have now
prepared chronologies of events incorporating .the activities
of each defendant from March 21, 1973 forward, including the
information on tapes and transcripts of President’s Submission.
These chronologies should be prepared in a manner that the
cross-examiner of each defendant can go from the chrono!ogy
to the raw material (e.g%, transcripts) without loss motion
or f~.bling during cross-examination.
6. Auqust
20, ~ui~ed
~974. toLarry
Iason should
have
collected all
q~e~i~n~
the Court
for voir
dire
in United States v. Chapin, United States v. Ehrlichman and
United States v. Reinecke, and we should meet and prepare
list of questions to be submitted to the Court. Also, Larry
should now have a detailed memo on the method followed by
Judge Sirica of exercising peremptory challenges.
7. August 1 to August 30, 1974.
During this period
each lawyer should confer with the witnesses he has been
assigned. These witnesses should be prepared to be forthcoming with direct testimony in response to non-leading questions and each witness should be prepared for anticipated
questions on cross-examination.
~. August 1 - August 30, 1974.
Rick, Jill and I
should during ~his period accu!r~ulate and organize material
for cross-examination of defendants.
9. Expect to move to offices in United States Courthouse sometime after the ist of August in order to eliminate
distractions. The move to the Courthouse will depend, of
course, on the chances for a trial commencing on 5~pte~er 9.
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i0. From this day forward, no member of the
trial staff will take on any duties other than that
assigned by Rick or me, and any request to any member
should be brought to our attention.
ii. September i, 1974.
George should have prepared a chart ~flecting the p~yments of money to or for
defendants.
12. September i, 1974 forward.
Peher, George,
Gerry and Lar~y should accumul~te material for crossexamination of witnesses for the defense as we become
aware of their identities.
I believe this is the best trial staff I have ever
experienced and we should try the best case ever tried on
behalf of the United States. There wil! be disappointing
moments and days during the course of this trial and it
will be necessary for us to keep an even disposition throughout. No member of this staff will be critica! of the performance of any other member, except in the presence of
that member.
Finally, I expect substantial compliance with this
schedule, even though we will have a "taint" hearing and
other diversions, such as pretrial conferences, from now
on to the commencement of the trial.

Leon Jaworski
Henry

WATERGATE SPECIA L PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF, JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

DATE: Oct. 4, 1973
R. Ben-Veniste; Jill Volner;
Peter Rient; G. Frampton; G. Goldman

FROM : James F. Neal

SUBJECT: Flow of information..
Please keep each other informed of all matters
in this Task Force.

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

DATE: November 13, 1973

¯ : Leon Jaworski

FROM : Watergate Task Force

S~CT: Current Status of the Investigation
Attached is a short memorandum summarizing the
current status of this Task Force’s investigation, for
our meeting today.

..-

WATERGATE TASK FORCE
.STATUS MEMO: NOVEMBER 13, 1973,

~heory and Areas of Prosecution; Defendants; Wi~nesse~
The "Watergate Task Force" is investigating (i) the
planning and implementation of a scheme to break into and.
conduct illegal electronic surveillances in the DNC Headquarters in Watergate and.ln the offices of. certain
Democratic candidates for President in 1972, and (2)
obstruction of justice by high officials of the White
House and Committee. to Re-Elect the President and others
who sought to impede the investigation of the Grand Jury,
United States Attorney, and the FBI to discover, apprehend,
and convict all the individuals involved in the scheme and
in criminal actsdesigned to Cover it up.
The..fQc~s of. the pr~secution .theory ~ters on the.
massive obstruction of Justice that was set in motion
immediately after five men were arrested inWatergate on
July 17, 1972. The general "areas" of this obstruction
that have been under investigation by the Task Force include:
(a) destruction and concealment ofdocuments, files, and
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other evidence~ (b) misuse of ~he CIA and FBI to obstruct
the investigation, including attempts to confuse a
possible CIA role in the Watergate; (c) perjury,.subornation of perjury, and the giving of misleading.
information and testimony in order to conceal not only
the scope of responsibility for the break-in and individuals
responsible therefor, but also to conceal prior illegal.
activities by some of the participants and others~
covert payments of cash (and promises of. payments)~to
the seven men who actually executed the Watergate operation
and to their families in order to induceand guarantee
their silence; (e) promises of leniency, executive clemency,
rehabilitatlon, and other benefits to the seven men for
the same purpose; and (f) fraudulent securing of information from law enforcement agencies for the.purpose, of
planning further false testimony and other actions to
perpetuate the cover-up~
At the present, we are thinking in terms of
comprehensive indictment charging the major figures in
the cover-up with conspiracy~to obstruct justice and
defraud the United States and with.a variety of substantive counts of obstruction. In addition, this.

indictment would charge at least some of these defendants
with perjury. Our current thinking, based on legal
factors, is to include only post-June 17 activities
(i.e., the cover-up) in the "main" indictment. Those
individuals also involved in the pre~June 17 actual
planning of the break-in and bugging could be charged
in a separate indictment.or indictments.
¯ The theory of the indictment will be that the
goal of the.conspiracy and obstruction was tolimit
the investigation and prosecution for the Watergate
break-in to those five initially arrested, and,when
that proved impossible, tothe seven who were indicted
on September 15, 1972, tried, and convicted in United
States v. Liddy~ et al. A number ofmotivating factors
combined to initiate this obstruction, but chief among
them were (1) protection of high officials in the White
House and CRP from criminal liability, (2) prevention
of substantial political harm to the President’s re-.
¯ election campaign should it be revealed that his close
aides planned or had knowledge of the Liddy in~elligence
program, and (3) concealment of prior illegal and

politically embarrassing activities by Hunt, Liddy,
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and some of the other Miami defendants (most important,
the Ellsberg break-in in mid-1971) which have come to
be known collectively as the "White House horrors~"
Based on information available to us at this time~
we believe that the probable defendants in the "main"
case include H. R. Haldeman, John D. Ehrlichman, John N.
Mitchell, Robert Mardian, Gordon Strachan,.Kenneth
parkinson, William Bittman, and Charles W. Colson.
At this time, the principal prosecution witnesses
who Can establish the conspiracy and substantive obstructions
are: Jeb Magruder, John Dean, Fred LaRue, Howard Hunt,
Herbert Porter, James Mccord, L. Patrick Gray, Richard
Helms,vernon Walters, Richard Kleindienst,. Henry
Petersen, Herbert Kalmbach, Anthony Ulasewioz, Paul
O’Brien, and Jack Caulfield- In addition, some or all
of the defendants would be expected to testify in their
own behalf and in so doing would probably furnish ’
additional evidence.corroborating, their involvement
and the involvement of others in the conspiracy and
°on of justice.
obstructl
Of the principal witnesses listed above,.Dean,

Magruder, and LaRue have already plead guilty ~o one
broad count of conspiracy to obstruct justice and
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defraud the United States. Both Paul O’Brien. and
Herbert Kalmbach haveadopted a position of cooperation
with the prosecution since May~1972. Through extensive
interviewing by this Task Force, I

FOIA(b) 7 - (C)

Herbert Porter has been advised that he will be prosecured for perjury in the Grand Jury and trial of United
States v. Liddy, but he is cooperating fully and has
been offered an opportunity to plead guilty to one
(felony) count for making false statements. In addition,
there.is some evidence upon which the prosecution might
be able to charge Richard Kleindlenst with obstruction
of justice and L. Patrick Gray with making a falsestatement and/or destruction of Government files. However,

*Kalmbach appears to bea probable defendant in
connection with activities being investigated by
the Campaign FinancingTask Force.
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no decisions have been made on these question& and
Kleindienst is Presently being viewed as a witness
in our area.* Howard Hunt had testified in the

~.

Grand Jury repeatedly under immunity; while he is ~.
purporting to cooperate, he has rarely testified
about events until they have been independently¯
established by the prosecution. Hunt, McCord, and’
the Miami defendants are the. only witnesses who have
been immunized in this case, and all Were ~gransed
immunity before establishment of a special prosecution
force.
¯ Other Investigations
In addition to the "main" conspiracy case~ the
Task Force has been pursuing a number of¯.relatively
discrete matters or investigations, some of which¯¯
overlap the main case. These include, but are.not¯¯
limited to, the following:

*Kleindienst appears to be a probable defendant in
connection wit~.activities being investigated by the
ITT Task Force.

Strachan/perJury. Gordon S~rachan has been un-~
successfully seeking testimonial immunity from the
prosecution since April. Strachan testified in the
Senate ~nder a grant of testimonial immunity) that,
on orders of H. R. Haldeman, he destroyed allegedlY
innocuous material following the June 17 break-in.
Strachan testified that this material, identified as
an intelligence report from a political "dirty trickster"
was attached to a Political Memo to Haldeman tO illustrate
the "political intelligence" program being mounted at
the CRP (i.e., "Gemstone").
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and on other false testimony by Strachan in the Grand
Jury in April 1973, we have informed Strachan that we
will prosecute him for perjury and possibly for con-.
spiracy to obstruct justice.
..
MacGregor/perjury. In seeking tocorroborate
L. Patrick Gray’s testimony that Gray phoned Clark
MacGregor on July 6, 1972, to ask MacGregor to warn

the President that the President’s close aides were
"wounding" the President by misusing the CIA and FBI,
we interviewed MacGregor. MacGregor denied in the
interview and.subsequently under oath that Gray.called
him when Gray.says he did, or that ~ray conveyed any ¯
warning to him or asked him to warn the President.
MacGregor also denies that he passed on any warning
to the President. We have gathered, a considerable
amount of evidence, testimonial anddocumentary, that
tends to corroborate Gray’s testimony and rebut
MacGregor’s, laying a possible basis for a perjury charge
against MacGregor.

FOIA(b) 7 - (C)
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Porker/perjury. As noted above, Herbert Porter
has admitted in the Senate that he committed perjury
before the Grand Jury and in the original Watergate

.

trial. We have advised him that we will prosecute
him, and have offered him an opportunity to plead
guilty to one (felony) Count of making a false statement. We believe Porter will decide to plead ra~her "
than be prosecuted for perjury and possibly conspiracy.
L. Patrick Gray. We are studying the possibility
and advisability of charging Gray with an offense
relating to his concealment and destruction of materials
from Howard Hunt’s safe (which he received fromDean
and. Ehrlichman on June 28, 1972) and his denial to ..
Henry Petersen that he had either received or destroyed.
these materials.
..
Maurice Stans. We are considering whether there
is any evidence upon which Maurice Stans should be
charged with conspiracy in connection with the Watergate
cover-up. Although there is some evidence implicating .
him, our present thinking is not to charge him,"
especially in light of his potential liability for
activities being investigated by the Campaign Financing
Task Force.
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Problem Areas
.. Two substantial "problem areas" remain in the
case being developed by this Task Force. The first .
is clarification of the CIA’s position vis-a-vis
the Watergate investigation, especially in the first
two weeks after the break-in. The prosecution Will
contend that the attempt of the White House, through
Haldeman and Ehrlichman, to represent that the
investigation should be curtailed to avoid exposing
CIA activities was a wholly spurious one. Much of
the testimony, to d.ate would tend. to support that
contention. However, a recently discovered memorandum
written by CIA DirectorHelms on June 28, 1972, could
undoubtedly be used by the defense to attempt to show
some legitimate CIAconcern about these matters, a
concern Helms and others have testified did not in
fact exist. We must interview Helms and possibly
conduct additional investigation to reduce this line
of defense, insofar as possible.

The second area relates to corroborating the
testimony of John Dean concerning assurances of
~executive clemencyextended to Howard Hunt in
January 1973, through Hunt’s attorney William’
Bittman, by Charles Colson. According. to Dean,
Colson w~s acting at the direction of JohnEhrlichman
and the. President. While all the testimony and ex-.
tensive documentary evidence we have obtained tends.
to corroborate the existence and general substance of
meetings testified to by Dean,.the three potential
defendants involved - - Ehrlichman, Colson, and.
Bittman -- all deny that the discussions went beyond "
"general assurance of friendship and help" to explicit
assurances ofleniency or clemency. Ehrlichman and
Colson also deny discussing the matter with the
President, despite our documentary evidence showing
discussions between the President and each of these
men:which would have afforded them the opportunity
to do so. The problem in this area is one of
obtainingWhite House documents to further sub~
stantiate Dean’s testimony~ this is discussed below.
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Work Accomplished BX This Task Force

On June 7,.19730 Assistant U.S. Attorney Earl
Silber~, whose three-man team had conducted the Watergate¯.
investigation since June 1972, gave Mr. Cox a lengthy. ~.
memorandum setting out the status of their investigation
to that time. The memo described the major, areas of
investigation and identified the "target" defendants
as Magruder, Dean, Mitchell, LaRue, Ehrlichman, and

.

Porter. Persons whose status as defendants was at that
time.listed as uncertain, due to the fact that incriminating
evidence against them might be insufficientfor indlc~mant,
includedHaldeman, Mardian, Strachan, Parkinson,F~ZAIblT-’I~
Since about-June 1, 1973, this Task Force has conslderably..
expanded the scope of the investigation and has developed
a substantial amount of further information that we
believe would be sufficient to recommend Indlc~ment not
only of those llsted as target defendants in the Silber~
memorandum but also of Haldeman, Mardian, Colson, Caulfield,
Ulasewlcz, Kalmbach, Parkinson,~iAIblT-ic~ Bit~man, and
Strachan for conspiracy and obstruction of justice;
Ehrllchman, Mitchell, Mardian, .Parkinson, StracharFo.~F~i~i~l~
~o~i~l~- ~c~l and possibly MacGregor for perjury; and possibly.
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L. Patrick Gray for other of£enses. The Task Force has
secured pleas from Dean, LaRue, and Magruder, (the latter
pursuant to an agreement negotiated by the Silber~ gro.up)
and has discussed the possibility of a plea with Porter
and caulfleld. We have taken the sworn testimony of more
than 45 wltnesses~before the Grand Jury,.many of whose
appearances have been for several hours or a number of
days,.and we have interviewed at least twice tha~ number
of witnessea-in our offices. In addltion,a large amount
of documentary evidence has been obtained.
Work To Be Completed
We contemplate the following workbefore themaJ~r
indictment can be proposed to the Grand Jury:.
(I) Presentation of John Dean’s testimony to the
Grand Jury. Dean has been debriefed by the Task-Force, and
debriefing will be continued this Thursday and Friday...
We have scheduled Deanfor the Grand Jury next Monday and
Tuesday:
(2) Interview with Richard Helms, We are advised
.counsel to CIAthat Helms will re~urn from Iran,.where he is

U.S. Ambassador, at our request.
(3) Interrogation in the Grand Jury of several less
central witnesses, including Ron Ziegler, whom the Grand Jurors
have specifically requested to hear.
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(4) Office interviews with a number of less central

witnesses and more extensive debriefing of Jeb Magruder,
(5) Review of the subpoenaed tapes and documents
and presentation of reievant portions thereof to the
Grand Jury.
(6) Obtaining of~addltional documentary .evidence from
the White House. (See next section of memo)
.:
(7) Making decisions concerning the timing, strategy,
and drafting of indlc~ments, including:

...

(a) decisions about whom to indlct,partlcularly with
respect, to Charles Colson but also with respect to
William Bittman and Kenneth Parkinson;

(b)

decisions concerning timing, f~r instance, .whether

indict Strachan for perjury immediately and
whether to confront l

I.with possible prosecuZiorr;

(C) decisions concerning perjury indictments in. thecontext of the "main" indlc~m.,.ent ’--’we have not
yet mounted a major effort t~\: identify possible
perjury by central figures in ~,he cover-up such as
Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Mitche~’.~;

..

(d) decisions about the President’s s~atus;.

(e) drafting of indictments.
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Requests for White House Documents and Evidence

In order to complete a fair and thorough investigation
prior to indictment, this Task Force must obtain afew
additional items ~f evidence now in the possession~0f the
White House. Some of these were formally requested by Mr.
Cox but never received; formal requests for others were held
up, in some cases for months, pending resolution of the
tapes litigation.
This list includes only that information.which the Task"
Force deems it essential to secure in order to complete the
investigation described above, based on our current information.
Additional information derived from the already-subpoenaed
tapes and notesor other sourcescould identify other items.
Moreoever, it is beyond the scope of this status memorandum
.(and of the following list) to attempt to describe all the
evidence in the possession of the White House tha~ might be
necessary to determine the President’s own involsement in
and liability for illegal activities being investigated by.
this Task Force, if any.

(i) ~o@s.of Presidential Meetings. On June 13, Mr. Cox
requested lists.of .the dates and times of the President’s
conversations with a designated list of individuals and was
promised this information. Lists were provided for Haldeman,
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Ehrlichman, Dean, Mitchell, and Petersen. However, it is
essential for uS to obtain similar lists for Colson, Gray,
Kleindienst, and Strachan. The Whi~e House PrOvided such a
list for Colson to the Senate Select Committee in July
but that list was never given to us.

(2) HigbY’s phone logs. Mr. Cox asked for Larry Higby’s
phone logs for 1971 to 1973 inclusive on August i, 1973. The".
White House agreed on July 27 that it.would not claim any
privilege as to this material. No response to our request has
been forthcoming.

(3) Tapes: Clemency. Tape recordings~and notes relating
to meetings between the President and John Ehrlichman and H.
R. Haldeman on January 4, 1973, from 3~05 p.m. til 4:18 p.m~;
and tapes and notes relating to meetings and conversations
between the President and Colson between 7 p.m. on January
3 and 7 p.m. on January 4, 1973. [Senate sources inform us
that Colson talked with the President once in person and
five times by telephone during this24-hour period.] These
tapes are essential to the executive clemency aspect of
the case against Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Colson," and Bittman.
We have already obtained the testimony of Bittman, Hunt,
Ehrlichman, Colson, Dean, O’Brien, Petersen, and Kleindienst
relating to these events. As mentioned above~ ’this testimony

estahlishes the time and general substance Of meetings during
the period January 2-6, 1973, at which possible White House

assurances to Howard Hunt were discussed. The testimony
conflicts as to how far those assurances were to ~go, and as
to ¯whether Ehrlichman and/or Colson spoke with the President
about the question of clemency or leniency at this time. "
The only.way to resolve this confiict is through the tapes..
(4) St~achan memgs..Certain memoranda and "talking
papers" from Strachan to Haldeman, for the.following dates~ .
June 30, 1971~ December 17, 1971; and a date inApril 197~,.
all relating to Haldeman’s control over andiknowledge of
CRP intelligence operations’and Liddy’s role inthem.. With
__r?~~ to the December 17~.~.~?~71,..~_.ta~ing paper.,.~9 have been
advised that such a memorandum was located in Gordon
Strachan’s White House files until June 1973 but may have
been mysteriously removed since then.
(5) Ta~es: Dea~. Tape recordings and notes of meetings
between the President and Haldeman and Ehrllchmanwhich ’
"bracket" the President’s meetings with Dean on April.15,

16’ and 17, 1973,(tapes of which the President is apparently ¯
.providing the Court "voluntarily").
(6) Ta~es r.e Mitchell’ s....,resi.@nation. Tape recordings and
notes of meetings between the President and Haldeman and

Colson (12:21 - 12:44 p.m.), the President and Haldeman and
Kleindienst (3~.24 p.m. - 4:06 p.m.), and the President and
Haldeman and MacGregor (4:30 p.m. ~til 5:52 p.m.} on June
30,. 1972. These meetings purportedly dealt with Mitchell’s
¯ .reasons for resigning from CRP and with the-.status of the
Watergate investigation.
(7) Pre-June 17. Tape recording and notes of a meeting
between the Pgesident, IIaldeman, and Mitchell On" April.. 14,..
1972, from 4:13 p.m. til 4:50 p.m. At this meeting there was
.probably a discussion of_campaign decisions reached at the
March 30 meeting at Key Biscayne; one of those decisions’..was
the Gemstone approval. Strachan has admitted preparing a
talking paper for Haldeman for this meeting (or for a previous
Haldeman/Mitchell meeting) which Strachan says he destroyed
after the break-in on account of a reference tothe. CRP’s
"sophisticated intelligence-gathering operation."

(8)Tapes ~elating tq the missing tapes. Tape recordings’
of the President’s’ phone conversation with Henry Petersen on

April 18, 1973, (during which the President told Petersen he
"had Dean ontape")~ and of the President’s’ playing tape
recordings in his EOB office on June 4, 1973 (which would tend
to show whether the crucial April 15 tape was "missing" on
June 4, and if so Whether the President ascertained that fact
at that time).

UNITED STATES GOV,~!~NMENT

Memoranaum
TO

: Messrs. Ben-Venlste; Frampton;
Goldman, Haberfeld; lason; Geller;
Mrs. Volner
FaOM : James F. Neal

DATE:

July 30, 1973

The first listbelow identlfiesthose indlvldualsl
think should be interviewed or re-intervlewed and/or taken
before the.grand jury. The matter inparentheses by each:
individual’s name contains the information I recollect the
individual is alleged to possess relevant to our Investigation.
The second list below contains those individuals we
~eed to put before the grand Jury either without an interview
advance or following an interview...
Before anyone interviews any wi~ness, information, already
in our possession should be-reviewed. We should have a clear
understanding of what we want from each witness before bring~
ing .them in. If a review of the information in our files is
complete, it is not necessary to re-interview the witness Just
because they are named on this list.
""

I. To Be In=erviewed or Re-Interviewed or
Put Before the Grand Jury.

2. Jerome Powell. (See remarks under Lester. above.).
3. Harry Fleming. (He was a Mitchell staffer and was
in Key Biscayne on Marhh--30. He-should be generally de-brlefed"
par=icularly regarding conversations with Magruder --.See
Magruder and Mardian grand jury testimony.)
..
4. Fred Fielding. Assistant to Dean. (General de-briefing
on background-information -- interrogation re $22,000 in cash
from Stans to Strachan,)
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5.. Jean R0bert~, Magruder’s secretary. (Apparently
assisted ~n’"prepa~ing~atements of Magruder.and Porter
taken by Parkinson on July 15,~ 1972.)
6. Clifford Miller, Public Re

(Present in-Califo~- -~-~.__
l~ions
man for
C
uu be
dune
17 when
Watergate
pressure_
lease drafted. He -,~=
should
interrogated
with respect
to
any information he learned at that time.)
.
7. Curtis Herge. .(Porter al
perjury. See ~orter’sS_nate
e ....Commltte~
~ ~z~h P0r=er
re ard
g ¯ ing
~estlmony.)

¯ 8.. Lea Jablons~, Ion time s "
=~uemp=Ing to locate MacGregor.~

’ "
~epnone call when

9. Richard Howard, aide. to Colson. (AccordlnE to
Magruder, h~ pushed Magr~der to get Liddv~s budget going.
Th~s man should be interViewed particularly with respect
to Colson’s activities. See Magruder.)~

I0.. JoaR H-all, secretary ~o Cols0n. (Had ~ontactw~th~
both Howard~ Mrs.. Hunt.. She also had a conversation
with Hunt on the morning of June 19 and was to
11. Pad10’Brie~i (Should be re-lntervlewed.to clarify
and secure ~urther details
of many messages between Dean
and Bittman and others relayed through him. H
interviewed specifically regarding what. Bittma~ should be
.Bit~man’s general meetings with Colson.)
told¯ him after
12.hls~onver
Richard Moore
(He shod
gadding
.... "’
~% re-intervle
wed "
satlons
with _D 9anid
9nd Presldent. Nix^-,~_,and
his
~resence
ae
La Costa meetlng.["~ ~ uazKs, and his knowledg~ reg~dln& the
Dean

..
_ . ~3. Toddgene~
Hul[in, aide to Ehrlichman.
orlere~

(Should be de-

14. Ronald Zie~ler., White House press.
’
be interrogated regar~in~ Conversations with officer. (Should
Haldeman~
Ehrllchman,
tlon
press
releases.
Before
interview,
thevarlous
Colsonofand
Dean,
and anyone
else,his
andpartlcularly
in prepare-.
press releases regardlng.Watergate should be collected.)
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15. Him McCord, (This man should be.re~interviewed
regarding proposed CIA defense and executive clemency extended.by Caul.f~eld.)
16. Herbert Porter. (This man will be prosecuted,
but he should be’ put bef6re the grand jury if he is willlng
in order to establishhis prior perjury at the direction of
Magruder,)
’
17. Haurice S~ans. .(A~tempts should be made ro get

Stans to ~n~lrm t~SC’ ~ go~ major apProval.before he authorized
Sloan to u~sourse one ~83.000 to Liddy.)
18. Robert Riesner. (Should be put before the grand
jury to confirm h~s Senate restlmony rhar he putthe Gemstone

file_In the itehell file to be ~nc!uded in Magruder’s. dis-.
cusslon wlthMitchell and anything else in hi
.
not covered in h io
~ ~-~
,
s Senate
tes~imon y
~u~ ......~
~an~ 3ury
appearances.
See Riesner
~estimony before the Senate Committee.)

19. _Robert Merrick. (There isindication tha~ he can
support Magruder in re~afd to the fact that Mitchell approved
the L~ddy budget. He should be interrogated on this and
possibly put before the grand jury,.)
’ .grand
20. Jury
alch~r
Helm~. (Possiblyhe
d possibly
the
bur
th~s should should
be le go back before.
Pendent indlv
. idual or group¯ who would stud .th
involvement in Watergate.)
¯

fr to some inde.
y e entire CIA-.

new’
info~nation
d~vel~ped
thebeSenate
Committee
gardin~l,
Richard
Kleindienst.
(He from
should
In~eruqewed
rer .......
hearings and from Gray’s grand jury testimony,)

£rom Gray’s grand jury appearance, )
e hearings .and.
¯ 23. Gerald Alch, (I have interviewed Alch and have
rece~veda ~’Ubmisslon-Trom him. His files should be reviewed
to de~ermlne if we believe we have all the information we need
and can secure from him.)

-4FOIA b)3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

" 24. Peter Maroulis, Liddy’s attorney. (I have
interviewed ~his m~n regarding his receipt of a packa_~
of 820,000 ....... in cash delivered by a,,runner for LaRue.
25. ~. (I believe he was a White.House aide
but accordi~g-~6 Riesner he had knowledge regarding the

Gemstone file. He should be interviewed regarding his
knowledge.)

26. Tom Jones. (The conflict between Jones’ statement and Kalmbach’s statemen~ regarding how much money Jones
delivered to Kalmbach should be explored as it is difficult
to believe that he could have inadvertently turned over
75,000 to Kalmbachwhen he intended only to turn over
~o,ooo.)
27. Haldeman. (He should be given the. opportunity
to .appear before ~he grand Jury_and inte.rrogated.on.eve~y
bit of knowledge in his possession touchlng on hls Involvement in Watergate and its cover,up.)
28. Ehrlichman. (He should, be given the opportunity
to appear before the grand jury and interrogated on every
bit of knowledge in his possession touching on his involvement inWatergate and its cover-up.)

29. Mitchell. (He should be given .the opportunity
to appearbefore ~he. grand Jury and interrogated onevery
bit of knowledge in his.possesslon touching on his involvementIn Watergate and its cover-up.)
30. Colson. (He should be given the opportunity .to
appear before--~gtand Jury and interrogated on e~ery bit
of knowledge in his possession touching on his involvement
in Watergate and its cover-up.).
31. Mardian. (Heshould be given the’0pport~unity
to appear before the grand jury and interrogated on every
bit of knowledge in his possession touching on his involvement
in Watergate and its cover-up.)
:
32. Artime. (He should be given, the opportunity to
appear before th~ grand jury and interrogated on every bit of
knowledge in his possession touchi,ng on his i,,nvolv@ment in

~Water~ate. and i~s cover-up.) |
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33. Butterfield. (De-brief generally.)
34. Sloan. (Question re transfer of money to LaRue.
and Stans’-~ledge of Liddy budget.)
35. Clawson. (De-brief generally.)

36. Ca~.. (Contacts with Cubans and other CRP~
lawyers, espe--~-~-fally Parkinson and 0’Brien.)

37. Rafferty. (Contacts with Other CRP lawyers,
esP eczallY ~-~e meeting he¯ attended with Parklnson,
"
"
’ Powell ¯

and Caddy on 6/23/72; meetzng he attended ~n Lester soffic with

Parkinson, Lester, Contrucci, Caddy and maybe Rothblatt on
6/24/72 and a meeting of Parkinson, Caddy, Powell, Kilcullen,
Scott, himself and maybe O’Brlen on 7/3/72 when Kilcullen
said"Republicans have a responsibility to look after these
people.")
"
38. Kilcullen. (Question him re his meeting of 7/3/72~
wSth Parkinson,’ Caddy& Powell, Scott, Rafferty and maybe
0’Brlen when he said Republicans have a responsibility
to look after these people." Why Was he at meeting and why did
he sayd this.)
’
39. Contrucci. Urban Lester’s law partner. (Question
him and Letter’,’ #i’~, abou~ 6/24/72 meeting referred to
in #37 supra. What was said? How much.did Parkinson know?)
40. Hunt.. (Question him regarding executive, clemency.)
41. Cau~fiel~. (question him regarding executive

clemency.)
.
42. GeKry Jon~s. White House personnel. (Question
him re placement.ofMagruder in a non-confirmable position.)
43.. Stan Anderson. (Does he corroborate MagruderHaldeman .January me~tin~.I

44. JeanMason, Odle’s Secretary. (question her regarding the--~q~budget she typed for Liddy for electronic
equipment and a safehouse which was allegedly intended for
Mitchell and Magruder.)
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45. .Pat McKee, Haldeman’s secretary. (De-brief
generally.)
(See if we can avoid questioning her by getting the
notes of her Senate Executive Session testimony.).
46.

Jan Hruska, JE’s secretary. (De-brief generally.)

(See if we can avoid questioning her by getting the
notes of her Senate. Executive Session testzmony.)
. ’
47. Kathy Bockman Emory, Larry Higby’s secretary.
(De-brief genera’fly.)"
(See if we can avoid questioning her by getting the
notes of her Senate Executive Session testimony.)
Consideration Should be Given to Put the Following
Individuals before the Grand Jury Either With or
~thoutPrior Interviews.

(I don’t recommend any prior
interview here)

Herbert Porter
Richard K.leindienst
Henry Petersen
Ronald Ziegler
Bill Bittman

Ken Parkinson
FOIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

James McCord ¯
Haurice Stats

(This man does not need to be
given,a pretrial interview.)
...
"
/
:̄
:
/

Robert Riesner (for limited purposes to cover
matters about which he testified
before, the Senate Committee that
Were not covered in his previous
grand jury appearances.

.:
:,

/
/

Charles Colson
~
:’
:’
!

:’

":: Haldeman

/
/

/

Ehrlichman.
¯Mitchell

/

III....’"Additional Witmesses to be Interviewed at
..,," GeorKe F~mpton’s Request Concerning MaRruder,
/ / I.:" Fred Malek. (CRP aide to Mitchell and MacGregor
l
ca~’ possibly Yell us ~6mething about MacGregor, but has been
.d~ose~."last week in DNC and claims he knew nothing at all; ask
’
1
/him ab~’ut Col~on too.)
.
/ /’’’ ’ , ’’’ ’l" 2. Herb Porter, Leonard Garment, Vicki Chert.
(All,
/ .:’ together wit~i Malek, Jbut espe~ily’G-’rment, ~an" c.o~oborate
//" MN~rnder’s January 1973 meetin~ wi~h Haldeman, at least ,
/./ ..:~i~ctly. In a~dition, we p£obably want to interview Porter
// ...’:and Chern on other matters.
..’/
" /

FOIA(b) 3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

Needless to say, the interviews of those on the
first list may suggest that some of these interviewees
should be put before the grand jury even though they are
not included on the second list.
¯ It appears to me we~probably should leave the following individuals to be in=erviewed byother groups and I am
suggesting the Plumbers Group advise us of interviews they are
¯ going to conduct with the following individuals:
Robert Cushman

Judge Matthew Byrne
James Schlesinger (CIA)
Francis
Kathleen Chenow

TELECON BETWEEN JACK MILLER AND A. COX

6/21/73 11:15 a.m.

Cox: When the Recorder on the telephone failed to operate
a few minutes ago, I was talking to Herbert J. Miller, Jr.
who called as counsel for an unnamed punitive
Defendant in a campaiKn contribution violation.
Mr. Miller said that he had ~ecidedto bring his client in
even though we made no commitmentas Prosecutors beyond saying
that it would be our policy to take into account a man’s
voluntary coming forward in deciding what disposition to make
of a matter.
I replied that we would take such voluntary coming
forward into account. The conversation closed with some
joking in which Mr. Miller said that he assumed we would
give it substantial weight and I replied that he should
stop trying to bargain with me.

AC/flc
July 23,~ 1973
RE J. FRED BUZHARDT conversations with Archibald Cox
--~_~_~My telephone conversations with J. Fred Buzhardt today
were concerned exclusively withtwo questions:
The fact of the White House letter to me concerning the
so called Butterfield tapes and the timing of the various
news releases by the White House ~and myself; the second,
the service of a subpoena demanding production of the
tapes and certain other documents.
In the last conversation Mr. Buzhardt agreed to accept
service of the tapes on behalf of the President and to
raise no questions concerning its legal validity.

Archibald Cox

idence, from whatever
luestion, and in no way
"olume of material and
~1 question at this point
when did he know it ]
d ask that you give atinformation tl~at you
of your own personal
awyers refer to as ciride.nce given based on
clreumstances in the
ordinarily would not
ed here for whatever
evidence about which
ory, that is in term~ of
~ would try, you and I,
may be further venti; roster of witnesses to
ge t.oo far, there is no
ate the importance of
to divide the informas. direct evidence, cird information.
think you really have
this, in preparing my
: write a brief against.
~s close as I could. By
)w forward to explain
.to a time sequence but
ument that focused in
~,rrounding any indi;Jr context.
, and I really do hope
not a criticism of you
d you have presented
¯ .ing to convert it into
,~es and to the qualit~
,o please believe me, 1
her to organize it for
ay and it .may or may
ng critical of you as a
7ou have been a very
", I used to call on the
.ess to ’first answer the
.’ep my questions brief
L a yes or no, if that is

:Senator BAKV~. It is not meant to be an entranment nor a
¯all beat your wife" question, answer yes or no. ~ut it ~is meant"t~o
~a advance the cause of factfinding.
~ Under the heading of what did the P~,e, sident know and when did he
mow it falls into several subdivisions. Ihe first one is the break-in at
~he Democratic National Committee headquarters of the Watergate
mmplex on the morning of June 17, 1972.
~ Do you know what the President knew of that in advance
Mr. DF~. I do not.
Senator BAKF~. Do you have any information that he did know of it
Mr. DF~N. I only know that I ]earned upon my return to the office
¯ at events had occurred that indicated that calls had come from Key
Biscayne to Washington to Mr. Strachan to destroy incriminating
~ocuments in the possession of Mr. Haldeman.
Senator BAKF~. The question is, I hope, not impossibly narrow but
~u,r testimony touches many people. It touches Mr. Ehrlichman, Mr.
maldeman, Mr. Colson, Mr. Mitchell, Mr. Dean, and many others. But
[am trying to focus on the President.
~ Mr. DEAN. I understand.
Senator BAdEn. What did the President-know and when did he
mow it ~
Is it possible for you, based on direct knowledge or circumstantial \~
aformation, and you have given us an indication of circumstances, or
¯ en hearsay, to tell us whether or not you can shed any further light
~ whether the President knew or,, in the parlance of tort law, should
~ave known of the break-in at the Watergate complex on June 17
Mr. DEAN. You mean, could he have prior knowledge of it
Senator BAKF2. Yes.
Mr. DF~N. I cannot testify of any firsthand knowledge of that. I
an only testify as to the fact that anything that came to Mr Halde~n’s attention of any importance was generally passed to t~e Presi~ant by Mr. Haldeman, and if Mr. Haldeman had advance knowledge
¯ had received advance indications it would be my assumption that
~at had been passed along but I do not know that ~or a fact.
"Senator BAdEn. So Chat would fall into category 2 of my organi~on.

Mr. DEAN. Yes, sir.
. Senator B~K~. That is an inference that you do draw from the
rangements of the organization of the White House and your knowlof the relationships, the relationship of Mr. Haldeman and the
dent.
Mr. DEAN. That is correct.
’Senator BAKEa. But it does not fall in category 1 or 3 which is to
.~ direct knowledge or hearsay information from other parties.
Mr. DEAN. That is correct.
~enator BAXEm The coveru~ is the second heading and, of course,
$ coverup embraces and involves so many things and so many people
~r such a span of time that it is difficult" really to place it in a single
~..~.ory. but I would like to try.
Wha~ did the President know and when did he know it about the
~rup. To~ have already te~ified about this, Mr. Dean, and I underrod, ,I ~ ,bel~ieve_~ the burden of your testimony, the .thrust of your testi~y, ~u5 xor the sake of clarity, and understanding and organization

~i

MArch 22 tape is virtually unintelligible even after
having been cleaned up. Nonetheless, the WHhas provided
a very good transcript of it. The question therefore
arises whether there might not be something to the "two
tape" theory after all. The FBI ought to be asked to try
to find out who did the transcribing of these tapes, and
under what conditions.

GTF

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE
United Slates Department of Justice
1425 ~ Street, N.W.
Washin,~ton, D.C. 20005

PAL : sek

July 26, 1974

Honorable John J. Sirica
Judge
United States District Court
for the District of Columbia
United States Court House
Washington, D. C. 20001
Re :

Mitchell, eta!. v. Sirica
(Su_~oreme Court)

Dear Judge Sirica:
We have been officially notified, as counsel ~ho
entered an appearance on your behalf, that the Supreme
Court yesterday denied a petition for a writ of certiorari
which had.been filed by defendants Mitchel!, et al. to obtain review of the decision of the Court of Appeals denying a writ of mandamus to compel you to step out of the
case of United States v. Mitchell, et al (D-D-C.Crim. No
74-110).
"
We had our brief in opposition in page proof
¯ intended to file it on next Monday, but the Court
wished to dispose of the case before it adjourned
s~m~,er and therefore elected to deny the petition
awaiting our response ..... -Respectfully,

Philip A. Lacovara
Counsel to the Special
Prosecutor
bcc:

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Jaworski
Neal
Glazer
Ben-Veniste

and had
evidently
for the
without

Watergate Special Prosecution Force
STATUS REPORT

January 7, 1974

Status of Tape Record~enaed ~
~i-~ Prosecutor ~ ~ul~ 23, 1973

t’s
_____~ ~_l_vi=n~ ~xecu
and a) John Ehrlic~n and b)H.R.
~
.......... ------ .......~-6 12: 50 .m.
"~
Haldeman from i0:26 a.m.,
claim of executive privilege raised by the President
concerning portions of this tape. Claim upheld by
Judge Sirica. Only portion of tape that concerned
Watergate was 18-minute segement which White House
reported missing, sirica ordered hearing into circumstances surrounding incident. Experts ordered to
examine tape and report to court on findings.

Telephone conversati.on _of .J._u.n~e_, 20, 1972, between
¯ ~h~-~ from 6:08 ._p~,

White House reported conversation held on telephone
which did not have recording device. Dictabelt recording of President’s recollections of his conversation with Mitchell given to Judge sirica and later
turned over to Special Prosecutor. Judge sirica ordered
~. hearing into circumstances surrounding this incident.

Executive
3. Meeti~972,
~i; ~x_~o~n in.th.e__P.r~.e..s.i~_dentu,_s
,~a i deman
and Mitchell, from 12:55._~ to
Claim of executive privilege raised concerning this
tape. Judge Sirica ruled that approximately five
minutes of tape dealing directly or indirectly with
Watergate be turned over to Special Prosecutor. Tape
now in custody of Special Prosecutor.

Meeting of Se tember 15: 1972:, ~ the President’s
~ixon, Haldeman and Dean, from
5:27 p.
,
"
~ .

--2--

Thirty-three minutes dealing directly or indirectly
with Watergate turned over to Special Prosecutor.

5. Meeting of March 13, 1973, in the President’s Oval
~ffice involving Nixon, Dean and Haldeman from
12:42 p.m., to 2:00 p.m.

Tape turned over to Special Prosecutor.

6. Meeting of March 21, 1973, in the President’s Oval
Office involving Nixon, Dean and Haldeman from
I~12 a.m., to 11:55 a.m.
Tape turned over to Special Prosecutor. Dictabelt
recording of President’s recollections of this
meeting also turned over to Special Prosecutor.

7. Meeting of March 21, 1973, in the President’s ExecUtiVe Office Building office from 5:20 p~m., to 6:01 p.m,.,
involving Nixon, Zie@ler, Dean, Haldeman and Ehrlichman.
Tape turned over to Special Prosecutor.

8. Meeting of March 22 1973, in the President’s ExecUtive Office Buildinq office from 1:57 p.m.. to ~:43
p.m., involving Nixon, Dean, Ha!demano Ehrlichman and
Mitchell.
Tape turned over to Special Prosecutor.
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9.

Meegi.~g’ of April 15, 1973, in the President’s Executive Office Build,n@ office involvin9 Nixon and
Dean, from 9:17 p.m., to 10:12 p.m.
White House lawyers reported no recording made of
this meeting. Judge Sirica ordered hearing into
circumstances surrounding this incident.

Chronology of Waterg~.te Tapes Issue

July 18, 1973

Letter to J. Fred Buzhardt from
Archibald Cox requesting tapes

July 20, 1973

Letter from Charles Alan Wright to
Archibald Cox refusing request for
tapes

July 23, 1973

Statement by Archibald Cox that he
will subpoena tapes

Subpoena served by Watergate Special
Prosecution Force on President
July 26, 1973

President scheduled to produce tapes
before Grand Jury, but sends letter
to Judge Sirica refusing to produce
tapes
Watergate Special Prosecutor files
petition for an Order to Show Cause
why the President should not produce
tapes

August 7, 1973

Counsel for President reply to
Special Prosecutor’s petition

August 13, 1973

Special Prosecutor files 68-page
brief detailing reasons for his need
for tapes

August 17, 1973

White House brief in reply

August 22, 1973

Oral Arguments

August 29, 1973

District Court decision ordering ’in
camera’ inspection

September 6, 1973

White House files petition for Writ
of Mandamus in U.S. Court of Appeals
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September 7, 1973

Special Prosecutor files cross petition for Writ of Mandamus in U.S.
Court of Appeals

September i0, 1973

White House and Special Prosecutor
submit briefs to U.S. Court of
Appeals

September ii, 1973

Oral Arguments heard in U.S. Court
of Appeals

September 12, 1973

Special Prosecutor files post~
argument brief in U.S~ Court of
Appeals

September 13, 1973

Court issues memorandum requesting
both parties to meet to seek a compromise solution

September 19, 1973

White House files post-argument brief
in U.S. Court of Appeals

September 20, 1973

Special Prosecutor and White House
inform the Court they are unable to
reach an agreement

October 12, 1973

U.S. Court of Appeals’ decision
ordering President to produce tapes

Federal Grand Juries Investigatin@ Watergate
BreakTin, Coverup and Other Matters Under The
Jurisdiction of The Special Prosecutor

I. Grand Jury impanelled on June 5, 1972. This
Grand Jury was due to expire on December 5,
1973, but was extended up to one year by
Congressional authorization. This extension,
contained in Public Law 93-172, was approved
by the President on November 30, 1973. This
grand jury is investigating Watergate breakin and coverup.

Grand Jury impanelled on August 13, 1973.
This grand’jury is investigating other matters arising out of the Special Prosecutor’s
jurisdiction [campaign contributions, political espionage, plumbers and ITT].

III. Grand Jury impanelled on January 7, 1974.
This grand jury will investigate matters similar to those under investigation by the second grand jury.

All three grand juries are under the general
jurisdiction of the U.S. District Court, Washington, D.C.

. UNITED STATIiS GOVERNMENT

TO

...DEPARTMENT OF J.USTICE

DATE: November 14, 1973

: STAFF.

/

FROM :

Philip A. Lacovara
Counsel to the Specia~/jit.,/
Prosecutor

SUBJECT:

Judicial Ruling on Dismissal of Former Special
Prosecutor

District Judge Gesell today has declared the dismissal of
for~.er Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox illegal. He has held
that the dismissa!, at the President’s direction, was beyondthe power of the Presid<;nt because Congress had validly entrusted to the Attorneh, Genera]. the power to appoint officers
of the Department of Justice and the Attorney General had
validly issued regulations that provided (a) that the Special
Prosecutor could be dismissed only for gross improprieties and
(b) that the Special Prosecutor’s office could be abolished
only upon agreement by the Special Prosecutor that his work
had been completed.
Reinstatement of Mr. Cox was denied because he had not
attempted to join in the litigation and had publicly stated
that he ~as returning to Harvard. ¯The Court indicates that
the appointment of Mr. Jaworski was legal, despite the past
illegal dismissal of Nr..Cox, because "Mr. Cox’s evident
decision not to seek reinstatement necessitated the prompt
appointment of a successor to carry on the important work in
which Mr. Cox had been engaged."
One of the implications of the decision is that the
present Special Prosecutor cannot legally be discharged, even
upon direct Presidentia! order, except for "gross improprieties" and the independent Watergate Special Prosecution
Force cannot be abolished unless and until the Specia!
Prosecutor agrees that its responsibilities have been completed.
In addition, Judge Gesell went out of his way to
criticize the suggestion that the courts be given the
responsibility for appointment and supervision of a new
Special Prosecutor, a suggestion that was termed "most unfortunate." Quoting Judge Learned Hand, the Court said that

DO,I-- ! 973--04
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there must be division .between prosecution and judgment, and
that Congress has sufficient powers to "prevent Executive
interference.with the Watergate Special Prosecution Force"
by enacting legisletion "enhancing and protecting that office
as it is now established and not by following a course that
places incompatible duties upon this particular Court."

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum
TO

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
DATE: Feb. 22, 1974

: Leon Jaworski

: Henry Ruth

SU~ECr: President’s Tax Returns
As you know, the Joint Committee on Taxation, IRS, and
the California Secretary of State are all investigating
the President’s tax return reporting of the deed of
Vice-Presidential papers to the National Archives. Both
the Joint Committee’s report and a report from the
California Secretary of State are expected to be issued
next week. In addition to the expected findings that
the gift was not completed and that the final date and
notarization thereof were backdated, we have allegations
in the Hughes-Rebozo loan that appear to fall within our
jurisdiction and deserve further investigation.
As much as our mandate requires us to
allegations concerning the President,
appointees, and the White House staff
believe that you should direct Messrs.
McBride to pursue these matters.

investigate
Presidential
members, I
Merrill and

Merrill’s group has already interviewed Edward Morgan,
former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, and Henry
Hecht has gathered additional information concerning the
deeded papers. Tom McBride has been pursuing the HughesRebozo loan.
We would have to ask for disclosure from IRS for the
President’s tax returns and the IRS investigative materials.
We would do the same with the Secretary of the State of
California.
I suggest that you and I meet with Messrs. Merrill,
McBride, Lacovara, Hecht, and Haberfeld to discuss how
we should proceed. I suppose it is arguable that the
President’s tax returns do not fall within the spirit
of the subject matter of our jurisdiction; however, the
tax return~matter does fall within the reason the office
was established, i.e., the need for independence in
pursuing such matters.
Another consideration is the fact that since the matter
of tax returns touches every American and is probably
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
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one of the areas in which Americans expect complete
honesty from their elected leaders, most persons would
expect us to pursue this matter as being clearly within
our jurisdiction since it is most important to the
national priority of voluntary compliance for revenue
production.

cc:

Mr.

Lacovara

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

\VATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
To

FROM

: Richard Ben-Veniste

DATE: April 8, 1974

Philip A. Lacovar~~i?

SUBJECT: Watergate Grand Jury Extension

John J. Wilson has indicated that he plans to
challenge the validity of the congressional extension
of the term of the Watergate Grand Jury. Such
challenge would come as no surprise. I have asked
Richard Weinberg of my staff to begin preparation of
a memorandum of law s~pporting the validity of that
extension.

cc :

Mr. Ruth
Mr. Rient
Mr. Weinberg

¯

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

Messrs. Neal and Ben-Veniste

FROM

Philip A. Lacovar~~/

DATE: May 13, 1974

SUBJEffr: Expiration of Zhe Watergate Grand Jury
Under the statute.passed by Congress extending the life
of the Watergate grand jury~beyond its normal term, the grand
jury is scheduled to expire on June 4, 1974. The statute
authorizes the Chief Judge of the District Court to extend
the grand jury for an additional six months if he determines
that it hasnot completed its business. If the Judge fails
do so, the grand jury, by a majority vote, may seek an order
from the Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals extending its
life for this additional six month period.
Please consider whether you wish to allow the grand
jury to expire on June 4. If so, nothing further need be done.
If there is any thought about issuing a superceding indictment
naming additional defendants whose complicity is show by the
recently released White House transcripts, such a course must
be pursued before the Watergate grand jury. In order to take
advantage of the statutory procedures for extension of the
grand jury, it would be necessary to call the grand jurors
back into session to have them vote to apply for an extension
on the grounds that they have not yet completed their business
and to authorize us to make the necessary applications to
Chief Judge Hart, and, if necessary, to Chief Judge Bazelon.
A decision on whether to seek an extension of the
grand jury should be made by May 20.
cc:

Messrs. Jaworski, Ruth, and Feldbaum.

WATERGATE S PECIA L PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPAR.TME.N’T OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

: LEGAL STAFF

DATE: AUgUSt 27, 1973

FROM :Philip A. Lacovara
Counsel to the Special
Prosecutor

SUBJECT:Life of Federal Grand Jury
There has been some discussion of the possibility
of extending the life of the June 1972 Grand Jury
sitting in the District of Columbia, if that course
seems to be desirable in connection with the Watergate
investigation. Lest there be any misunderstanding now
or in the future about such a possibility, I want to
advise all lawyers that there is no valid way of extending a regular grand jury beyon--~ a maximum term of
18 months. Rule 6(g) of the Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure expressly provides that "no grand jury may
serve more than 18 months." Thus, the planning of all
grand jury investigations should keep in mind the need
to complete presentation of evidence with enough time
for the grand jury to consider the evidence and return
indictments before the expiration of its term.
The only grand juries that may serve beyond 18
months are "special grand juries" empanelled under
18 U.S. Code 3331. For a number of reasons, we did
not ask the Chief Judge to empanel a special grand
jury and the June 1972 Grand Jury was not selected
under that statute either.

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

: Messrs. Cox and Ruth

DATE: October 17, 1973

FROM :Philip A. Lacova~

SUBJECT: Grand Jury Extension Bill
From 10:30 to 11:00 this morning, Pat McSweeney of the
Justice Department and I met with Peter Stockett, Chief Counsel
of the Senate Judiciary Committee, and Charles Bruce of Senator
Hruska’s office, to discuss the proposed legislation extending
the life of the Watergate Grand Jury. Bruce stated that
Senator Eastland and Senator Hruska had yesterday introduced
both the bill we had proposed and another version which would
provide authorization for only a single extension of the grand
jury. He explained that there was some concern about whether
the Watergate Grand Jury (or the Special Prosecutor) would become institutionalized by any longer extension. He also referred
to the political sensitivity of these issues and said that the
reason for offering the Senate a choice on these issues was to
provide a mechanism whereby control over the life of the Watergate Grand Jury (and presumably over the investigation itself)
would be retained in Congress rather than given over entirely
to the courts.
I explained to both Stockett and Bruce that we hoped to
complete the Watergate investigation within the first period
~hich all parties seemed agreed was appropriate. I explained
that under the procedures outlined by the recent decision by
the Court of Appeals, as under any likely Supreme Court decision,
there would be some further delays while appeals on particular
items of evidence were handled. Therefore, I explained, it was
possible that the grand jury would not have access to all of
the evidence we feel it should fairly have until sometime
beyond the expiration of a single 6-month period of extension.
Responding to the suggestion that Congress could in such a
situation legislatea further extension, I explained that we
had considere~t more efficient to adopt an approach even
short of the 3~.~month extension provision of the Organized Crime
Control Act o{ 1970, based on a realistic assessment of the
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possibilities and on a desire not to necessitate further legislative action in this matter. I also pointed out that any
action by Congress at this stage settling for a single period
of extensionmight make it harder for us to returnfor more
time in the Spring of 1974 and might make it harder for
Congress to grant such an extension in the face of an apparent
legislativedetermination to draw a line at one extension. I
suggested, however, that we would not hold out for an "all or
nothing at all" position and Pat McSweeney and I noted that if
there were some agreement, perhaps r~flected in the Committee
reports, that Congress would be inclined to grant a further
extension if necessary, such a resolution would be acceptable.
The result of this discussion is that we will be asked to
state our views on the two versions that have been introduced
and referred to the Judiciary Committee. In that letter to
the Chairman (copy to Senator Hruska), we are to set forth the
reasons for preferring the version we have sponsored. It
seemed to be agreed that there would be no need for hearings
on the Senate side and Stockett indicated that it was possible
that the bills could be discussed at the next executive committee meeting during the week of October 29th and perhaps
reported out at that time. I explained that we are operating
under a deadline that will make it necessary for us to be
prepared to act by the middle of November if there is any
significant possibility that there will not be any extension
legislation. I told them that it would take several weeks to
review the evidence with the grand jury and present draft
indictments for its approval if it appears that we will have
to act on the basis of the evidence available to us at the
present. Stockett and Bruce indicated that they appreciate
our position and believed the Senate could act within that
time frame. They stated, however, that in light of this need
for expedition, there is a greater likelihood that, should
anyone in the Senate raise a substantial question as between
the two bills, the Committee and the Senate would possibly
settle for the more modest version and defer the need to
face up to a further extension until next Spring.
I took some pains to point out to them that we had no
interest whatsoever in keeping the Watergate Grand Jury
alive any longer than necessary, since we have a new and
s@parate grand jury that is investigating all other matters
within our jurisdiction.
’
"
cc:

Mr. Ben-Veniste

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum

LJ/flc
TO

DEPARTMENT OF

: TO FILES
DATE: May 31, 1974

FROM :/~Leon
Jaworski
Special
Prosecutor

I met with Chief Judge Hart at 11:30 this morning
and presented to him the Motion and Order for extending
the Watergate grand jury for a term of six months. I
also showed him a copy of the Act relating to the
extension. I mentioned to Judge Hart that the jurors
acted unanimously earlier this morning to request an
extension and he asked thereupon why the Order mentioned
a "majority’, of the grand jurors. I replied that the
foreman had polled 19 on yesterday who were favorable
to it and that the formal Order was drawn on yesterday
without our knowing that the vote would be unanimous
today. He thereupon stated that he wanted to change the
word "majority" to "all" whereupon I called to his
attention I would not be able to represent that all
agreed to it because I did not know how many were present
this morning, but that I was in a position to say that
the request was by a unanimous vote. Thereupon Ju~dge
Hart said that "all" was easier to write than unanimous
and then proceeded to change "majority’, to "all".
I told Judge Hart that if it appeared the grand
jury was through with its work in 30-60 days, I would
so advise him so that it could be discharged when through.
He stated that Judge Sirica wanted to discharge the grand
jury and thank the jurors for the work they had done.
Judge Hart authorized the contents of the
Order to be made public.
Judge Hart informed me that St. Clair had called
him yesterday to ask if the grand jury would be discharged
whereupon Judge Hart advised him that I had asked that
it be continued. He commented that he assumed it~was all
right with me for that information to be imparted and I
told him it was.

CC: Watergate Task Force

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

:

FROM :

Peter Rient

DATE: October 4, 1974

Peter M. Kreindler~~

SUBJECT:

Ehrlichman Double Jeopardy Defense.

Attached is the memorandum David Kaye and I prepared on
the Erhlichman double jeopary defense. It is fine as far as
we are concerned, but I would ask that you read it carefully
with respect to its factual assertions. Please let me know
if you make any changes, and call me as soon as it is filed.
Attachment

~9~al Files
PMK Chron
PMK Subject

WATERGATE SPEC"~L PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

Mr. Jaworski

FROM :

Mr. Ben-Veniste

SUBJECT:

Factors for consideration on the question of whether
to have joint or separate trials in the event the
decision is made to proceed against Mr. Nixon.

DATE: Aug. 19, 1974

In the event you should decide to seek indictment
of Mr. Nixon, it seems to me that the following reasons can
be advanced in favor of proceeding forthwith with the trial
of United States v. Mitchell, et al, indicting Mr. Nixon
after the jury is sequestered and trying Mr. Nixon separately:
i. A superseding indictment in which Mr. Nixon
would be included will cause a substantial delay, at least
eigh~ months in my view, for reasons of prejudicial publicity
(particularly the House Judiciary Committee) and pre-trial
preparation. We would, therefore, lose the advantage of
keeping the pressure on current defendants, one or more of
whom if forced to proceed to trial, might plead and cooperate
against Mr. Nixon, or one or more of whom might take the same
course after a guilty verdict.
2. A superseding indictment in which Mr. Nixon is
named might occasion successful motions by the other defendants for severance on the grounds that the question of
prosecuting Mr. Nixon arouses such strong emotional feelings
among people that it is unfair to join others in the same
trial due to the potentiality of a spill-over effect. If
severance is grante~, we are then in the same position as we
are now except we will have lost up to 8 months. If a severance were to be denied, we would face the substantial possibility of reversal of any convictions obtained on grounds
of refusal to grant severance.
3. A joint trial might occasion a hung jury or
worse inthe event we get a pro-Nixon juror who, on purely
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emotional grounds, might hold out for acquittal of Mr.
Nixon and his associates. Further, we might get a juror
who felt so strongly that Mr. Nixon should not be punished
that in addition to voting for Mr. Nixon’s acquittal would
refuse to countenance conviction of Mr. Nixon’s subordinates
on the admittedly circular reasoning that if Nixon shouldn’t
be punished neither should they.
4. The possibility of defendants being granted
a change of venue seems to me to be much more likely in the
event Mr. Nixon were tried jointly with them. The disadvantages of a change of venue are obvious and need not be
detailed further here.
5. Joining Mr. Nixon with the other defendants
would occasion a difference in our trial strategy which
would work to diminish the degree of culpability of his
subordinates.
.
6. It is possible that in view of the extreme
unlikelihood that Mr. Nixon, if convicted, would be incarcerated, Mr. Nixon will conclude that it is in his interest
to enter a plea.of guilty rather than stand trial; an alternative possibility is that President Ford may pardon Mr.
Nixon. In the event that we go the route of separate trials,
a Presidential pardon or Mr. Nixo~’s determination to plead
guilty would then conclude the litigation; however, if we
are to go the joint trial route we would then still be faced
with the trial of the other defendants several months from
nOW.

The arguments militating for a joint trial as I
understand them are as follows:
I. Normal~ all available conspirators are tried
jointly, basically to avoid unnecessary cost and time as well
as, from the prosecution standpoint, the desire not to provide
a preview of the Government’s evidence.
In this case, however, there is no serious notion
that~defendant Nixon .would obtain any substantial advantage
through discovering our evidence in an earlier litigation;
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the issues in a trial of Mr. Nixon would be substantially
narrower and the theory cleaner than in the present indictment, and, in my view, the trial of Mr. Nixon would be
less than half as time consuming as the trial now scheduled.
2. There is some apprehension that Mr. Nixon’s
unexplained absence from the trial of the other defendants
will provoke speculation by jurors unfavorable to us.
I believe that this argument can be countered in
that: (a) Mr. Nixon might testify for the defense if subpoenaed, despite present contrary indications; (b) in the
event Mr. Nixon were called and were to assert his Fifth
Amendment privilege, it is no[ totally settled that the
jury could not be apprised of this fact; (c) in my view
there are sufficient possibilities for jury ~speculation
as to Mr. Nixon’s absence which are not unfavorable to us.
In view of a[li these circumstances, it is my conclusion that if the determination is made to proceed against
Mr. Nixon we ought to indict him separately and not move
for joinder of his case with that of the other defendants.

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

: James F. Neal

FROM :

DATE:

9/20/74

Larry Iason

SUBJEUr: Silbert Diary.

At your request, this morning I picked up the diary
that Earl Silbert maintained during the Watergate investigation. After a quick review of the material contained in
this diary, I am concerned that it might be necessary to
provide some of the information contained in this material ~~
to defense counsel. For that reason, with your approval,I~I am having a copy made of this material so that it can be
organized in preparation for a careful review.

Subpoena to Testify

Or. Form

]ts rk
FOR THE
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Cr. No. 74-110
JOHN N. MITCHELL, et al.
To

Thomas F. Hogan, Esq.
McCarthy & Wharton
I00 S. Washington Street
Rockville, Maryland 20850

You areherebycommandeg ~ appearin ~e United Stat~ DistrictCourtforthe
3rd & Constitution Ave., N.W.
at Courtroom No. 20
in the city of
District of
Columbia

July

Washington on the 29thday of

19 74 at I0 : 30 o’clock

testify in the above-entitled case.

This subpoena is issued on application of the* United States.
J~AMES F. DAVEY

Attern~ f~ United States

By

G~r~. "’
-~o .....
/~2~.2~____~___,~_,~"-~’" ...........
Deputy Cl~rk.

14 2_5_ .K_S_~_~ ~__~ .9[~,_~a shi~ston,
Aedr,,, D ¯ C. 2 0 0 0 5

RETURN
Received this subpoena at
and on
within named
by delivering a copy to h
allowed by law.

on

I served it on the

at
and tendering"~ to h

the fee for one day’s attendance and the mileage

Service Fees

Travel ......... $
Services
Total_.
$
~ Insert "United States," or "defendant" as the case may be.
’ Fees and mileage need not be tendered to the witness upon service of a subpoena issued in behalf of the United
States or an officer or agency thereof. 28 USC 1825.
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WATERGATE SPECIAL PI~OSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum
To

: Files

DATE:

Nov. 4, 1974

VROM : Gerald "-.. Goldman

Telephone conversation with Willard ("Bill") Gully
on November 4~ 19.74

SUBJ.ECT:

.I called Gully through the White House switchboard this
morning. He provided the following information concerning
John Dean’s trip to Camp David on November 15, 1972: Gully
said that he has no records concerning the limousine service
that Dean had to and from Camp David on that day. However,
according to Gully, Camp David records show that Dean arrived
at Camp David on November 15, 1972, at 9:05 and left Camp
David at 10:50 a.mo
Although the Camp David records apparently were once
construed as showing Rose Mary Woods as having travelled to
Camp David with Dean on that day, Gully said that the records
in fact do not demonstrate that, but only show Walter Minnick
as having accompanied Dean. In addition, Gully said that Rose
Mary Woods told him that she never accompanied Dean by car to
Camp David.
co:

1

PR:aw

Philip Lacovara

Peter Rient

In anticipation of defense motions in the main
Watergate case, we would like to have researched by your
staff the following potentlal issues relating to the validity
of the indictment:
I. whether the indictment is fatally defective
by virtue of the appearance of Jim Neal before the grand
Jury; and
2. whether the indictment is subject to a successful
motion to dismiss on the ground that it was returned by a
grand Jury whose term was extended by special legislation.
As you probably know, ~efense motions will be returnable sixty days from March 9, the date of arraignment, and
our responses will be due thirty days thereafter.

cc.

Richard Ben-Veniste
Henry Ruth
File/chron/

HSR: bas

Riehar~ Ben-Venlste

NOV. 9, 1973

Henry Ruth
Gordon Llddy

As we d£sm~ssed previously, Gordon Liddy’s counsel, Pete~
Maroulis had called jimNeal ~o r~st that Liddy be
removed f~o~ Isolated conflnement in Los Anqeles to the
qenmral prison populatlon at Tersdu~l Island,
move5 tO Los Angeles and was 811oved only one-half

exercise each day. Maroulls was~aklng his request only
for humane purposes in that Lid~y’s personality seesmd to
~De deterloE&tlng because he had no one to ~alk ~o.
Subsequently, at Neal’s request, I arrange~wlth the
Director of the Federal Bureau of Prisons and the Executive
at ~nal Island. Although temporary oonfinement for
trial puxl;oses of prisoners moved fro~ their normal prison
qua~rs ~sually Invol~es isolation fro~ the general population
of ~ prison at the trial, the Bureau of Prisons personnel
a~eed that Liddy’s presence in Los Angeles-possibly for
a number of months ~eally a~ounted ~o a long-t/~econfir~ment
u~de~vhich ~ prison management wOUld dictate thet
than in total isolation.
I ha~ Infoz~d Ma~lis that this transfer has taken place
and he e~pressed his appreciation.

CC"

file
chron
Mr. Ruth

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DEPARTMENT{g)F J USTICE

Memorandum
TO

: Richard Ben-Veniste

DATE:

Nov. 9. 1973

: Henry Ruth

StmJECT:

An informant who does not wish his name to be revealed,
called earlier this week to state the following:
I. Prior to the Watergate break-in, James McCord
hired one,.Louis Russell, to work for McCord at the
Committee for the Re-Election of the President. Later,
either at the time of the break-in or shortly, before,
Russell was a guard at the Watergate Complex. Allegedly,
Russell has previously worked with Richard Danner of
Howard Hughes enterprises and in the spring of 1972,
again, .allegedly, Russell was doing some kind of chore
for RoseMary Woods. Informant stated that at sometime
in the past two years there have been a few articles in
the Washington Evening Star in regard to possible political
activities of Louis Russell.
2. The informant stated also ~at a Mrs. Ing had
been observed typing transcripts from tapes zn the
Executive Office Building at about the time of the Watergate break-in. Allegedly, she was typing from tapes
involved in the Gemstone project. I believe you have
received similar information from other sources.

Mr. Jaworski/
Mrs. Volner
Mr. McBride

DOJ 1973---04

--

PMK:bas
WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF"J’USTICE -

Memorandum
TO

: Chuck Ruff

DATE:

NOV. Ii, 1975

FROM : Peter Kreindler
(via telephone)

I just spoke with Judge Sirica’s law clerk to inquire
about the status of John Wilson’s letter of November 7, 1975,
regarding the alleged conduct between a U.S. Marshal’s wife
and the jurors. The clerk indicated that there was no necessity
for us to respond and that Judge Sirica would leave it up to
Wilson to organize a meeting if he wanted. I told the clerk
that it was our view that the materials referred to Judge
Sirica were apparently nonsensical and that the Judge had
taken the appropriate course in referring the matter to the
Marshals Service. I further indicated that we would be
opposed to any on-the-record hearing with Marshal McKinney
unless the Marshals Service uncovered some concrete basis
for believing that there had been improper conduct with the
jurors. The clerk indicated that he would bring our position
to the Judge’s attention.

file
chron

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

: Messrs. Ruth, Feldbaum, Davis,
Horowitz, McBride and Michel

DATE: June 26, 1975

FROM : Peter M. Kreindler~~

SOBJECT: Grand Jury Time

I telephoned Earl Silbert today to make sure
that there will be no problem in our obtaining
grand jury time after Grand Jury III expires. He
said that he foresaw no problem as long as we do
not need substantial blocks of time all at once.
He asked that we arrange for time at least two
weeks in advance by calling Charles Roistacher,
Robert Ogren or Don Campbell. Each supervises a
grand jury. Mr. Silbert said there would be no
problem with our using our own reporter, but when
you arrange for time you should indicate this.

Page

¯ " But last week, U.S. At
Earl J. Silbert, who was
charge of the original %
-tergate investigation, s,
he felt that sir, ce the jur~
nrimarHv under the jut
ty.

rid
01"

a
~f
.d
|r

¯ .o u~pu[e has Incidentally provided a brief
glimpse into l]’.,~ lh’ae nt ,h~

rot required to attend more
than 30 days in hearing one
case In,~v h~ r~iH in tha ,..lle_

~"to
or’arc-v:e d. imlay
.... " ....°
wrote

Gill.

$365 for each affected juror.

Page

"~lir~eteen month, "~FI’~’I
has had a substantial ira-.
pact on De lives of ~e o~ginal Watergate gr~d j~rs"
and ~y force some of them
¯ into a court case seeking
~mpensation they feel
were denied wron~y.
According [o corresponden~ ~tween the office of
Chief U.S. District judge
John J. Sirica, the ad~strative office of the U.S.
Cou~, and grand ]~y foreman Vlad~mir N. Pregel~,.
two j~ors have lost
jobs as a result of the de~nds put on the~.nme
Watergate investigation.
~ addition, Prege~ told a
reporter others on the
grand jury have been
fected in a less dramatic
~nn~r.
leave,"" said P~I~
(pronounce4 Pray-~ul),
~I ~.gress. Because
time los~ lrom work, he
sn~ promotion he may
.:

"ONE WOMAN on the
jury is a cleaning woman," .
he said. "Who’s going to
hire her if they’re not sure
she can come to work?"
The dispute over compen.
sation involves the daily
rate paid to those grand
jurors who are not governmeat employes. (The 11
government employes on
the jury, Pregelj included,
are paid their regular salaries and do not receive the
court-paid compensation.)
The dispute has incidentally provided a brief
glimpse into the lives of the

" morhh h~ndling narcotics
possession cases -- which
have so dominated the U.S.
attorney’s office at District
Court since the court reorganization that the office is
¯ jokingly referred to as "the
drug store" -- and then
spend the remaining 17
months of the jury’s life on
the call.
INSTEAD, they were given the Watergate case.
Between Sept. 15, 1972, the
day they term’ned the original VCatergate indic.tments,
and the end of the resulting
trial, after which they expected to hear more witnesses, they were also given
the investigation into allegations Of police c#rruption
here.
That second case, which
resulted in indictments
charging D.C police officers
with taking payoffs from
local gamblers, is now
being tried.
As the later Watergate
cover-up investigation
dragged on unexpectedly
with no new indictments
returned so far, the Watergate special prosecutor’s
office .managed to obtain
¯ special legislation extend:
lag.the grand jury’s life for
six months, and an additional six months if necessary.
Indictments are now expected, within the next few
weeks.
The federal statute on
jury says that "gand and
petit jurors" will receive
$20 for each day of jury
work, "’except that any juror required to attend more
than ;~0 days in hearing one
case may be raid in the dis-

But last week, IJ’.S. Atty.
Earl J. 5ilbert, who was
charge of the original Watcrgate investigation, said
he felt that since the jury is
primarily under the
diction of Special Prosecutor Leon Jaworski, it would
" Gill said he contacted the be more appropriate for
office of Carl H. Imlay, Jaworski to handle the mat~ general counsel to the ad- ter..
ministrative office of the
ON THURSDAY," a
U.S. Coarts, and was told
spokesman
for daworski
that ~g~/and jurors were not
entitLd to the higher com- said the office was aware of
" pensation rate.
the situation, but didn’t feel
Although grand jurors are it" could do anything. "For
specified in the statute, all I can determine, ~t’s just
an administrative matter"
Imlay’s office concluded, between the jury and the
the. congressional debate administrative office, the
spokesman said.
preceeding enactment of
Meanwhile, Pregelj~ who
the bill showed that it was
meant to apply only to petit has not ruled out.the possijurors.
bility that the jury will hire
Sirica took the case to the. a lawyer of its own, wrote
next regularly scheduled Sirica on Jan. 4 to question
Im!ay’s ruling, and to say
executive session of the District Court judges here, and. that the situation had become worse for some .juon Nov. 19 wrote to Preeeli
that the judges "voted to" rors.
.I
grant the request in its en"I
feel
that
I
must
point
tirety, including the re~oe out that one privately emactiyity."
ployed member of the grand
Sirica had been notified jury for a while used her
by Imlay by this time
leave in order to
at Gill’s ins:stence, Imlay’s annual
attend the grand jury sesoffice had reconsidered and
sions in order to avoid hadecided that the jurors were
rassment, in effect forced to
entitled to the higher rate--. resign
her position several
but only from the day ot ~e months ago,
is still without
decision, not retroactively.
employment
and in a very
Correspoudence contin- precarious financial
situS.
ued, with Sirica still, sup- tion," Pregelj wrote.
porting Pregelj’s request.
’.’Recently," he continuear~
But on Nov. 30, Imlay again
"’another grand juror was
wrote that retroactive pay
dismissed from her job becotdd not b~ paid ..... cause of her absences due
to her scmice on this grand
’ "WE t~kVE not budgeted jury."
to pay grand jurors $25 per.
diem as a matter of routine
ALTHOUGH not every
juror sits every day, Preafter they have completed
30 attendance days of servgelj has estimated /ha~ the
ice, and I regret that that
retroactwe payment,
impression may have beeu granted, could total up to
$365 for each affected juror.
created," Imlay wrote to
Gill. .
He told a reporter he wil!
"Though as you state_

~ifieteen months of toil "
has had a substantial ira-.
pgct on ttie lives of the orig- ¯
inal V,’atergate grand jurors
and may force some of them
¯ into a court case seeking
compensation they feel they
were denied wrongly.
,.
According to correspondence between the office of
Chief U.S. District judge
John J. Sirica, the administrative office of the U.S.
Ccurts. and grand jury forem~n Vladimir;~N. Pregelj,.
two jurors have lost their
jobs as a result of the de-’
mends put on tl,.etr.tame by
Watergate investigation. ¯
In addition, Pregelj told a
reporter others on the~
grand jury have been affected in a less dramatic
manner.
"I’ve lost two weeks of
leave,’" said Pregelj
(pronounced Pray-gulL a .
researche~ for the Library "
of Congress. Because of
time lost from work, he said,
any promotion he may be
entitled to will.have been set
back.
"ONE WOMAN on the -/
jury is a cleaning woman,"
he said. "Who’s going to
hire her if they’re not sure
she can come to work?"
The dispute over compen.
sation involves the daily
rate paid to those grand
jurors who are not govern-"
ment employes. (The II
government employes on
the jury, Pregelj included,
arc paid their regular salaries and do not ¯receive the
court-paid compensation.)
The dispute has incidentally provided a brief
glimpse into the lives of the
23 grand jurers, who over
the past 19 months have
established a "Ill, how are
you?" kind of relationship
with repor;ers covering the

morhh hhndling narcotics
possession cases -- which
have so dominated the U.$.
attorney’s office at District
Court since the court reorganization that the office is
. jokingly referred to as "the
drug store" -- and then
spend the remaining 17
months of tim jury’s life on
the call.
INSTEAD, they were given the Watergate case.
Between Sept. 15, 1972, the
day they returned ~e original Watergate indic.tments,
and the end of the resulting
tri.al, after which they expected to hear more witnesses, they were also given
the investigation into alle.
gations of police corruption
here.
That second case, which
resulted in indictments
charging D.C police officers
with taking payoffs from
local gamblers, is now
being tried.
As the later Watergate
cover-up investigation
dragged on unexpectedly
with no new indictments
returned so far, the Watergate special prosecutor’s
office managed to obtain
¯ special legislation extend-"
ing.the grand jury’s life for
six months, and an additional six months if necessary.
Indictments are now expected.within the next few
weeks.
The federal statute on
jur~j says that "grand and
pent jurors" will receive
$20 for each day of jury
work, "except that any juror required to attend marc
than 30 days in hearing one
case may be raid in the disc:’efion and upon the certification" of the trial judge as
per diem fee not exceeding
$25 for each ,d, ay in excess of
30 days...

siory, but ~,0 Irlo,’-e.

Prege!j, on bcha’.,f of the
12 jurors affected by the
compensation rate, has"
been corresponding reguh~rly wilh Siri,:a’s office
:race ~ad-Oct~;!~r, when he
discovered that federal law
ai:.~’.,.s a p;?,,~c I:7 increase
~!~ dai!:,- r~,,t.: from $20 to
5.B for j’.r:’,,r_-" w!v., have zat
t;n a case .%r ~;o!’e than 30

days.
The gran~l’j:.~G, was sworn
in ~n J,.~:~: 5. i772, and it
~;a+, cxt’-.’c~,:J Ihat the ju~urs ::,’ouJd :,pend a routine

ACCORDING to corre-.
spondence made available
to the Star-News by Henry
A. Gill ,.It., Sirica’s admdnis.
trative assistant, Prc;zelj
first wrote to Sirica on Oct.
18 noting th:+,t "several no,qgovcrnm,:nt or se]f-cmphweo gr;mu’ jurors have
been lotted ,’o hear .... a
di~cct financial loss" and
a~¢.in~, hir..~ tu provide for
the hi,,.:hc, r:,:c, :’ctroactivc
t(; the d;~,e c.o which t.aC]l
gl’ihqd into: ,. -o ’

’" - Gill said he contacted th~
office of. Carl H. Imlay,
general counsel to the administrative office of the
U.S. Courts, and was told
that ~and j’.a’ors were not
entitLd to t,he b.igher
pensation rate.
Although grand jurors are
specified in .the statute,
Imlay’s office concluded,
the. congressional debate
preceeding enactment of
the bill showed that it was
meant to apply only to petit
jurors.
Sirica took the case to the
next regularly scheduled
executive session of the District Court judges here, and
on Nov. 19 wrote to Preeeli
¯ that the judges "voted to"
grant the request in its entirety, including the re.tro~
actiyity."
Sirica had been notified
by Imlay by this time that,
at Gill’s insistence, Imlay’s
office had reconsidered and
decided that the jurors were
entitled to the higher rate--.
but only from the day ot me
decision, not retroactively.
Correspondence continued, with Siriea still, supporting Pregelj’s request.
But on Nov. 30, Irnlay again
wrote that retroactive pay
could not be paid.
.
"WE I~kVE not budgeted
to pay grand jurors $25 per
diem as a matter of routine
after they have completed
30 attendance days of service, and I regret that that
impression may have been
created," hnlay wrote to
"Though as you state,
’This gr~up of 23 citizens
have rendered a truly remarkable service,’ you wiIl
appreciate the fact that we
cannot apply fiscal Do~ic7
either on an ad hoc b.~.:’-.i: or
on the b~sis of t~e i~:~ortance of any pa-rtic;Yu.::
quiry."
On Dec. 5, Sirica wrote
.Prcgclj to say that .. ’.~.owthe judges "acceplC:£

man, who i’,:,nd;cd t}+.. 7-0-

be more appropriate for
Jaworski to handle the matter..

ON THURSDAY," a
spokesman for Jaworski
said the office was aware of
the situation, but didn’t feel
it" could do anything. "For
all I can determine, ~t’s just
an administrative matter"
between the jury and the
administrative office, the
spokesman said.
Meanwhile, Pregelj~ who
has not ruled out .the possibility that the jury will hire
a lawyer of its own, wrote
Sirica on Jan. 4 to question
Irrday’s ruling, and to say
that the situation had become worse for some .jurors.
-t
:"I feel that I must point
out that one privately em.
ployed member of the grand
jury for a while used her
annual leave in order to
attend the grand jury sessions in order to avoid harassment,in effect forced to
resign her position several
months ago, is still withou~
employment and in a very
precarious financial situation," Pregelj wrote.
?Recently," he continueif;
"’another grand juror was
dismissed from her job because of her absences due
to her service on this grand
jury."

ALTHOUGH not every
juror sits every day, Pregelj has estimated /hat the
retroactive payment,
granted, could total up to
$365 for each affected juror.
He told a reporter he will
continue to press the case,
and e::Pres~ed particular
displeasure \~ith Imlay’z
office. "\Vlmt [ am tea!Iv
peeved abeut is this alto’gerber ne~atr.,e attitude,
’We can’t dl) arything abou~
it," " Pregelj s:tid.
. In his Jan. 4 letter, he to!d
Sirica the situation could
affect the effectiveness oi
the jury. "’l fcar d-:a:
reasons for the increasez:"
per diem ... are
lltg a{)u;adz+,illiy obvious
Fra:~.~cc u> iar as tim; grar:d
jury is coacerr~cd and may
t;@,in td hampu:, hs e//..’.:cti ;’~
nes:; . . . throu~zh
teelsm ot grt~:l Jtlro,".q
\’,’i!l II;IVe tO C;I’,USt’ [’~".r’d.’i2c

:,’-’r vice on th-:. !~’~+:,i ...iu..-y,"

3une 13, 1973

cort;.ific~t~.ou o~, w~,, d~e_

In GoldberE v. U~LLed Stete~, 472 F.2d 5~ (~ 2, 1973) (~ly,
U.S.C. 6003 ~d ~t~tut~Zy ~ ~t~ m ~t~ ~ ~ ~n ~e~t~

~th~ ~t ~d ~8t ~~y ~e ~ s~ to ~e a d~f~ent ~a~
~ut~ ~ h~; ~ ~ ~ ~~ntss "b~den o~ ~~ t~t Lt ~ 5
~t us~ ~ ~~ ~st~uy _..~ ~n ’~ r~p~te ~ be ~st~t£~, ~ ve ~ ~e ~s~t ~t~ States ~tt~y at ~S~t." Id.
at 516
Yootnot~ ~5 to tho quoted 3Ansuasa cont~tns a s~8 ~nt ~t ~en
~t~ ~ ~t~sm ~ty ~~rs o~ht to "cett~y" the ~e~e
~ey ~ss~s b~~. ~ s~t~ ~ "s~~ ~th ~~" by
J~ ~, ~~, ~ ~8 p~Y ~tr~ a~t the ~ss~le ~ of
~t~ ~~e ~ ap~ently bel~m8 a ve~ s~t st~d ~s ~~
to s~rd a~i~t ~t.
~oot~ote ~ states:
~/£thout sndots£n8 everything said £n ~ots, Standards ~or
82 ~ L.J. ~71, ~85-~88 (1972), ~ ~ t~nk ~t

86 ~.L.~. 1, 187-189

The cited Ka~e Not~ d~als pr£mar£Xy ~tth the h£st~ry and couat~tut~oua~tty
of use £smu~ty. It oncludes tha~ u~:Lther the Fourth Amm~m~ut standard
for ez~us£on of "ftu£ts" of an unconst£tut£onal search, nor the Fifth
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The Yale Note arsues that an "obJe~tlve" standard~ wou~d bs best,
and opts for to~ r~e ~ "~t~Icat~n" to a ~ of all the
~ide~e ~ the ~o8~r’8 ~si~ b~e ~ty i8 ~ant~.

2. The prosecutor mmt not~y other Jurlsd~tlon8 and Slve t~ an
op~rtunity to Cert~y their ~ ~de~e. (~embly this is i~ppl~ab~e
to us.)

3. Other Jurled~t~ns w~1 be barred froa prosecutlnS unless they
certify.
4. The prosecutor aust I~e~r chat ha bas had no acceI8 to ( had not
seen or heard about ) the oapelled ~esthiony. (~n other ~ords, to tr~ Dean,
~e ne~d to find thLrtean Eskimos: twelve for the Jury, and one to try the
(’..lie.)

The Earvard Note is of no help. It mentions that the presumpt/~n of
~ tahst m~sht be rebutted ~here the prosecutor had "ompleteZy prepared"
hlI caIt be~oYthlx~d, but does not uentlon certlf~ation. Zt aiIo qjaati
that lack of prosecutor~a~ access to ompelled testflnouy may ~ell be the only
iittmtion ~n ~hich taint can be avolded.

Walter S. Rowland, Asst. U. S. Atty. Fifth Amendment privilege, he refuse~
to answer. By papers unchallenged
(Whitney North Seymour, Jr.,-U. S.
to regularity, the United States Attor
Atty., S.D.N.Y., of counsel), for respondney for the Southern District of Net
enL
York, with the approval of the Assistan
Before FRIENDLY, Chief Judge, and
Attorney General in charge of the Cri~
OAKES and TIMBERS, Circuit Judges.
inal Division, requested, pursuant to
¯ FRIENDLY,~Chief Judge:
U.S.C. § 6003,"~ an order compellin
On June 2, 1972,-a Special Agent of Goldberg to testify before the gran
the FBI filed a complaint before a Unitjury and granting him "use im~muni~
under 18 U.S.C. § 6002,~ and Judge
ed States magistrate in the Southern
sal signed such an order. The order w~
District of New York seeking the arrest
of Samuel Louis Goldberg and Herbert
read to Goldberg~ in the presence
Brand for possessing treasury bills
counsel, and he was advised as to
scope of the immunity ~mted. Up~
known to have been stolen from a bank,
inviolation of 18 U.S.C. § 2113(c). Ap- ¯ Goldberg’s return to the.grand jury,
parently Goldberg was shortly thereafter
again declined to answer the questio~
arrested and arraigned.. On January 9, after being advised of the possible pe
1973, Goldberg was called to testify bealties for non-compliance, and being i
fore a grand jury in the same district.
~tructed by the foreman to answ~
which was investigating possible violaGoldberg continued to refuse on
tions of federal law on that subject, and
ground of his privilege against self-i
was asked in substance.the questions set
crimination. Accompanied by couns
forth in the margin,t Relying on his
I. Q. Were you present in New York on
June 2, 19727
Q.. On June 2, 1972 did you have in
your possession six $100,000 ~Preasut~Y
Bills and one $50,000 Treasury Bill?
Q. 0n’3une 2; 1972 did you go to Suite
1301 at 6 E. 45th Street, New York
City?
Q. Do you know Andrew Maredin?
Q. Do you know Herbert
Q. Did you meet Herbert Brand at
that suite on that date?
9. § ~4303. Court 8~td grand jury proeeedlugs.
(a) In the ea~ of any individual who
has been or may be called to testi~y or
provide Other .information at any pr°ceeding before or ancillary to a court
of the United States or a grand ~ury of
the United States, the United States
district court for the judicial district in
which the proeeeding is or may be held
shall issue, in aecerdanee with subsectiou (b) of this section, upou the request of the United States attorney
for such district, an order requiring
such i~dividual to ~ve testimouy or
provide other information which he
fuses to give or provide on the b~sls of
his privilege against self-incrimination,
such order to become effective a~ provided in section 6002 of this part.
(h) A United States attorney may,
with the approval of the Attorney General, tlm Deputy Attorney General, or
any designated £ssista~.t Attorney Geno

er~l, re/quest an order, u~der

(a) of this section, when in his judgment(1) the testimony or other information from such. individual may be necessary to the public interest ; "and
(2) such individual has re~used or
likely to re~me to testi~Y or provid~
other information on the basis o~
privilege against self-inerimination.
3. § 6002. Lmmunity generally.
Whenever a witness refuses, on
basis o£ his privilege against self-in
crimination, to testify or provide othe
information in a proceeding before o
ancillary to-(l) a court or grand jury o£ th
United States,
(2) anagency o~ the United Stat~
or

(3) either House of Congress, a
committee of the two Houses, or a co~
mittse or a subcommittee o[ eith~
House,
and the person presiding o~er the
ceeding communicates to the w~tne~
order issued under this part, the wi
ness may not re~use to comply wi*
the order on the basis o~ ~ privil.el
against self.~crimination ; but no test
mony or o~.her¯ inJ~ormatiou compell,
under the order (or any informat~
directly or indireetly derived f~rom su.
testimony or other information) may.
used against the witness in any crimir
cnse~ except a prosecution for perjuJ
gd~dng a false, statement, or otherv~
~afling to comply with the order.

Cite ~ 472 !~.2d 513 (19~)
used when similarly ~n- othe~ way. The immunity provisions of
the judge. The latter then the Organized Crime Control Act were
guilty of civil con~mpt derived from an earlier bill, H.R. 11157, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969), entitled the
~entenced him, pursuant ~o 28 U.S.
:826, to the custody of the Attorney "Federal Immunity of Witnesses Act,"
which had been drafted by the National
~e~ for the term of the grand j~ry,
Commission on Reform of the Federal
~o~ to exc~d 18 months, or until such Criminal Laws, established by Congress
~me ~ he was willing to answer. Hav- in 1966, and transmitted to Congress in
ing ~n ordered to surrender on Janu~ 15, 1973, at 4 P.M., Goldberg appeal- the Commission’s second interim report
of March 17, 1969. During hearings on
~ to-this court. We heard the appeal
on .the morning of January 15 and the earlier bill, the Assistant Attorney
~yed the surrender pending decision. General in charge of the Criminal Division cited to the House Judiciary ComWe now affirm and direct surrender on mittee as a typical situation for the
$~u~ 19 at 4 P.M.
grant of immunity "where there is an
~Idberg’s argument is that, despite employee who, as an agent of a princi~e br~dth, of the words "[w]henever a pal, is familiar with the entire transac~m~s refuses
to testify" in tion and the investigation is directed at
~tion 6002, and "any individual in that particular agent and we decide as a
~tion 600S, Congress did not mean to matter of policy that it is more impor-include as a pro~r subject of an order tant to prosecute the principal ithanthe
~ ~fy a person who was alr~dy the ¯ agent." Hearings on H.R. 11157 and
-subj~t of a criminal complaint for the
H.R. 12041 Before Subcomm. No. 3 of
transaction into which the grand jury the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 91st
was inquiring; or that, if it did, this Cong., 1st Sess. 42 (1970). Although
would be unconstitutional despite the
the Assistant Attorney General spoke
~u~’s decision in K~stigar v. United only of "investigation" being directed at
S~s, 406 U.S. 441, 92 S.Ct. 1653, ~2the agent, there was nothing to indicate
~Ed.2d 212 (1972).
that the procedure would be unavailable.
[1~] We see no basis for the form- if the agent had already been arrested
~r.argument. Title II of the Organized or. arraigned.
Crime Control ~ct of 1970, 84 S~t, 922,
[4] We are likewise unable, on the
92~9~2, enacting the new immunity pro~sions, did not simply provide for the facts here presented; to find any, suffigrant of "use immunity" in addition to cient basis for .distinguishing the consti~at of "~ransactional immunity," in tutional holding in Kas~igar. Although
’which event it could be arghed that the ¯ Kastigar was not a defendant in a pend..latter might be required when questions ing prosecution, he argued that use imwere being addressed to a person al- munity was insufficient to supplant the
~dy the target of a criminal complaint, privilege against self-incrimination bebut rep~led all the previous transaction- cause of the danger that his ~estimony
::~ immunity s~tutes. The wording of might in some subtle way be used
.::~..~e statu~" provisions con~ins no sug- against him in a future criminal prose~:.:.-. . o a limi~tion of the kind ad- cution. The Supreme Co’ur~ rejected
:g~tmn

:~vanced by appellant; although he points
to the word "witness" in § 6002, it
seems clear that this includes a witness
before the grand jury, which Goldberg
surely is, .e~.en if he is also a potential
defendant at a later trial.
:There is nothing in the legislative history that would justify narrowing the
broad language used. Indeed, such history. as there is points somewhat the

this argument, holding that the statute’s
prohibition of the use of compelled testimony "in any respect," 406 U.S. at 453,
92 S.Ct. 1653, and the "heavy burden" on
the prosecution "to prove that the evidence it proposes to use [in a future
prosecution] is derived from a legitimate source wholly, independent of the
compelled testimony," id. at 460-461, 92
S.Ct. at 1665, effectively eliminated any

¯ nor
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compelling a potential defendant in a
lated proceeding who has been grant~l.;’:
immunity under 18 U.S.C. §§ 6002 and?
6003 to testify before a grand
which is not being asked to indict him.
If Goldberg now ans~vers the questioesii~!:.
and the Government should seek to pur-.:
sue him further, its burden of showing
¯ [5] We would be greatly troubled by that it is not using the compelled testiwhat has happened here if the Govern- mony "(or any information directly or
ment were seeking an indictment of indirectly derived from such teatimony
Goldberz from .the grand jury before
which.he is being baked to ~testify. AI~. will be substantial, ......
though the order to compel testimony Assistant United States Attorney at armight be valid, we would have most gument. But that question is not now :
Serious doubt about the validity of such before us, and may never be.
an indictment. Despite any instructions
Affirmed.
from the judge, it would be well nigh
OAKES, Circuit Judge (concurring) =:
impossible for the "grand jurors to put
I concur in the majority opinion.
Goldberg’s answers out of their minds,
I share the fears of Mr. 5ustice
of. Brutou v. United States, 391 U.S.
shall
e.xpressed in his dissent in Kasti..~
123, 88 S.Ct. 1620, 20 L.Ed.2d 476
(1968), and testimony compelled by the " garv. United Sta~es, 406 .U.S. 441
order would thus ’%e used against the 469, 92 S.Ct. 1877, 32 L.Ed.2d
witness in [a] criminal case," of. Kirby (1972), that the "heavy burden" on the
v. Illinois, 406 U.S. 682, 688-689, 92prosecuting authorities to prove that:i:
S.Ct. 1877, 82 L.Ed.2d 411 (1972), intheir evidence is untainted may
defiance not only of 18 U.S.C. § 6002 prove illusory. I therefore am reluctant
but of the command o~ Kastigar that to extend either the immunity
the immunity must be "coextensive (18 U.S.C. §§ 6002, 6003) or Kas~igar to
with the scope of the privilege." 406 the present case where the witness be-:
U.S. at 449, 92 S.Ct. at 1664.a But thefore the grand jury has already been a~Government represented to us in open rested. Neither in logic nor in legisla-court that the grand jury before which tire history nor in practical effect, how-.
Goldberg has been¯ directed to answer
ever, is there any legitimate dis
questions will not be asked to indict between a witness who has not yet
arrested and one who already has
him.
Thus, with reluctance I feel bound
[6] Thus, we conclude that there is no Kastigar to concur in the majority
statutory or constitutional bar to preion. I do so, seconding with ent
vent the United States .Attorney from the suggestion made in footnote 5.

such risk. While these risks may seem
more immediate and less theoretical to
Goldberg, we must accept the Court’s
confidence that use and derivative use
immunity will in fact prove to be coextensive with the privilege against selfincrimination.

4. Despite Lawn v. United States, 355 U.S.
339, 350, 78 S.Ct. 311, 2 L.Ed2d 321
(1958), and United States v. Blue, 384
U.S. 251, 255 & n. 3, 86 S.Ct. 1418,
16 L.Ed.2d 510 (1966), we do not take it
to be s~ttled that an indictment would
~ot be subject to dismissal if a defendant could establish that it was obtained.
on the basis of ~estimony compelled from
him after a proper assertion of
privilege. See Jones v. United States,
119 U.S,App.D.C. 284, 342 F.2d 863,
871-873 (1964) (an banc).
We have held that the privilege does
protect against merely being called upon
to appear ~s a witness before a grand
jury..United States v. Winter, 348 F.

2d 204, 207-208 (2 Cir.), cert. denied,
882 U.S. 955, 86 S.Ct, 429, 15 L.Ed.2d
360 (1965).
Without endorsing everyth~
Note, Standard~ for Exclusio.u_!n I..a!-~
munity Cases after Kastigar and Z~arelfi, k
82 Yale L.J. 171, 181-188 (19~2), we
wouhl think that prosecutor, ~th i~
their own interest and in fairness to the
defendant, wouhi do well to consider the
certification of eviden~ available prior to
the compulsion of testimony, pro~s~ at
p. 182. See also The Supreme Court,
1971 Term, 88 Harv.L.Rev. 1, 187-189
(]972).
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WATERGATE SPECIA L PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum
TO

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

: Mr. Cox
DATE:October 9, 1973

FROM

: Henry Ruth/ml

SUBJECT: Meeting with General Counsel of House Judiciary Co~=nittee
On Wednesday, October 3, 1973. at 9:30 a.m., Phil Lacovara
and I met for about i and 1/4 hour~ wi
General Counsel of the
¯
=
.th Jerome M. Zeifman
initiated the m==+~
.House_~omm~ttee
on the Judiciar
’ We
.... ng zn
order
to discuss
Y..
to extend the Watergate
Grand
Jury.
our proposed B~II
We told Zeifman that if time permitted the Bill would
probably come to the House through the regular Department of
Justice channels. He urged speed and suggested that we might
wish to show our independence by having the Bill forwarded
directly from Mr. Cox. We stated that you probably wanted to
use regular channels unless the Department was delayed by an
OMB review. Mm. Zeifman stressed that any contact with the
Committee staff should be with him and Franklin G Polk
minority counsel.
¯
Mr. Polk was n.ot at the meetin o
.t.hen_i.n a meeting wxth the R .... ~’-’-g nly. becaus_e he was
Committee
hr. our
Zexfman
said he would tell =vuu~can
Mr. Pol members
¯of thethat
at
meetxng,
k .everythxng
occurred
Mr. Zeifman then launched into an extensive discussion
of the impeachment activities generated by the Agnew ~investigation and possible pressures
demanding
some action
to the
President. As you know, Phil and
I have informed
you as
orally
of the full matter of this discussion. The only sub’stanti.ve
result was Zeifman’s statement that the Committee wished to
send you a letter asking for legal materials that we have filed
with the courts, any legislative-proposals you may have, and
any other matters you may wish to call to the attention of the
Committee.
...
Mr. Zeifman stated that the Committee wished to show some
kind of action in this area, without, at the same time, interfeting with any of our requirements as to confidential information. Mr. Zeifman agreed to read a draft of the Committee
letter to us for comment before mailing and we thanked him for
his cooperation.
cc :~on

~ze.
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Memorandum
TO

: Mr. Jaworski

DATE: November 16, 1973

FROM : Philip A. Lacovd~.

SUBJECT: Separation from Law Firm
As we discussed last evening, it is my judgment that there
are
legal
impediments.to
maintaining
your membership
in
yourno
firm
during
the perlod your
of your
federal service
if you
sever any continuing income relationship, remove your name from
the firm name and letterhead, and assure yourself that your
partners do not engage in the representation of any clients
interested in particular matters which fall under your official
responsibility as Special Prosecutor.
Nevertheless, I recommend that you formally and legally
withdraw from the partnership. This advice is based on several
factors. First, although I do.not believe there is any real
issue, your firm’s representation of plaintiffs in the milk
producers civil suit could be argued by potential critics to be
inconsistent with statutes and regulations governing your
federal employment since the government is a plaintiff in a
companion civil suit and our criminal investigation in that area
may mesh with the civil proceedings. Thus, although the government and your firm’s clients are in fact on the same "side", it
would be possible for someone to allege the appearance of
impropriety even though I would regard such a charge as specious.
In order to avoid this kind of allegation, mere recusal from any
personal involvement here in the milk producers case would
probably not be sufficient.
Second, I have consulted Nathan Siegel, the representative
of the Office of Legal Counsel who has for some years been the
Department’s expert on the "standards of conduct" and he has
told me that the Department of Justice has adhered to an
inflexible policy of requiring that lawyers appointed to the
Department must withdraw from their firms. .This policy has
applied to numerous prominent lawyers, including Presidential
appointees, who have had to leave senior positions in major
law firms in order to accept a federal post. Mr. Siegel has
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- 2 advised me, however, that the financial arrangements that
accompany the withdrawal are of no concern to the Department,
as long as the legal severance from the firm during the period
of federal service is complete. That is, as long as the
federal official formally and completely withdraws from the
partnership during his period of federal service there is no
problem with an agreement that the payout of his capital share
will be made in installments over a number of years. This
arrangement can be based on the practical concerns about the
firm’s liquidity and the withdrawing partner% tax situation.
In addition, it is permissible for the firmand the withdrawing
member to agree that, upon completion of federal service, the
member will rejoin the firm. It must be clearly understood,
however, that even after rejoining the firm, the former federal
official cannot derive any benefit from any fees earned by the
firm fromrepresenting clients in government-related matters
during, the period of his federal service. In addition, .there
are certain disqualifications of the partners under 18 U.S.C.
207(c) regarding matters in which the former federal official
personally participated during his government service or wa=~o
the subject of his official responsibility..

I therefore recommend that you promptly arrange to withdraw from your firm upon the~conditions outlined above. If
possible, it would be appropriate to make the withdrawal effective as of the date on which you took leave of absence and
ceased to have any involvement in representing the firm’s
clients, which I understand was the date of your appointment
as Special Prosecutor.

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum
TO

DEPARTMENT OF .IUSTICE

: Mr. Cox
DATE:0ctober 9, 1973

FROM : Henry Ruth

SUBJaCT: Meeting with General Counsel
of House Judicfary Committee

On Wednesday, October 3, 1973, at 9:30 a.m., Phil Lacovara
and I met for about 1 and 1/4 hours with Jerome M. Zeifman,
General Counsel of the House ’Committee on the Judiciary. We
initiated the meeting in order to discuss our proposed Bill
¯to extend the Watergate Grand Jury.
We told Zeifman that if time permitted the Bill would
probably come to the House through the regular Department of
Justice channels. He urged speed and suggested that we might
wish to show our independence by having the Bill forwarded
directly from Mr. Cox. We stated that you probably wanted to
use regular channels unless the Department was delayed by an
OMB review. F~. Zeifman stressed that any contact with the
Committee staff should be with him and Franklin G. Polk,
minority counsel.
Mr.a Polk
was with
not at
meeting only
because
he Committee.
was
then in
meeting
thethe
Republican
members
of the
Mr. Zeifman said he would tell Mr. Polk everything that occurred
at our meeting.

Mr Zeifman then launched into an extensive discussion
of the impeachment activities generated by the Agnew ~nvestigation and possible pressures demanding some action as to the
President. As you know, Phil and I have informed you orally
of the full matter of this discussion. The only substantive
result was Zeifman’s statement that the Committee wished to
send you a letter asking for legal materials that we have filed
with the courts, any legislativeprOposals you may have, and
any other matters you may wish to call to the attention of the
Committee.

Mr. Zeifman stated that the Committee wished to show some
kind of action in this area, without, at the same time, interfeming with any of our requirements as to confidential information. Mr. Zeifman agreed to read a draft of the Committee
letter to us for comment before mailing and we thanked him for
his cooperation.

cc :~on

LAW OFFICES

NEAL & HARWELL
8TH FLOOR, THIRD NATIONAL BANK BUILDING
NASHVILLE,TENNESSEE 37;=19
AREA CODE 615

March 22, 1974

TELEPHONE 244-- 1713

Mr. Henry Ruth
Deputy Special Watergate Prosecutor
Special Watergate Prosecution Force
1425 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20005
Dear Henry:
As I mentioned over the phone today, the one big matter
I cannot get out of (United States v. Hoover, et al, Eastern
District, Kentucky) appears to be in the process of possible
solution.

I visited in Pikeville, Kentucky with the Federal judge
presiding over that~matte~ on Tuesday, in the presence of Eldon
Webb, Assistant United States Attorney. I advised Judge Hermansdorfer a request had been made that I participate in the "Watergate" trial, but I could not financially or morally terminate my
representation of Mr. Eph Hoover, Hoover, Inc., or Hot-Mix, Inc.,
all defendants in the indictment now pending in his Court. I
explained that I was seeking no favor or special treatment in
regard to the case, only to determine the status of the Court’s
calendar and an idea when the case might be tried in order to
make a decision. The judge advised me he had a backlog of~ cases,
several major ones older than the Hoover case, and in the normal
course of events, that case would not come up for trial before
early 1975. He stated that the only way it would come up would
be to have counsel for a defendant insist on an earlier trial, He
suggested I contactcounsel for codefendants and see if anyone was
disposed to push for an early trial. I am in the process of doing
that now and have had one of the counsel advise me he was not eage
for trial. I assume the other counsel will respond in the next fe
days.

Mr. Henry Ruth
Page 2
March 22, 1974

My coming to Washington does involve several questions,
most of which we have discussed and all of which need to be
resolved, so that there can be not only complete propriety but
also the appearance of propriety in my taking on this assignment.
As I mentioned to you before, I recognize if I assist in the
trial of the Watergate case, there will come a time when I will
have to totally, even though temporarily, withdraw from the
practice of law. I say temporarily because my assignment would
be through the trial of the case, and I would have nothing to do
with any appeals. Thus, if it were certain that the trial would
in fact commence on September 9, my problem would not be a difficult one. I would simply work as a special government employee
for a period of time and then would resign from the practice and
participate in the trial as a full-time government employee. My
experience, however,~ has been that trials of substantial national
importance are frequently delayed. If I withdrew from the practi(
of law in, say June for example, and in September the trial were
delayed for several months, the result would be total economic
disaster for me.

My suggestion, therefore, if this is proper, is that I
commence in the reasonably near future as a special government ~
employee and continue in this capacity as long as legal under
the conflict of interest statutes, or until the trial is clearly
imminent, whichever first occurs. In this regard, I have worked
a total of 60 days from May 29, 1973, to date. As I understand
the law and the various rulings of the Attorney General, I may
work 70 more actual working days through May 29, 1974. Thereafte~
I would continue to work as a special government employee so long
as I do not work more than 130 days in any 365-day period. This
period is a "moving" period in that one must judge each day as
the 365th day of a particular period. As I worked mostly fulltime in June, July, and August of 1973, I would generally be
dropping off a day at one end for every day I add during the
coming summer.

Mr. Henry Ruth
Page 3
March 22, 1974

If this method is proper in fact and in appearance,
I could delay my withdrawal from the practice of law until it
appears reasonably certain that the trial is to commence on the
scheduled date. Once it appears as certain as one can reasonably
judge things in life that the trial is going to commence on that
date, I would then withdraw from the practice until conclusion
of the trial and termination of my Federal service. In the meantime, and commencing several days ago, I have declined and have
advised other lawyers practicing with me, to decline to accept
representation in any matter pending in the Department of Justice.

The next question that must be discussed is what will
be my situation with respect to the Hoover case. in Kentucky of
which I cannot be relieved. When I withdraw from the practice
I would have my name removed as counsel, but in truth and fact,
I would expect to return to the practice, reinstitute my name as
counsel of record and then try this case when it comes on to tria3
in 1975. My earnest concern here is whether we are engaging in
a subterfuge that might reflect adversely on the Special Prosecut[
staff and me. Everyone has worked too hard and manifested too mu(
professionalism in an extremely sensitive endeavor to risk openin(.
ourselves to plausible charges of impropriety.
I hope I am not raising unreal problems, but after the
Hoffa cases and the charges raised against all involved for years
thereafter, I believe I have a highly developed instinct in these
areas and do not wish to create an exposed target area. I have
been agonizing with these problems over several weeks.and I am
now asking that you and Mr. Jaworski consider them and discuss
them with Phil Lacavara.
I believe the remainder of my problems, business and
personal, are capable of being worked out at this end. I will
have the conversation with Rick and Jill Monday.

Mr. Henry Ruth
Page 4
March 22, 1974

Assuming you all solve the above problems, my plan
is to work in Washington part-time in April, most all of ~y,
assist in motions in June and get frantic sometime in July.
° ~cerely,

dp

6~)
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

Archibald Cox
Special Prosecutor
Watergate Special Prosecution Force

FROM

ip A. Lacovara
Counsel to the Special Prosecutor

DATE:

July 11, 1973

StmJECT: Continuation in Service of James Neal
This memorandum treats the legal issues involved
in arranging for Jim Neal to remain as the leader of
the Watergate Break-in Task Force. Problems with
that course arise because of the strictures of 18
U,S.C. 203 and 205, which provide that officers of the
Execu£ive Branch cannot appear as attorneys or receive
compensationin connection with matters pending in
courts, agencies or departments if the United StaLes
has an interest in the proceeding and the officer is
representing a ’p~ivate party. This obviously prevents
retention of an interest in a private law firm representing defendants in federal criminal case@. "Special
.Government employees" are covered by these restrictions
only to the extent that they are privately involved in
matters in which they have personally participated on
behalf of the Government or in matters that are pending "in" the Department in which the special Government
employee is serving. (The latter restriction does not
apply if the special employee does not serve more than
60 days out of the prior period of 365 consecutive days.)
This pair of statutes, implemented by regulations
of the Department of Justice that also bar a professional employee from the outside practice of his profession, may require that at some point Mr. Neal
elect either to withdraw from his firm, insofar as it
appears as cotmsel for defendants being prosecuted ~y
the United ~tates and decline any further compensation
.arising from such cases or cease his work for this
office. Jim Vorenberg has been informally advised by
Nathan Siegel of the Office of Legal Counsel that the
provisions of those statutes that apply to proceedings
pending "in" the Department of Justice would not apply
to cases that have led to indictments, since those
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matters are then pending "in" court. Thus, the 60-day
limit on retaining private-firm connections does not apply
if the firm is not representing someone still under investigation by the Department of Justice, prior to indictment.
If the firm is representing only indicted defendants,
the relevant time period then is that established by Section
202 of Title 18 which defines a "special Government employee"
as an officer or employee of the Executive Branch who is
retained to perform duties for the Government, with or without eompensation, "for not to exceed 180 days during any
period of 365 consecutive days." As long as Jim Neal is
classified as a "special employee" the only relevant limitations would be those involving private involvement in
particular matters in which he has also been officially
involved. After the 130 days of service have been accumulated, however, a person becomes subject to the broader
restrictions on regular Government employees, and if those
restrictions become applicable, Mr. Neal will have to make
the choice discussed above.
It seems reasonably clear that the 365-day period
referred to cannot be considered either a calendar year or
a fiscal year, so that upon its expiration the special
employee’s days of service begin to be counted anew from
zero. Rather, the plain thrust of the statute is that the
365-day period is a continuously moving time zone, so that
the officer’s status as a "special" or regular government
employee on a particular day depends upon the number of
days of government service in the prior 365-day period.
As a practical matter, however, there may be a permissible way of avoiding any conflict with these statutes.
Even assu~ing that each day during which Mr. Neal works
more than 4 hours is to be considered a "day" for purposes of the 130-day maximum, his status as a special
consultant means that only actual workdays are charged
against this maximum period. Thus, if we anticipate that ~
Mr. Neal’s activities, beginning around June i, 1973, and
lasting at least through the indictment stage of the Watergate prosecution consume only perhaps 60 workdays until the
indictments are returned in the fall, we can anticipate
thereafter a gap in the period of his intensive service.
Thus, during the subsequent period of pretrial activity,
which in a case of this complexity is likely to last at
least six months, Mr. Neal’s contact -- and thus his days
of work -- can be limited sharply and the interim proceedings handled mainly by his assistant task force
!eader, in conjunction with my office Assuming again
that the case comes up for trial in ~e spring of 1974,
Mr. Neal would then resume working as a special Govern’ment employee through the trial.

/~ It is entirely reasonable to believe that the 130
day maximum would not be exhausted prior to the termination of the trial, when it is kept in mind that each day
of service more than 365 days prior to the days of trial
~time is of no consequence under the statutes. If Mr.
Neal has not gone beyond the maximum 130 days of actual
service by about June i, 1974 (taking that as the
anniversary of his initial appointment), there should be
no statutory proble~,%~pse each day of service thereafter will simply ~ a day of service mor____~e than 365
daysearlier.
At the worst, if Mr. Neal approached the 131st day
of service within the 365-day period, he would then have
to make a decision whether to withdraw from the trial and
have it taken over by his staff, or to withdraw from his
firm. If the former option were elected, the consequences
would be regrettable but not disastrous since the bulk of
the government’s case would by then have been conducted
under his direction and the remainder of the case could be
adequately taken over by his Task Force. In the alternative, the second option should not be too discouraging.
It is my interpretation of the statutes, that all that
would be required at that time would be that he would
formally withdraw from his private firm, so that he
would neither be appearing as an "attorney" nor receiving
any compe~sation in connection with any matters thereafter pe~:~ing. There need be no commitment that he
would not resume his relationship with his firm and prospectively share in its profits after leaving Government
service. (He and his partners would, of course, then be
subject to certain restrictions on former Government
employees.) This seems to me to be an approach that
would be both practical from Mr. Neal’s standpoint and
fully consonant with both the letter and the spirit of
the relevant statutes.
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Dear Jim:

I thought it would be helpful if I set out our
understanding with respect to your continuing as chief prosecutor for the Watergate break-in and coverup case. We have
agreed that you will continue to direct the investigation,
through the arrest phase, leading up to indictments. In this
capacity you will be working as a special consultant on a
more-or-less full-time basis, subject only to occasional
days on which you must meet commitments to your present
clients. You have advised me that none of this clients has
any direct or indirect relationship to the matters within my
jurisdiction as Special Prosecutor, and that you do not
ant~ipate that your services on their behalf will require any
significant interference with your work on the Watergate investigation case.
As the attached memorandum from Phil Lacovara
indicates, there is no ]e~al prohibition to such an arrangement provided you remain a "special employee," and provided
any federal criminal cases you are handling are at the postindictment stage. As you and I have discussed the Watergate
case, it seems clear that you will be able to complete your
intensive work through the indictment stage and the mere
limited supervisory work between indictment and immediate
pre-trial preparation while remaining as special employee -
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not working more than 130 days within any 365 day
period. This is on the assumption that Rick Ben-Veniste
and the other staff members of the Watergate task force,
in conjunction with Phil Lacovara and me, will do the bulk
of the work on any pre-trial motions between indictment
and trial.
During the trial itself (and for the period
immediately preceding the trial) we have agreed that you
would become a full-time~overnment employee and would
sever your connection with your firm. for that period.
I have requested and~received an opinbn from
the Office of Legal Counsel of the Dpeartment of Justice
as well as from Phil Lacovara that this arrangement complies
with applied ~deral statutes and regulations.
Sincerely,

Archibald Cox

WATERGATE ~SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

FROM

Messrs. Jaworski, Ruth,
Ben-Veniste (Ms. Volner)

DATE: Dec. 14, 1973

: Philip A. Lacovara

SUBJECT: Prosecution of Payment of "Hush Money" and Offer of

Clemency to Original Watergate Defendants
Forwarded for your information is a memorandum prepared by
Robert Palmer which reaches the conclusion that payment of
"hush money" and offers of executive clemency to the original
Watergate defendants can be prosecuted both .under the bribery
statute, 18 USC ~201 and the obstruction of justice statute,
18 USC §1503. I agree with the analysis and conclusions
contained in this memorandum.
Note that the bribery statute carries a 15-year penalty
plus a fine of three, times theamount of money involved,
plus disqualification from public office. Bribery is also
specifically listed in the Constitution as a ground for
removal of any public official.

WATERGATE SPECIA L PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUb’I’ICE

Memorandum
TO

:Philip A. Lacovara

DA~: December 12, 1973

FROM

suB~cr:Prosecution of Palnnent of "Hush Money" and offer
~,f Clemency to Original watergate Defendants
I.

The Evidence
A. "Hush Money"

Shortly after thebreak-in and the arrest of the
seven participants, there began a continuous series
of payments of large sums of money to the seven.
These payments were made in response, to "demands"
made by Hunt, assertedly acting on behalf of~ all the
defendants, for fulfillment of "commitments-Hunt
felt had been made to the seven prior to the break-in.
Initially~ the money was collected from a variety of
sources but after a time the payments were made
principally from a secret $350,000.fund .held in a
Rosslyn bank under the control of Haldeman. This money
in turn had been obtained from a large fund of left ....
over campaign contributions held by Kalmbach. Pursuant
to instructions from various White House and FCRP
officials, including Dean and Ehrlichman, first Kalmbach
and then LaRue acted as intermediaries in delivering
the money to Hunt’s representatives, Mrs. Hunt and
Attorney Bittman. For the most part, Kalmbach utilized
Ulasewicz to accomplish the actual transfer of funds.
The evidence will show that Hunt’s demands for
payments were accompanied by threats that, if payments
were not forthcoming, he and the otherswould implicate
White House officials in the break-in scheme. On the
White House-FCRP side, there were a seriesof meetings
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Mitchell, Haldeman, Mardian, Magruder, Dean, LaRue
and. possibly Colson, in which it was explicitly
agreed that the payments would be made in exchange
for the defendants’ silence. There is also evidence
to show that Bittman knew that the payments were in
response to Hunt’s threats to expose others; on
occasion Bittman himself communicated such threats.
The situation is far less clear as to Kalmbach
and Ulasewicz. The affirmative evidence thus far
suggests nothing more than that Kalmbach was asked
to act as a secret conduit for substantial payments
to the defendants after their apprehension. When
originally .asked to undertake the payments by Dean,
Kalmbach was told that the payments were for attorney’s
fees, bail and living expenses. He was not told the
payments were in consideration for defendants’ silence.
When he enlisted Ulasewicz’s assistance, Kalmbach
assured Ulasewicz that everything was proper, although
as per Kalmbach’s instructions from Dean, the operations
were carried out in total secrecy and included reliance
on telephone booths and code names. At one point in
late July 1972 when Kalmbach was~increasingly concerned
about the payoff scheme, he met with Ehrlichman who
told him this was an assignment he "had to take on"
but assured him of its propriety. In mid-August,
fearing that his role would be exposed, Kalmbach communicated his intention to withdraw from the payoff
assignment. On Sept.ember 18-19, the remaining money
held by Kalmbach and Ulasewicz was turned over to
LaRue and neither Kalmbach nor Ulasewicz played any
further part in the payoffs.

Kalmbach has consistently denied knowing that the
payments were being made for silence and there is~ no direct
evidence to refute him on this. He explains that he
thought the payments were being made unilaterally for
"humanitarian" reasons -- to defray legal and living
expenses.
B. Executive Clemency
Hush moneycontinued to be paid into the spring of
1973. In mid-December 1972, the problem of clemency
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for Hunt arose. Through Bittman, the White House
learned that Hunt was willing to negotiate a guilty
plea but wanted assurances about the length of time
he would spend in jail. By early January it had
become clear that a satisfactory solution could
not be arranged with Kleindienst and Petersen, and
the-discussions turned toward how far the White House
could go in promising Hunt executive clemency.. The
participants on the White House side included at
least Dean, Ehrlichman, Colson and possibly the
President. Bittman acted on Hunt’s behalf. It was
Colson who eventually approached Hunt. The approach
was guarded; Colson reported to the others that he
avoided the word "clemency" but rather simply said
"a year is a long time" and that he -- Colson -would do everything he could for Hunt. Bittman told
Colson that Hunt would rely on Colson’s assurances
because of his close relationship with the President.
Co Potential Defendants
Excluding Dean, Magruder and LaRue, all of whom
have plead to obstruction of justice, and Mrs. Hunt,
who is deceased, the remaining potential defendants
are in four reasonably discreet categories: White
House staffers responding to Hunt’s demands for
money and clemency avowedly for the purpose of
assuring that Hunt would remain silent and plead
guilty -- these would include Haldeman, Ehrlichman,
Mitchell, Mardian and Colson; Bittman, Hunt’s.lawyer,
who solicited payments and promises of clemency on
Hunt’s behalf by threatening a full disclosure by
Hunt; Kalmbach and Ulasewicz, intermediaries who, the
evidence suggests, may have transmitted the money
without personal knowledge of the purpose of the payments; and finally, Hunt and as many of the others as
participated with him in the solicitation of payments
and clemency offers in exchange for silence.
II. Possible Violations:
Justice

Bribery and Obstruction of

In pertinent part, 18 U.S.C. section 201, "Bribery
of public officials and witnesses," provides as follows:
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(d) Whoever, directly or
indirectly, corruptly gives,
offers, or promises anything
of value to any person, or
offers or promises such a
person to give anything of
value to any other person
or entity, with intent to
influence the testimony under
oath or affirmation of such
first-mentioned person as a
witness upon a trial, hearing,
or other proceeding, before
any court, any committee of
either House or both Houses
of Congress, or any agency,
commission, or officer
authorized by the laws of
the United States to hear
evidence or take testimony,
or with intent to influence
such person to absent himself
therefrom; or

(e) Whoever, directlylor
indirectly, corruptly asks,
demands, exacts, solicits,
seeks, accepts, receives, or
agrees to receive anything of
value for himself or for any
other person or entity in
return for being influenced
in his testimony under oath or
affirmation as a witness upon any
such trial, hearing, or other
proceeding, or in return for
absenting himself therefrom -Shall be fined not more
than $20,000 or three times the
monetary equivalent of the thing
of value, whichever is greater,
or imprisoned for not more than
fifteen years, or both, and may be
disqualified from holding any office
of honor, trust, or profit under the
United States.
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18 U.S.C. section 1503, "Influencing or injuring
officer, juror or.witness generally," provides:
Whoever corruptly, or
by threats of force, or by
any threatening letter or
communication, endeavors to
influence, intimidate, or
impede any witness, in any
court of the United States
or before any United States
commissioner or other committing magistrate, or any
grand or petit juror, or
officer in or of any court
of the United States, or
officer who may be serving
at any examination or other
proceeding before any United
States commissioner or other
committing magistrate, in the
discharge of his duty, or
injures any party or witness
in his person or property on
account of his attending or
having attended such court
or examination before such
officer, commissioner, or
other committing magistrate,
or on account of his testifying or having testified
to any matter pending therein,
or injures any such grand or
petit juror in his person or
property on account of any
verdict or indictment assented
to by him, or on account of
his being or having been such
juror, or injures any such
officer, commissioner, or
other committing magistrate
in his person or property on
account of the performance
of his official duties, or
corruptly or by threats or
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force, or by any threatening
letter or communication,
influences, obstructs, or
impedes, or endeavors to
influence, obstruct, or
impede, the due administration of justice, shall be
fined not more than $5,000
or imprisoned not more than
five years, or both.
Under both statutes, the principal theory of
prosecution would be that the defendants’ payments
and offers of clemency were either made or received
in exchange for the defendants’ silence -- and were
therefore intended by all to influence defendants’
testimony at their trial. In the case of the clemency
offer, there are two subsidiary obstruction theories:
that the guilty pleas, corruptly induced, obstructed
justice by short-circuiting the trials that otherwise
would have taken place; and that the approaches by
Ehrlichman to Kleindienst and Petersen and by Colson
to the President were corrupt -- fraudulent -endeavors to obstruct justice within the meaning of
section 1503.

There is.a threshold problem of whether the
cover-up actlvities should be.prosecuted as bribery
under section 201 or as obstruction under section
1503, or both. Under section 1503, a five-year felony,
the prosecution must show that there was an effort to
influence a witness and that the effort was~,corrupt";
under section 201, a fifteen-year felony, the prosecution must show those two elements and in addition
must show that the effort to influence was by means
of the payment, or offer or solicitation, by or to the
witness himself of "anything of value." i/ Thus while
these two provisions do not have inconsistent elements,
section 201 requires an additional element of proof.

i/ Thus the reach of section 1503 is far broader
~han ~hat of section 201 and reaches cases in which
there is an effort to influence a witness or juror
by means of bribing third parties, perhaps a relative
or friend. ~.~. United States v. Hoffa, 349 F.2d 20
(5th Cir.) cert. denied, 385U.S.-~--(1965)-
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United States v. Umans, 368 F.2d 725 (2d Cir.),
cert. dismissed, 389 U.S. 80 (1966). Here, however, it is possible to charge most of those engaged
in the cover-up under both statutes. A showing of
intent to influence under section 1503 would satisfy
the similar requirement under section 201. And the
showing of "corruptness" under section 1503 would in
part be made by showing that the defendants endeavored
to influence Hunt and the others by offering money
and clemency, which would satisfy the section 201
requirement of an offer of something of value. ~/
There does not seem to be any legal problem.with
charging a defendant under both statutes for essentially
the same conduct, although there would of course be
double jeopardy problems if a defendant convicted
of the same acts under both received consecutive
sentences. The legislative history indicates that
Congress did not intend either statute to supersede
the-other in cases of overlap:
This history makes clear the
congressional intent to create
two separate offenses, separately
indictable and separately
punishable.

~/ So long as it could be shown to have been made for the
purpose of influencing Hunt’s testimony, the offer of
clemency itself would probably qualify as bribery under
the statute despite its non-pecuniary character. While
there has been little federal case development on the
issue, the general approach has been to construe the
requirement for "value" etc., in bribery or related
statutes broadly and not limited to material with "measurable
value." United States v. Lepowitch, 318 U.S. 702, 705
(1943). Se~’~enerally, I Working Papers of the Nat’l Comm.
on Reform o--6-{ Fed. Crim. Laws 690-91 and sources cited at
N.15 (1970).

-8United States v. DeAlesandro, 361 F.2d 694, 699 (2d
Cir.) cert. denied, 385 U.S. 842 (1966). 3--/ Accord,
United States v. Umans, supra.
Where possible it would be desirable to charge
under both statutes. The vastly greater potential
penalties for bribery may encourage some of those
charged to cooperate with the prosecution and the
disqualification from future office-holding, while
not likely of.great practical import, is certainly a
desirable appurtenance to a conviction in these
circumstances.

The specific problems presented by the facts as
they appear here are: first, whether sections 201
and/or 1503 prohibit money payments or other nonpecuniary inducements to a defendant to exercise
either his Fifth Amendment privileges or his right to
plead guilty; second, whether Bittman, negotiating at
Hunt’s behest for payments or clemency in consideration
of Hunt’s silence and plea, is acting "corruptly" within the meaning of section 201 or 1503; and finally
whether the evidence is sufficient to support charges
against Kalmbach and Ulasewicz, despite the lack of
direct evidence that they knew or were told of the
purpose for which the payments were being made.
Both for convenience and for lack of adequate case
development in the area of bribing witnesses, much of
the following discussion will be cast in terms of cases
brought under section 1503. While there are numerous
reported prosecutions for influencing or intimidating
witnesses under section 1503, there are by and large
cases of influence by threatened or actual physical
coercion. There seems to be only one bribery prosecution
brought under the forerunner of section 201. Wilson v.
United States, 77 F.2d 236 (8th Cir.), cert. denied,
295 U.S. "759 ’(1935) (prosecution of witness for soliciting bribes). However, this is of very little practical
consequence since, as it happens in this context, the
requirements of the statutes are largely the same -- i.e.,
proof that a defendant obstructed justice by offering
hush money or clemency will also. establish a violation of
section 201.
3~ DeAlesa~-dro specifically rejected the contention that
It is error to prosecute the same conduct, under both provisions on the ground, id, that such joinder
may have...an adverse psychological
effect on the jury, "by suggesting
to it that defendant has committed
not one but several crimes.
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Payments or Promises in Consideration for
the Exercise of Fifth Amendment Rights or
for a Plea of Guilty -- Liability of W~ite
House Staffers
My understanding is that there is or will be
ample evidence of the participation and full
knowledge of the various White House staffers and
the only question as to them will be whetherthe
payments and offer of clemency were in violation
of section 1503.
It seems reasonably settled that a defendant
can be within the definition of "witness" as that
term is used in section 1503 and there is no reason
to suppose that the definition would change in the
context of section 201. In United States v. Mink,r,
_350 U.S. 179, 186 (1956), the Supreme Court stated

that

it. word [witness]...can

fairly, be applied to anyone who gives testimony in
a proceeding, although the
p~oceeding immediately or
potentially involves him
asa party.

~e~n 1503 has been held toproscribe efforts
f~ly to prevent a defendant from appearing at
.~~I, Astwood v. United States, 1 F.2d 639 (8th Cir.
1924}, as well as efforts to persuade a defendant to
abscond or to commit perjury, Samples v. United States,
121 F.2d 263 (5th Cir. 1941). ~/
4_/ See also United States v. Campbell, 350 F.Supp. 213
~W.D. Pa. 19’72),’where section 1503 was construed to reach
a situation in which an attorney solicited money-from
his client/defendant in exchange for a promise by the
attorney to obtain a favorable disposition of .the charges
through "unlawful means." The.obstruction count of the
-i~ctment in Campbell was ultimately .dismissed because
it failed to allege that the defendant had ever in fact
made any effort to secure the favorable disposition, or
otherwise to influence or obstruct his.client.
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The problem here is that the obstruction charged
is not an effort to induce the seven defendants or
anyone else to commit an illegal act -- such as
escape or perjury -- but rather to persuade them
to exercise their otherwise lawful rights to invoke
a Fifth Amendment privilege and to plead guilty to
the break-in. There are only four cases on point
all prosecuted under the obstruction statutes.
One early case, United States v. Herron, 28 F.2d.
(N.D. Cal. 1928), holds that the obstruction statutes
do not prohibit a self-interested effort to have a
witness assert a Fifth Amendment privilege. In
Herron, the court sustained a demurrer to counts of
an indictment charging that two co-defendants in
another case had engaged the services of Herron, a
lawyer, to persuade a government witness to refuse
to testify against them on Fifth Amendment grounds,
28 F.2d at 123:
There is no charge of
duress by threats or other
facts to accomplish the
alleged results, but only
one of advising the said
Rasmussen to assert his
rights under the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of
the United States-of America;
The witness himself,
therefore, is protected in
his claim of privilege by
being allowed the privilege,
irrespective of his motive
for claiming the-same.
In this case the defendant Herron is charged with
influencing, by advising,
the witness Rasmussen to
claim a lawful privilege,
and I do not believe it is
the law or the policy of the
law to make criminal, no
matter what the motive might
have been, the advising a
witness to do that which

-iiwas lawful and would in
fact have protected the
w--l-~ess from disclosing
self-incriminating matter.
(emphasis in original.)
The other, more recent cases, take a different
view. In Walker v.United States, 93 F.2d 292 (Sth
Cir. 1938), the evidence showed that Walker jointly
indicted with one Albright and others for election.
fraud, had sought to influence Albright to commit
perjury or otherwise conceal information from the
prosecution in order to protect Walker. The court
reversed Walker’s conviction on the ground that the
government had failed to sustain its burden to show
that "at the time it is claimed that appellant
corruptly endeavored to influence [Albright’s]
testimony,... [she] was and intended to be a witness."
93 F.2d at 795. The court’s reasoning was that, as
a defendant in the underlying case, Albright could
not have been compelled to testify; that there was no
evidence "that at the time she had waived this immunity
or that she had any intention of doing so"; and therefore that "there was no presumption that she, under
these circumstances, would be a witness." Id. Since
Albright had given Walker no "reasonable grounds to
believe" that she would testify, Id., citing Kloss
v. United States, 77 F.2d 462, 464 (Sth Cir.
~,
his conviction ~buld not stand. Whilethe case did not
involve an endeavor to have Albright plead selfincrimination, it is important to us as an implicit
holding that the term "witness" as used in the obstruction
(and bribery) statutes includes a defendan~ who intends,
or who has suggested his inclination, to testify.
The remaining two cases are more directly on point
and are squarely in our favor. In United Stat~s v.
Grunewald, 233 F.2d 556 (2d Cir. 1956), reversed on
other 9rounds, 353 U.S. 391 (1957), the £act~ showed
that one Halperin procured an attorney, Davis, to seek
to persuade a grand jury witness not to testify in
a tax fraud investigation. This had been preceded
by a-meeting among Halperin, Davis and other co~
conspirators, the substance of which was that "everyone
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involved would plead their constitutional privilege,"
233 F.2d at 520. In affirming Halperin’s conviction,
the court commented as follows, 233 F.2d at 571:
It is immaterial that
Halperin did not ask these
witnesses to tell deliberate
falsehoods. The whole tenor
of the conversations, which
took place after the Pattullo
Modes taxpayers had talked
freely.with government investigators, was that of impeding
justice and maintaining secrecy
with respect to the operations
of the conspirators. Moreover,
it is nothing short of fantastic
to suggest that. this is no more
than legitimate advice by a
lawyer to a client, for the
client’s own~protection.
In Cole v. United States, 329 F.2d 439 (9th Cir.),
cert. de--~d, 377’U.S. 954 ’~1964), the Ninth Circuit
~rm~d Cole’s conviction on evidence showing.that,
by threats as well as persuasion, Cole had induced
a grand jury witness to invoke his privilege so that
he would not give incriminating testimony as to Cole.
The Cole court refused to follow Herron, an earlier
Calio[r6-~ia district court case. ~t is "significant
that the Cole court noted, but chose to ignore, the
circumstan--~ emphasized by the court in Herron that
the witness had been persuaded to invoke his F~fth
Amendment privilege because his testimony "would in
fact? have incriminated him,.while in Cole the possible
incrimination stemmed from conduct by t-~--witness
wholly extraneous to the g/and j~ry’s work; thus in
Cole "no .reason exist[ed] ~6 belleve the witness...
wo--~d have incriminated himself," 329 F.2d at 441-442,
N.2. The Cole court might easily have used this
circumstanc-~o affirm the conviction without disturbing
Herron, on the ground that Cole had persuaded the
witness to assert a privilege.when-.the witnesshadno
legitimate privilege available. This would have put
the case more directly within the scope ofother cases
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that condemn schemes to make a witness’s testimony
unavailable by illegal artifices such as perjury.
~E.~. Samples v. United States, su__u~, Astwood v.
~nlted Stat~s, s~pra. It wo~id also have made it
much less helpful to us, since I suppose it is plain
that the testimony the WhiteHouse sought to prevent
would have been fatal to the seven defendants themselves. In other words, Cole can fairly be read as
holding that section 1503~violated by advising a
witness to plead the Fifth Amendment in order to
protect oneself, even though the witness himself
wouldotherwise be entitled to remain silent.

Herron, a very early case disapproved in its own
circuit, Can, I suppose, safely be ignored at this
stage. Grunewald and Cole did not specifically address
themselves to t~ issu~e Walker court thought was
central -- whether the person sought to be influenced
in fact intended to testify or, alternatively, whether
the defendant "had reason to believe" that he would
testify. But this is not surprising since the facts
in both of the later cases indicated rather clearly
that the potential witnesses did indeed intend to
testify. In any event, Walker’s approach comports
with general obstruction case law that the interference
or influence has to be attempted or achieved with an
eye to some judicial proceeding and thatthe defendant
must know that the person he is seeking to influence
will be a participant in that proceeding. Compare
United States v. Metcalf, 435 F.2d 754 (gth’Cir. 1970).
All three cases, Walker explicitly and the other two by
implication, suggest the obvious
that we marshal
our evidence in terms of showing either that Hunt had
made affirmative threats that he would testify~if he
and the others were not paid off or that the White
House participants believedthat he would.
.~.
¯ Given such¯a showing, all three cases seem,clear
enough that section 1503 prohibits as "corrupt" an
endeavor to have a witness claim his Fifth Amendment
privilege not to testify in order to protect those
making the endeavor from the consequences of the
witness’s testimony; and Cole implies that it is no.
defense that the witness m--~t, on his own, have validly
asserted the privilege. Given that the influence was
achieved, by payments and an offer of clemency, the
facts establish bribery of witness as well as obstruction.
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The question of payments or promises of clemency
in return for Hunt’s guilty plea changes the focusof the obstruction issue. That kind of arrangement
does not inevitably result in making the defendant’s
testimony unavailable since there is nothing incon-.
sistent about pleading guilty and then cooperating
with the prosecution. Thus, inducing a guilty plea
does not inevitably influence or impede the~defendant
as a witness under section 1503, While here it will
not be difficult to establish the guilty plea arrangements as part and parcel of the conspiracy of silence
engineered by the White House, prosecution on that
theory ultimately would come down to a contention
that the guilty plea itself was an instance, i corrupt~
inducerS, of Hunt’s exercise of his right not to
testify.
On the other hand, there is~support for the notion
it%at inducing a guilty plea by a corrupt offer of money
or-leniency is in and of itself an offense separate from
-the arrangements for silence -- a "corrupt" impedance of
/~.he due administration of justice"within, the ambit of the
¯ ~inal, catch-all clause of section 1503
L 1 ....... i__~ -

_m !
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!~e~ it results in precluding a criminal.trial ~hat
would"oth~i-~ise have occurred. ~/
~The closest
case ~n the facts seems to be another
Ninth Circuit case, Ethrid@e v. United States, 258
F.2d 234 (1958). Ethridge had been convicted of
"endeavoring" to obstruct justice by soliciting a
$i,000 paYment from a person convicted of tax evasion,
on representations that Ethridge would use the money
to i~s~re that the tax evader would be put on probation
and.serve no jail time. The theory of the prosecution
was that, if the solicitatio~ had been successful
(which it was not) and the evader had paid the $i,000,

~/ This aspect of the case would probably not support
an independent bribery count since it does not relate
specSfically to influencing testimonyof witnesses.

-15he "would have abandoned any effort to perfect an
appeal." 258 F.2d at 235. The court ultimately
reversed Ethridge’s conviction, apparently on the
ground that, the solicitation having been unsuccess"
ful and there having been no evidence that Ethridge
in fact intended to use the money to purchase the
evader’s freedom, the whole matter was too preliminary
to constitute or "endeavor" within the statute. But
significantly, the court did not quarr~ with the
prosecution’s assumption that a scheme that contemplated abandoning the right to appeal in contemplation of an illicitly secured probation would have
impeded the due administration of justice within the
meaning of section 1503.
¯

This case is not a direct parallel to E .thridg~
since that case involved a payment for leniency,
with the obstruction of justice -- failure to perfect
an appeal -- not a part of the bargain but rather
a necessary by-product. But that would seem only
to strengthen our case, since here the plea was
bargained-for-consideration for the offer of clemency.
And there would be no problem, as there was in
Ethrid@e, in showing that the clemency offer had
proceeded far enough to qualify under section .1503
since Hunt actually performed his part of the bargain.
The possible claim that the guilty plea itself,
as opposed to the agreement for silence, was induced
solely by the offer of clemency and was not a part
of the payoff scheme would not diminish its "corrupt"
character under section 1503. All that has changed
is the method of persuasion -- an offer of official
favoritism rather than money. But it is settled
beyond argument that an effort to influence a witness
need not be accompanied by any payment or promise of
"pecuniary" reward or benefit in order to be oorrupt
under section 1503. Martin v. United States, 166
F.2d 76, 79 (4th Cir. 1948)’. In a leading case,
Bosselman v. United States, 239 F. 82, 86 (2d Cir.
1917), the Second Circuit held as follows:
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The word "corruptly" is
capable of different
meanings in different
connections. As used
in [the general obstruction4of justice statute,
18 U.S.C. sec. 1503], we
think any endeavor to
impede and obstruct the
due administration of
justice in the inquiries
specified is corrupt. To
construe the act as
requiring that such an
effort should be accompanied by payment or
promises of payment of
money would quite unreasonably restrict the obvious
purpose of the legislation.
See also ~ v.. United States, 81 F.2d 816, 822
In a government of laws
and not of men, motives
of personal favoritism,
on whatever grounds such
motives may be based,
are to be deemed corrupt
in the administration of
public justice.
Finally, it may be possible to bring additional
obstruction charges based on the initial White House maneuvers
to deliver on its end of the.clemency bargain. Before
deciding to go to Hunt on the strength of Colson~s
"bona fides" alone, an approach was made by Ehrlichman
to Kleindienst and Petersen in an unsuccessful effort
to persuade them "on the merits" to be lenient with
Hunt in their sentencing recommendations, without
disclosing that the real reason for the leniency was
to aid the cover-up. In addition, Colson spoke with
the President about the possibility of clemency,
stressing Hunt’s health and family problems, without
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mentioning the real -- cover-up -- reason for clemency.
These approaches could also be prosecuted under the
catch-all language of section 1503. Se__~e, ~.~. United
States v. Polakoff, 121 F.2d 333 (2d Cir.), cert. denied,
~14 U.S. 626 (19 ), where the court affirmed .a conviction
of obstruction under section 1503 based on an endeavor
to persuade a district attorney to be lenient with a
defendant in his sentencing recommendations, stating
false reasons for the request. In the court’s view,
121. F.2d at 335, the endeavor "was corrupt because it
was a fraud" -- "it is as ’corrupt’ to persuade.a
public officer by lies as by bribes." 6_/

Bittman’s Role in Soliciting Payments and Offers
of Clemency
I assume the facts will show that Bittman played~an
active role in soliciting the payments and offer of
clemency and that in doing so he was aware that they
were to be in consideration of Hunt’s silence and plea
of guilty.. If that is the case, Bittman’s only viable
defense would be that he did not act with the requisite
specific intent -- an intention that justice be obstructed.
For instance, his position might be that he only acquiesced
in a previous decision by Hunt that he did not encourage
-- or encouraged only because he felt that silence and
a plea were Hunt’s best legal tactic -- and served as
intermediary solely in order to aid the defendants in
meeting their on-going expenses, On this view Bittman
could urge that, while he might have actedillegally,
at most he could be found guilty of blackmail or conspiracy to blackmail, a misdemeanor. 7_/

6/ Indeed, since Ehrlichman was a public official at the
time, within the meaning of section 201(a), it would be
possible .to charge him and his co-conspirators with a separat,
count of bribery under section 201(c) -- prohibiting receipt
by a public official of "anything of value...in return for...
being influenced in his performance of any official act -on the theory that Hunt’s offer to plead guilty and to remain
silent was something of value within the meaning of the
statutory language.
7_/

18 U.S.C. sec. 873~ "Blackmail," provides as follows:

(con’S)

Whoever, under a threat of
informing, or as a consideration for not informing, against
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/
One difficulty Bittman would have with such
an approach is that the major portion of the
defendants’ expenses, and particularly Hunt’s
expenses, were legal fees. Thus Bittman himself
was a principal financial beneficiary of the White
House obstruction scheme. And.proof that a person
whose actions have facilitated an obstruction of
justice by others himself has a significantpersonal
stake in the success of the scheme is at least some
evidence that the person was purposefully allied
with the scheme. Compare United States v. Bradwell,
388 F.2d 619 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 393 U.S. 867
(1968). This at least wou--~ support charging Bittman
¯ as an aider ~and abettor in the White House scheme,
18 U.S.C. section 3, on the theory that he
in some sort associate[d]
himself with the venture,
~hat he participated in
it as something he wishe[d]
to bring about, that he
[sought] by his action to
make it succeed.
N~e and Nissen v. United States 336 U.S. 613, 619
(1949).
More generally, however, Bittman would necessarily
have been aware that the on-going payments and the
clemency offer, and therefore his assistance in
soliciting and transmitting them, would as a practical
matter.continually reinforce Hunt’s "independent"
determination not to talk and would discourage any
reevaluation and agreement to cooperate with the
prosecution. Thus beyond any question Bittman’s
’(fn. 7_/ton’t)
any violation of any law of
th~ United States, demands
or receives any money or
other valuable thing, shall
be fined not more than $2,000
or imprisoned not more than
one year, or both.
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activities were part of a series of actions that he
knew would influence Hunt not to talk and the only
question is whether his conduct was not within the
reach of sections 201 and 1503 because he did not
himself act in order to prevent Hunt from talking.
As they apply here, both provisions require procf
that a defendant specifically intended that his
actions influence a witness, as opposed to having
intended to accomplish some. other objective not proscribed by the statute -- such as assult. Compare
United States v. Kee, 39 F.603 (D.S.C. 1889). But
this does not mea~--~hat his purpose -- motive -- for
acting need have been a desire to influence the witness
so long as he knew that such would be necessary result
_of his conduct.
See generally LaFave and
Scott, Criminal Law, sec. 28 (1972). Since the
cases make clear that it is an obstruction of justice
~nder section 1503 to influence a witness to refuse
to testify ~not in order to protect himself from
self-incrimination but to prote~t others, Bittman
~ould be convicted upon a showing that heknew,
even though he did not desire, that such a result
would follow from the money and clemency offers.
C. .Participation of Kalmbach and Ulasewicz
I am given to understand that present thinking is
not to indict Kalmbach or Ulasewicz in the .cover-up
case for a variety of reasons. That seems ~to be sound
given the state of our evidence. As I understand it,
the most.we could hope to show would be that the two
of them undertook a secret assignment to deliver sums
of money to the defendants upon the assurances of
first Dean and then Ehrlichman that everything was
legal and that the secrecy.was necessary for the
ohvlous reaso~ that no matter how above-board and
~haritably motivated the payments were, it would
present impossible public relations problems if it
became known that they originated in the White House.
In terms of the overall cover-up, the participation
of Kalmbach and Ulasewicz was brief, lasting somewhat
over two months until S~ptember 1972, while the
~over-up lasted at least until March 1973 and may
still be. going on. There is no suggestionthey had
any role in the clemency offer.
"
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In order to convictthem of obstruction or
bribery, we would have to be able to show that
they knew of or at least suspected the illegal
purpose for the payments. We have no direct
evidence, testimonial or otherwise, that Kalmbach
or Ulasewicz had such knowledge or belief. Indeed,
the.testimony of both Dean and Ehrlichman would
support rather than undercut the proposition that
these two were intermediaries not privy to the
real facts.

The only circumstantial evidence available is
the implausibility of Dean’s initial assurances
of legal propriety, Kalmbach’s demonstrated uneasiness with his assignment and the assiduously secret
nature of the payoff .operations. If a decision is
eventually made to prosecute Kalmbach or, less likely,
Ulasewicz, in the cover-up case, we would have to
urge that this evidence establishes either knowledge
of the true purpose of the payments or a consciousness
of wrongdoing that, in the circumstances,could only
have been a belief that the payments were being made
so that the original seven would not incriminate
Kalmbach’s White House principals. The probity, on
those issues, of the initial assurances and secret
nature of the operations would.stand or fall together,
s~nce I suppose we would rely on the secrecy instructions
glven to Kalmbach as a circumstance that would have
alerted the suspicions of a reasonable man such a
Kalmbach. His continued uneasiness with the arrangements, reflected in his approach to Ehrlichman for
reassurance, is a much stronger indicator that he
felt something was wrong; in fact the self-serving
character of the reassurance Kalmbach sought and
received, as reflected in the tape of the later phone
conversation with Ehrlichman, might strengthen rather
than undercut our position. Nonetheless, this is far
from a compelling foundation on which to.ask a jury to
infer knowledge or belief beyond a reasonable doubt.
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WATERGATE TASK FORCE
STATUS MEMO: NOVEMBER 13, 1973

T~eory and Areas of Prosecution; Defendants;. Witnesses

The "Watergate Task Force" is .investigating (1) the
planning and implementation of a scheme to break into and
conduct illegal electronic surveillances in the DNC Headquarters in Watergate and in the offices of certain
Democratic candidates for President in 1972, and (2)
obstruction of justice by high officials of the White
House and Committee to Re-Elect the President and others
who sought to ..impede the investigation of the Grand Jury,
United StatesAttorney, and the FBI to discover, apprehend,
and convict all the individuals involved in the scheme and
in criminal acts designed to cover it up.
The focus 6f the prosecution theory centers on the
massive obstruction ofjustice that was set in motion
immediately after five men were arrested in Watergate on
July 17, 1972. The general "areas" of this obstruction
that have been under investigation by the Task Force include:
(a) destruction and concealment of documents, files, and
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other evidence; (b) misuse of the CIA and FBI to obstruct
the investigation, including attempts to confuse a
possible CIA role in the Watergate; (c) perjury, subornation of perjury, and the giving of misleading
information and testimony in order to conceal not only
the scope of responsibility for the break-in and individuals
responsible therefor, but also to conceal prior illegal
activities by some of the participants and others; (d)
covert payments of cash (and promises of payments) to
the seven men who actually executed the Watergate operation
and to their families in order to induce and guarantee
their silence; (e) promises of leniency, executive clemency,
rehabilitation, and other benefits to the seven men for
the same purpose; and (f) fraudulent securing of information from law enforcement agencies for the purpose of
planning further false testimony and other actions to
perpetuate the cover-up.
At the present, we are thinking in terms of a
comprehensive indictment charging the major figures in
the cover-up with.conspiracy to obstruct justice and
defraud the United States and with a variety of substantive counts of obstruction. In addition, this
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July 17, 1972. The general "areas" of this obstruction
that have been under investigation by the Task Force include:
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other evidence; (b) misuse of the CIA and FBI to obstruct
the investigation, including attempts to confuse a
possible CIA role in the Watergate; (c) perjury, subornation of perjury, and the giving of misleading
information and testimony in order to conceal not only
the scope of responsibility for the break-in and individuals
responsible therefor, but also to conceal prior illegal
activities, by some of the participants and others; (d)
covert payments of cash (and promis@s of payments) to
the seven men who actually executed the Watergate operation
and to their families in order to induce and guarantee
their silence; (e) promises of leniency, executive clemency,
rehabilitation, and other benefits to the seven men for
the same purpose; and (f) fraudulent securing of information from law enforcement agencies for the purpose of
planning further false testimony and other actions to
perpetuate the cover-up.
At the present, we are thinking in terms of a
comprehensive indictment charging the major figures in
the cover-up with.conspiracy to obstruct justice and
defraud the United States and with a variety of substantive counts of obstruction. In addition, this
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indictment would charge at least some of these defendants
with perjury. Our current thinking, based on ie~al
factors, is to include only post-June 17 activities
(i.e., the cover-up) in the "main" indictment. Those
individuals also involved in the pre-June 17 actual
planning of the break-.in and bugging could be charged
in a separate indictment or indictments.
The theory of the indictment will be that the
goal of the conspiracy and obstruction was to limit
the investigation and prosecution for the Watergate
break-in to those five. initially .arrested,. and, when
that proved impossible, to the seven who were indicted
on September 15, 1972, tried,, and convicted in ~nitgd
States v. Liddy, et.al. A number of motivating factors
combined to initiate this obstruction, but chief among
them were (1) protection of high officials in the White
House and CRP. from criminal liability, (2) prevention
of substantial political.harm to the President’s reelection campaign should it be revealed that his close
aides planned or had knowledge of the Liddy~intelligence
program, and (3) concealment of prior illegal and
politically embarrassing activities by Hunt, Liddy,
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and some of the other Miami defendants (most important,
the Ellsberg break-in in mid-1971) which have come to
be known collectively as the "White" House horrors."
Based on information available’to us at this time,
we believe that the probable defendants in the "main"
case include H. R. Haldeman, John D. Ehrlichman, John N.
Mitchell, Robert Mard!an, Gordon Strachan, Kenneth
Parkinson,,William Bittman, and Charles W. Colson.
At this time, the’principal prosecution witnesses
who can establish the conspiracy and substantive obstructions
are: Jeb Magruder, John Dean, Fred LaRue, Howard Hunt,
Herbert Porter, James McCord, L. Patrick Gray, Richard
Helms, Vernon Walters, Richard Kleindienst, Henry
Petersen, Herbert Kalmbach, Anthony Ulasewicz,. Paul
O’Brien, and Jack Caulfield. In addition, some or all
of the defendants would be expected to testify in their
own behalf and in so doing would probably furnish
additional evidence corroborating their involvement
and the involvement of others in the conspiracy and
obstruction of justice.
Of the principal witnesses listed above, Dean,
Magruder, and LaRue have already plead guilty to one
broad count of conspiracy to obstruct justice and
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defraud the United States. Both Paul°O’Brien and
Herbert Kalmbach have adopted a position of cooperation
with the prosecution since May 1972. Through extensive
interviewing by this Task Force, sufficient information
has been obtained from each to charge him with conspiracy
and with substantive offenses. However, because of
their cooperation and because of their importance as
witnesses, the Task Force is currently viewing both
individuals aswitnesses rather than as defendants.*
I ~O~AIblITl- ICl lhas been advised that he will be prosecuted for perjury in the Grand Jury and ~rial of United
.States v..Liddy, but he is cooperating fully and has
been offered an opportunity to plead guilty to one
(felony) count for making ~alse Statements. In addition,
there is some evidence upon which the prosecution might
be able to charge Richard Kleindienst with obstruction
of justice and L. Patrick Gray with making a false statement and/or destruction of Government files. However,

¯ *Kalmbach appears to be a probable defendant in
connection with activities being investigatedby
the Campaign Financing Task Force.
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no decisions have been made on these question, and
Kleindienst is presently being viewed as a witness
in our area.* Howard Hunt had testified in the
Grand Jury repeatedly under immunity; while he is
purporting to cooperate, he has ra~rely testifie~
about events until they have been independently
established by the prosecution. ,Hunt, McCord,. and
the Miami defendants are the only witnesses who have
been immunized in this case, and all were grantgd
immunity before establishment of a special prosecution
force.
Other Investigations

In addition to the "main" conspiracy case, the
Task Force has been pursuing a number of relatively
discrete matters or investigations, some of which
overlap the main case. These include, but are not
limited to, the following:

*Kleindienst appears to be a probable defendant in
connection with activities being investigated by the
ITT Tas~ Force.
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Strachan/perjury. Gordon Strachan has been unsuccessfully seeking, testimonial immunity from the
prosecution since April. Strachan testified in the
Senate ~nder a grant of ~estimonial immunity) that,.
on orders of H. R. Haldeman, he destrgyed allegedly
innocuous material following the June 17 break-in.
Strachan testified that this material, identified as
an intelligence report from a political "dirty trickster",
was attached to a Political Memo to Haldeman to illustrate
the "political intelligence" program being mounted at
the CRP (i.e., "Gemstone"). We have developed evidence
showing that the "trickster’s report" did not exist
at the time Strachan claims he attached it to the
Political Memo in question. Based on this evidence,
on testimony that Strachan in fact received "Gemstone"
budgets and related material at about this same time,
and on other false testimony by Strachan in the Grand
Jury in Apri! 1973, we have informed Strachan that we
will prosecute him for perjury and possibly for conspiracy to obstruct justice.
MacGregor/perjury. In seeking to corroborate
L. Patrick Gray’s testimony that Gray phoned Clark
MacGregor on July 6, 1972, to ask MacGregor to warn
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the.President that th~ President’s .close aides were
"wounding" the President by misusing the CIA and FBI,
we interviewed MacGregor. MacGregor denied in the
interview and subsequently under oath that Gray c~lled
him when Gray says hi did~ or that Gray conveyed any
warning to him or asked him to. warn the President.
MacGregor also denies that he passed on any warning
to the~.President. We have gathered a considerable
amount of evidence, testimonial and documentary, that

tends to corroborate Gray’s testimony and rebut
MacGregor’s, laying a possible basis for a perjury charge
against MacGregor.
Based on interviews and sworn
testimony, much of which is contradictory, we believe
that I

H.R.

Haldeman and others. We have developed ~t leas~ one
clear-cut perjury case
"’""
againstI

FOIA(b) (7) -
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(c)

FOIA(b)(7) - (C)

L. Patrick Gray. We are studying the possibility

and advisability, of charging Gray with an offense
relating to his concealment and destruction of materials
from Howard Hunt’s safe (which he received from Dean
and Ehrlichman on.June 28, 1972) and his denial to
Henry Petersen that he had either received or destroyed

these materials.
Maurice Stans. We are considering whether there
is any evidence upon which M~urice Stans should be
charged with conspiracy in connection with the Watergate
cover-up. Although there is some evidence implicating
him, our present thinking is not to charge him,
especially in light of his potential liability for
activities being investigated by the Campaign Financing

Task Force.
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Problem Areas

Two substantial "problem areas" remain in the

case being’developed by this Task Force. The first
is clarification of the CIA!s position Vis-a-vis
the Watergate investigation, especially in the first
two weeks after the break-in. The prosecution will
contend that the attempt of the White House, through
Haldeman and Ehrlichmln, to represent that the
investigation should be curtailed to avoid exposing
CIA activities was a wholly spurioJs one. Much of
the testimony to date would tendto support that
contention. However,¯ a recently discovered memorandum
written by CIA Director Helms on June 28,.1972, could

"

¯ undoubtedly be used by the defense to attempt to show
some legitimate CIA concern about these matters, a
concern Helms and others have testified did not in
fact exist. We must interview Helms and possibly

conduct additional investigation to reduce this line
of defense insofar as possible.
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The second area relates to cor~obo;ating the
testimony of John Dean concerning assurances of
executive clemency extended to Howard Hunt in
January 1973, through Hunt’s attorney William~
Bittman, by Charles Colson. According to Dean,
Colson was acting at the direction of John Ehrlichman
and the President. While all the testimony and extensive documentary evidence we have obtained tends
to corroborate the existence and general substance of
meetings testified to by Dean,. the three potential
defendants involved - - Ehrlichman, Colson~ and
Bittman -- all deny that the discussions went beyond
"general assurance of friendship and help" to explicit
assurances of leniency or clemency. Ehrlichman and
Colson also deny discussing the matter with the
President, despite our documentary evidence showing
~discussions between the President and each of these
men:which would have afforded themthe opportunity
to do so. The problem in this area is one of
obtaining White House documents to further substantiate Dean’s testimony; this is discussed below.

- Ii -
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Work Accomplished By This Task Force

0n°June 7, 1973, Assistant U.S. Attorney Earl
Silbert, whose three-man team had conducted the Watergate
investigation since June 1972, gave Mr. Cox a lengthy
memorandum setting out the status of their investigation
to that time. The memo described the major areas of
investigation and identified the "target" defendants
as Magruder, Dean,~Mitchell, LaRue, Ehrlichman, and
Porter. Persons whose status as defendants was at that
time listed as uncertain, due to the fact that incriminating
evidence against them might be insufficientfor indictment,

included Haldeman, Mardian, S~rachan,Parkinson,!
Caulfield, Krogh, I

I

Since about June i, 1973, this Task Force has considerably
expanded the scopeof, the investigation and has dev~loped
a substantial amount of fuDther information that we/
believe would be suff&cient to recommend indictment/ not

only o£ those listed as target defendants in thei Silbert
memorandum but also of Haldeman, Mardian, Colso~, ~aulfield,

Ulasewicz, Kalmbach, Parkinson, I Bittma~ /and
Strachan for conspiracy and obstruction 6f justi~c~;
Ehrlichman, Mitchell Mardian, Parkinson, Strach~n, I

I

t...-...and possibly MacGregor for perjury; a~d possibly

FOIA(b) (7) - (C)
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L. Patrick Gray for other offenses. The Task Force has
secured pleas from Dean, LaRue, and Magruder, (the latter
pursuant to an agreement negotiated by the Silbert group),
and has discussed the possibility of a plea with Porter
~and Caulfield. We have taken the sworn testimony of more
than 45 witnesses before the Grand Jury, many of whose.
appearances have been for several hours or a number of
days, and we have interviewed at least twice, that number
of witnesses in our offices. In addition, a largeamount
of documentary, evidence has been obtained.
Work~To Be completed
We contemplate~the following work before the major
indictment can~ b~ proposed to the Grand Jury:
(i) Presentation of John Dean’s testimony tO the
Grand Jury. Dean has been debriefed by theTask Force, and
debriefing will be continued this Thursday and Friday.
We have scheduled Dean for the Grand Jury next Monday and

~ Tuesday.

Interview with Richard Helm,s.. We are advised by
counsel to CIA that Helms will return from Iran, where he is
U.S. Ambassador, at our request.
~

(3) Interrogation in the Grand Jury of several less

’
~j~.~ central wltn" es ses, including
Ron Ziegler,
whom the Grand
have specifi~ally requested to hear.
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Jurors

(4) Office interviews with a number of less central
witnesses and more extensive debriefing of Jeb Magr~der.
(5) Review of the subpoenaed tapes and documents
and presentation of relevant portions thereofto the
Grand Jury.
(6) Obtaining of additional documentary evidence, from
the White House. (See next section of memo)
(7) Making decisions concerning the timing, strategy,
and drafting of indictments, including:
(a) decisions about whom to indict, particularly with
respect to Charles Colson but also with respect to
William Bittman and Kenneth Parkinson;
(b) decisions concerning timing, for instance, whether
to indict Strachan for perjury immediately and
whether to confrontI

possible prosecution;

(c) decisions concerning perjury indictments in the
conte~t of the "main" indictment - - we have not

i

yet mounted a major effort to identify possible
perjury by central figures in the cover-up such as

. \
Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Mitchell~;
decisions about the President’ s- s£~atus ;
.~8 (e) drafting of indictments.
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Requests. for White House Documents and Evidence

In order to complete a fair and thorough investigation
prior to indictment, this Task Force must obtain a few
additional items ~f evidence now in the possession of the
White House. Some of these were formally requested by Mr.
Cox but never received; formal requests for others were held
up, in some cases for months, pending resolution of the
tapes litigation.
This list includes only that information which the Task
Force deems it essential to secure in order to complete the.
investigation described above, based on our current information.
Additional information derived from the already-subpoenaed
tapes and notes or other sources could identify other items.
Moreoever, ±t is beyond the scope of this status memorandum
(and of the following list) to attempt to describe all the
evidence ~n the possession of the White House that might be
necessary to determine the President’s own invo@~ement in
and liability for illegal activities being investigated by.
this Task Force, if any.
(i) Logs of Presidential Meetings. On June 13, Mr. Cox
requested lists of the dates and times of the President’s
conversations with a designated list of individuals and was
~promised this information. Lists were~provided fo~ Haldeman,
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Ehr!ichman, Dean, Mitchell, and Petersen. However; it is
essential for us to obtain similarl lists for Colson, Gray,
Kleindienst, and Strachan. The White House provided such a
list for Colson to the Senate Select Committee in July ¯
but that list was never given to us.

(2) Higby’9 phone lo@s. Mr. Cox asked for Larry Higby’s
phone logs for 1971 to 1973 inclusive on August i, 19Y3. The
White House agreed on July 27 that it wohld not.claim any
privilege as to this material. Noresponse to our request has
been forthcoming.

(3) Tapes!_Cle~ency. Tape recordings and notes relating
to meetings between the President and John Ehrlichman and H.
R. Haldeman on January 4, 1973, from 3;05 p.m. til 4:18 p.m.;
and tapes and notes relating to meetings and conversations
between the Pmesident and Colson b~tween 7 p.m. on January
3 and 7 p.m. on January 4, 1973. [Senate sources inform us
that Colson talked W~th. the President once in person and
five times by telephone during this 24-hour period.] These
tapes are essential to the executive clemency aspect of
the case against Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Colson, and Bittman.
We hage already obtained the testimony of Bittman, Hunt,
Ehrlichman, Colson, Dean, O’Brien, Petersen, and Kleindienst
relating to these events. As mentioned above, this testimony
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establishes the time and.general substance of meetings during
the period January 2-6, 1973, &t which possible White House
assurances to Howard.Hunt were discussed. The testimony
conflicts as to how far those assurances were to go, and as
to whether Ehrlichman and/or Colson spoke with the President
about the question of clemency or leniency at this time.
The only way to resolve this conflict is through the tapes.

(4) Strachan memos. Certain memoranda and "talking
papers" from Strachan to Haldeman, for the following dates:
June 30, 1971; December 17, 1971~ and a date in April 1972,
all ~elating to Haldeman’s control over and~kQdwledge of
CRP intelligence operations and Liddy"s ’role in them. With
respect to the December 17, 1971, talking paper, .we have been
advised that sucha memorandum was located in Gordon
Strachan’s White House files until June 1973 but may have
been mysteriously removed since then.
(5) Tapes: Dean. Tap@ recordings and noteh of meetings
between the President’and Haldeman and Ehrlichman which
"bracket" the President.’s meetings with Dean-on April 15,

16, and 17, 1973 (tapesof which the P~esident is apparently
providing the court "voldntarily").
(6) Tapes re Mitchell’s resignation. Tape reCordings and
notes of meetings between the President and’Haldeman and
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Colson (12:21 - 1.2:44 p.m.), the President and Haldeman and
Kleindienst (3:24 p.m. -~4:06 p.m.), and.the President and
Haldeman and MacGregor (4:30 p.m. til 5:52 p.m.) on June
30, 1972. These meetings purportedly dealt with Mitchell’s
sreasons for resigning from CRP and With the status of the
watergate investigation.
(7) Pre-June 17. Tape recording and notes of a meeting
between the President, Haldeman, and Mitchell on April 4,
1972, from 4:13 p.m. til 4:50 p.m. At this meeting there was
probably a discussion of campaign decisions reached at the
March 30 meeting at Key Biscayne; one of those decisions’~was
the Gemstone approval. Strachan has admitted preparing a
talking paper for Haldeman for. this meeting (or for a previous
Haldeman/Mitchell meeting) which Strachan says he destroyed
after the break-in on account of a reference to the CRP’s ¯
"sophisticated intelligence-gathering operation."
(8) Tapes relatin@ to the missing..tapes. Tape recordings
of the President’s phone conversation with Henry Petersen on
April 18, 1973, (during which the President told Petersen he
"had Dean on tape"); and of the President’s p~aying tape
recordings in his EOB office on June 4, 1973 (which would tend
to show whether the crucial April 15 tape was "missing" on
June 4, and if so whether the President ascertained that fact
at that time).
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